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Introduction
This report, the eightieth in a series of
quarterly progress reports issued by the
Research Laboratory of Electronics, con-
tains a review of the research activities of
the Laboratory for the three-month period
ending November 30, 1965. Since this is a
report on work in progress, some of the
results may not be final.
Following our custom of the past several
years, in this issue of January 15, 1966we
preface the report of each research group
with a statement of the objectives of the
group. These summaries of our aims are
presented in an effort to give perspective to
the detailed reports of this and ensuing
quarters.
GENERAL PHYSICS
I. MOLECULAR BEAMS*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. J R. Zacharias Prof. J. G. King
Prof. K. W Billman Prof. C. L. Searle
Prof. E. F. Taylor
J. F. Brenner
R. Golub
G L. Guttrich
Graduate Students
W. D. Johnston, Jr.
S. G. Kukolich
R. S. Badessa
F. J. O'Brien
J. F. Martin
C. O. Thornburg, Jr.
L. H. Veneklasen
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Three kinds of research are carried on in the Molecular Beams Group.
1. High-precision studies of atomic and molecular radiofrequency spectra.
Z. Experiments directed toward establishing precise frequencies generated by
atomic clocks of proved independence from external influence, and the intercomparison
of these frequencies.
3. Experiments such as
(a) measurement of the velocity of light in terms of atomic standards,
(b) search for a charge carried by molecules, both by gas efflux and beam
deflection methods,
(c) study of atomic beams from liquid helium,
(d} an experiment on an aspect of continuous creation.
These experiments are described in more detail below.
J. R. Zacharias, J. G. King, C. L. Searle
1. RF Spectra
of the 1-1, Z-Z, 3-3, and 3-Z inversion transitions of N14H3Hyperfine structure
has been measured with the two-cavity maser spectrometer. The Hamiltonian and
coupling system of Gordon 1 has been used to describe the spectra, and fits have been
carried out to determine the parameters in his theory. Small discrepancies of approxi-
mately 0.5 kc are present between theory and experiment.
S. G. Kukolich
References
I. J. R. Gordon, Phys. Rev. 9__99,IZ53 (1955).
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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Z. Molecular Clocks
Work on this program has been temporarily suspended while details of the NH 3
inversion spectrum are investigated as mentioned above.
S. G. Kukolich
3. Atomic Clocks
The 10-ft Cs clock has been used with an electric field in an attempt to observe the
electric dipole moment of the Cs atom previously reported, z Data obtained thus far
establish a limit of 0.8 ± 8 X 10 -z0 electron-cm. Meanwhile, two duplicate 10-ft clocks
are being constructed for use in the intercomparison program (see below).
C. O. Thornburg, Jr.
References
1. T. G. H. Sanders and E. Lipworth, Phys. Rev. Letters 133, 718 (1964).
4. Intercomparison of Clocks
The intercomparison experiment involving two commercial beam tubes coupled to
electronic equipment employing frequency impulse modulation has been completed.
Detailed intercomparisons have been made by measuring the phase difference between
the clocks, and using a computer to calculate the phase spectral density and the mean-
square frequency fluctuation as a function of averaging time. Final results indicate a
stability of 5 parts in l012 for a 1000-second averaging time, a result quite consistent
with the measured signal-to-noise ratio for these particular beam tubes.
The same method of intercomparison will now be used to measure the performance
of the new clocks described above.
C. L. Searle, R. S. Badessa
5. Decelerator for Molecules
This apparatus makes use of nonuniform pulsed electric fields for slowing down
molecules to smaller velocities than have hitherto been observed. The construction of
the apparatus is complete and a beam has been observed.
R. Golub, G. Guttrich
6. Velocity of Light
By investigating the resonances of an adjustable precision microwave cavity for both
light and microwaves, one can, with suitable corrections, establish the ratio of the two
wavelengths that are used; this can be interpreted either as the ratio of light in funda-
mental constants or {through the usual standards) as the velocity of light. Preliminary
results obtained by using a Nitrogen atmosphere have shown a reproducibility of 7 parts
in 10 7 . Multiple measurements will now be made in Helium.
M. A. Yaffee, C. L. Searle, J. R. Zacharias
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7. Neutrality of Atoms
We have performed gas efflux and atomic-beam deflection experiments, both designed
to reveal a charge unbalance in supposedly neutral atoms. In both cases, we are
attempting to analyze and understand in detail the large bulk of data obtained and to
determine whether certain persistent effects are of any fundamental interest. One of us
{K.W.B.) has collaborated with C. G. Shull at the M. I.T. reactor in setting a new
upper limit on the charge carried by the neutron.
K. W. Billman, J. G. King
8. Helium Beams
Apparatus has been constructed and operated successfully to yield time-of-flight
velocity distributions for helium gas sources in the temperature range 3-4. 2°K. Inves-
tigations are proceeding to lower temperatures, and a comparison of the gas data with
velocity distributions of atoms evaporating from a liquid source is planned for the future.
W. D. Johnston, Jr.
9. Mercury Boiling Experiment
In this experiment we seek to place an upper limit on the appearance of Hydrogen in
Mercury. The apparatus is essentially a Mercury still with a scanning mass spectrom-
eter. The object of the experiment is to test a remotely conceivable density-dependent
continuous creation hypothesis. A new small apparatus containing less Hydrogen is being
developed.
E. F. Taylor, J. G. King
A. LOW-TEMPERATURE HELIUM BEAM EXPERIMENT
Time-of-fLight velocity distributions from a helium gas source have been obtained
for source temperatures of 3-4. 2°K. A signal-to-noise ratio of 10:1 at the peak of the
distribution has been obtained, with a chopper admittance time of 0.75 msec and a
detector resolution time of 0.25 msec. The distribution curves retain significance down
to one-third of the most probable velocity.
The distributions are in qualitative agreement with expectations based on the assump-
tions of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in the source and an effective detector size
inversely proportional to the kinetic energy of the beam particles. Quantitative com-
parisons will be made after the results of a computer calculation of the theoretical
curves, which is now in progress, are obtained.
Data at lower temperatures are now being taken with the gas source. The ultimate
goal is a comparison of the gas source data with data derived from a beam formed
directly from evaporating liquid helium. Only a minor modification to the present
apparatus is required to permit observation of the evaporating liquid source; this will
be carried out soon.
W. D. Johnston, Jr.
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B. SOME ASPECTSOF THE THEORY AND MEASUREMENT OF
FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS IN FREQUENCY STANDARDS
[This report summarizes a paper that is to appear in the February 1966 issue
of Proc. IEEE.]
Precision quartz oscillators have three main sources of noise which contribute to
frequency fluctuations: thermal noise in the oscillator, additive noise contributed by
auxiliary circuitry such as AGC, and fluctuations in the quartz frequency, as well as in
the reactive elements associated with the crystal, leading to an f-l type of power spec-
tral density in frequency fluctuations. Masers are influenced by the first two types of
noise, and probably by the third.
The influences of these sources of noise on frequency fluctuation versus averaging
time measurements is discussed. The f-l spectral density leads to results that depend
on the length of time over which the measurements are made. An analysis of the effects
of finite observation time is given.
The characteristics of both passive and active atomic standards obtained by using a
servo-controlled oscillator are discussed. The choice of servo time constant influences
the frequency fluctuations observed as a function of averaging time; it should be chosen
for best performance with a given quartz oscillator and atomic reference.
The conventional methods of handling random signals, that is, variances, autocor-
relation, and spectral densities, are applied to the special case of frequency and phase
fluctuations in oscillators, in order to obtain meaningful criteria for specifying oscil-
lator frequency stability• The interrelations between these specifications are developed
in the course of the paper•
L. S. Cutler, C. L. Searle
[Mr. Leonard S. Cutler is with the Physics Research Division of the Hewlett-Packard
Company, Palo Alto, California.]
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Academic and Research Staff
Prof. M. W. P. Strandberg
Prof. R. L. Kyhl
A. Fukumoto
R. M. Langdon, Jr.
Dr. J. M. Andrews
Graduate Students
M. K. Maul
J. G. Ingersoll
J. D. Kierstead
T. E. McEnally
S. R. Reznek
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This group has broad general interest in the study of metals and dielectric crystals
by means of UHF and microwave frequency experiments with electromagnetic and acous-
tic radiation used. We have expanded our experimental techniques to include heat pulses
(incoherent phonons}, as well as the coherent acoustic signals. The frequency range is
thus extended into the "submillimeter" region, but with additional experimental dif-
ficulties including loss of frequency resolution. In the past year, the fermi surface of
gallium has been investigated by using geometrical resonance or the scattering of elec-
trons from cyclotron orbits by the surfaces of thin single crystals. The line shapes of
these resonances have also been studied and appear to be understood to a satisfactory
degree. Heat pulses in dielectric crystals have been used to study the propagation and
dispersion of acoustic waves in these crystals. The superconducting bolometers used
in these experiments appear to give promise of serving as fast (<10 -7 sec}, sensitive
(-40 dbm with a 2-Mc output bandwidth) radiometers for use in the millimeter and far
infrared regions. Work on electron paramagnetic resonance continues, mainly on inter-
disciplinary problems in cooperation with members of the Departments of Metallurgy
and Chemical Engineering, M. I. T.
R. L. Kyhl, M. W. P. Strandberg
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
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HI. RADIO ASTRONOMY*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. A. H. Barrett
Prof. B. F. Burke
Prof. M. Loewenthal
Prof. L. B. Lenoir
Prof. R. P. Rafuse
Prof. D. H. Staelin
Dr. S. H. Zisk
Patricia P. Crowther
E. R. Jensen
Graduate Students
R. J. Allen
N. E. Gant
J. M. Moran, Jr.
E. C. Reifenstein III
S. M. Rezende
A. E. E. Rogers
D. H. Steinbrecher
K. D. Thompson
Z. Vugrinec
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The research objectives of the radio astronomy group may be broadly described as
follows:
1. The development of radiometric techniques at millimeter wavelengths with partic-
ular attention directed toward low-noise parametric amplifiers and solid-state devices.
Low-noise preamplifiers are of prime importance to radio astronomical investigations
and have been developed and applied to observational programs for wavelengths longer
than approximately 1 cm, and it is our objective to extend this study to millimeter wave-
lengths. SoLid-state devices, chiefly local oscillators at millimeter wavelengths, are
required for many satellite applications of radiometry.
2. The observation of extraterrestrial radio sources at centimeter and millimeter
wavelengths and a study of the radio spectrum of the interstellar medium. The 28-ft
and 120-ft parabolic antennas at Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T., are being used for the
study of lunar, planetary, galactic, and extragalactic radio emission at wavelengths less
than 10 cm, and the H and OH spectral Lines at 21 cm and 18 cm, respectively, are also
being studied. During the past year the K-band observations of Venus made during the
1964 conjunction have been completely analyzed and the results have been submitted for
publication. 1 These observations are being extended to cover the 1965-66 inferior con-
junction. Observations of radio sources at 2-cm and 3.7S-era wavelengths have been
performed and will continue. 2 The observations include determinations of the radio
brightness distributions of the strong sources,determinations of the percentage of polar-
ized radiation, and determination of the absolute flux. The last measurements have
been made with the aid of a large Cornucopia-type horn antenna of known power gain.
During 1965 the discovery of linearly polarized OH emission was accomplished in con-
3junction with personnel of Lincoln Laboratory. This work was extended at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory on the recently completed 140-ft radio telescope. These
observations showed the OH emission to be strongly circularly polarized and revealed
several emission Lines less than 1 kc/sec in width. 4
3. The study of microwave emission and absorption by the terrestrial atmosphere
and surface, with particular emphasis on the meteorological satellite application of
microwave sensors. This work has included ground-based observations in conjunction
with, and in support of, measurements of planetary microwave emission, and theoretical
studies of satellite measurements of atmospheric water vapor and oxygen. An extensive
program of balloon observations has been carried out to determine the microwave prop-
erties of the upper atmosphere as governed by the resonance lines of molecular oxygen
*This work is supported principally by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (Grant NsG-419 and Contract NSR-22- 009-120}; and in part by Lincoln Labora-
tory Purchase Order No. 748.
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at 5-mm wavelength. 5 These results indicate departures from the Van Vleck-Weisskopf
theory of microwave absorption and emission, and further observations are being con-
ducted to confirm this conclusion.
A. H. Barrett
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QIV. OPTICAL AND INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. C. H. Perry
Graduate Students
Jeanne H. Fertel
E. F. Young
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The research of this group continues to be the study of the vibrations of crystal lat-
tices by infrared and Raman spectroscopy. The frequencies of many of the normal modes
of lattice vibration can be determined in this way, which give results of significance for
many of the properties of solids and assist in the deduction of interatomic-force laws
for the crystal.
C. H. Perry
1
1. Interferometric Spectroscopy
The far infrared interferometer has had a vacuum sample chamber added which has
two transmission foci and a reflection focus; thus measurements can be made at an angle
of only 10" from normal incidence. Provision has been made so that samples can be
studied from 4-700"K with suitable cryostats and heated sample holders. A polarizer
mount and gas cells can also be located at either transmission focus. Reflection gratings
and ionic crystal powder filters can be conveniently inserted as short-wave cutoff filters.
A Texas Instrument Company low-temperature bolometer has recently been incorporated
and considerable improvement in signal-to-noise ratio has been observed. This detector
allows more accurate intensity measurements to be made, but a new lock-in amplifier
and an analog-to-digital converter with greater dynamic range are needed.
C. H. Perry, E. F. Young
References
I. C. H. Perry, R. Geick, and E. F. Young, "Solid-State Studies by Means of Fourier
Transform Spectroscopy," Boulder Millimeter Wave and Far Infrared Conference,
Estes Park, Colorado, August 30-September 1, 1965.
Z. Lattice Vibrations
a. Infrared Spectra of Solids
Instrumentation described above, and in previous reports, 1 has been used for
observing these data. The normal modes in pyrolitic boron nitride 2 have been analyzed
and the structure interpreted. The lattice vibrational properties of hexagonal CdSe 3 have
been observed and a number of multiphonon phonon peaks have been interpreted in terms
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
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of representative phonon energies for the edge of the Brillouin zone. The temperature
dependence of the far infrared reflectivity of magnesium stanide has been measured and
analyzed by means of a classical dispersion formula that includes Drude terms for the
free-carrier effects. 4 The room-temperature far infrared spectra of some cubic (ABF 3)
perovskite fluorides have been obtained and the results are in agreement with group the-
oretical considerations. 5 This work will continue to obtain the modes, oscillator
strengths, and damping constants as a function of temperature.
Reflectance measurements of some alkali halides, silver salts, and ammonium hal-
ides will be studied and the results will be treated with a Kramers-Kronig and classical
dispersion analysis to give the lattice vibration parameters as a function of temperature
to test deviations from ideal behavior caused by the overlap of neighboring ions.
Investigations of materials exhibiting a Curie-Weiss law dependence of their dielec-
tric constants continues, 5 and a new series consists of mixed crystals of potassium-
sodium tantalates. Reflectance and transmittance spectra of mixed crystals of some
II-VI compounds have also been started. The long-wave vibrations of several inorganic
complexes have been completed 6 and this work may be continued with related compounds.
References
1. C. H. Perry, Quarterly Progress Report No. 70, Research Laboratory of Electron-
ics, M.I.T., July 15, 1963, pp. 19-31.
2. R. Geick, C. H. Perry, and G. Rupprecht, Quarterly Progress Report No. 78,
Research Laboratory of Electronics, M. I. T., July 15, 1965, pp. 37-45.
3. R. Geick, C, H. Perry, and S. S. Mitra, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., March 1965, p. 332
{Abstract} {to be published in J. Appl. Phys.).
4. R. Geick, Quarterly Progress Report No. 79, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
M, I. T., October 15, 1965, pp. 37-41.
5. C. H. Perry, R. Geick, E. F. Young, and H. J. Guggenheim, Proc. VIII European
Congress on Molecular Spectroscopy, Copenhagen, Denmark, August 1965, p. 286
(Abstract); Quarterly Progress Report No. 78, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
M.I.T.D July 15, 1965, pp. 45-51.
6. C. H. Perry, Japanese J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 4, Supplement I, p. 564, 1965.
7. J. H. Fertel and C. H. Perry, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 26, 1 (1965).
b. Raman Spectra of Solids
The Raman spectrum of BaTiO 3 has been observed on a Cary Model 81 spectropho-
tometer in the range 4 °-400°K, and an unusual temperature dependence of one of the
normal modes has been related to its ferroelectric properties. 1,2 This work continues
on other ferroelectric materials, including SrTiO 3 and KTaO 3. Observation of the
temperature-dependent Raman spectrum of the ammonium halides has begun, and will
be extended to a number of other crystals.
A laser-Raman spectrometer is being constructed and both photographic and photo-
electric recording will be incorporated. The He-Ne laser source should allow accurate
polarization measurements to be made, and also permit study of the angular dependence
of the scattering for anisotropic materials.
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Raman spectroscopy is complementary to the infrared measurements, and it gives
accurate values for the frequencies of one-phonon transitions that are not infrared active.
Also, Nsecond-order" Raman spectra provide information on anharmonicity in a crystal
lattice.
C. H. Perry
References
1. C. H. Perry and D. B. Hall, Phys. Rev. Letters 155, 700 (1965}.
2. D. B. Hall and C. H. Perry, Quarterly Progress Report No. 78, Research Labora-
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A. LATTICE VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF HEXAGONAL CdSe
[This report is an abstract of a paper that was presented at the Spring Meeting of the
American Physical Society, Kansas City_ Missouri, March 1965, and is to be pub-
lished in the Journal of Applied Physics.]
The reflectivity of single-crystalline CdSe has been studied with linearly polarized
light at room temperature and at liquid-nitrogen temperature. The characteristic data
of the fundamental lattice vibration were determined by means of a classical oscillator
fit. A shift of 6 cm -1 or 3.5 per cent in the infrared eigenfrequency was found, resulting
from anisotropy splitting. Transmission measurements yielded several multiphonon
peaks and an impurity band. The multiphonon peaks are interpreted in terms of a set
of four representative phonon energies for the edge of the Brillouin zone.
Dr. S. S. Mitra, of the Physics Research Division, I.T.T. Research Institute,
Chicago, Illinois, cooperated in this work.
R. Geick, C. H. Perry
[Dr. R. Geick is now at the Physikalisches Institut der Universitat, Freiburg.]
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V. ULTRASONIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. C. W. Garland
Graduate Students
P. E. Mueller
D. D. Snyder
R. A. Young
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The principal goal of our ultrasonic investigations is to obtain information about the
equilibrium and the dynamic behavior near phase transitions. In particular, we have
emphasized both theoretical and experimental work on order-disorder lambda-type
transitions in solids.
During the past year, a detailed investigation of ammonium chloride single crystals
was completed. Very precise ultrasonic velocities were measured as functions of pres-
sure from 0 to 12 kbar at temperatures of 250-315°K, and as functions of temperature
from ~100 to 320°K at 1 arm. Ultrasonic attenuation data were also obtained on NH4C1
near its k point at ~243°K (see detailed report below}.
The mechanical properties of a compressible Ising model have been investigated,
and explicit expressions for the effect of ordering on the elastic constants of a cubic
crystal have been derived. These theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement
with the behavior of the constant-volume elastic constants of NH4C1. {Such constant-
volume stiffnesses differ significantly from those at constant pressure, especially near
the k point.} In effect, a new approach to the study of order-disorder phenomena has
been developed and exploited in a favorable case. Close to the critical temperature for
ordering in NH4C1, we have also observed a distinct hysteresis (_-0.9°K at 1 arm) and
strong indications of a first-order transition. Quite general theoretical conditions have
been established which predict the mechanical instability of an Ising model near its
critical point. Thus, we conclude that NH4C1 (and many other order-disorder crystals}
may not undergo a pure lambda-type transition.
An investigation of NH4Br is now complete in the disordered phase, and this work
is being extended into the interesting region 100-250°K, and 0-6 kbar where several
lambda transitions occur. New ultrasonic work is now beginning on two other systems
-- quartz near its a-_ "lambda" transition at 847°K, and xenon near its liquid-vapor
critical point. In the case of the quartz transition, a cooperative change in the lattice
network structure is involved, and there is reason to believe that this lambda transition
may show a first-order character. In both of these new systems, attenuation measure-
ments are planned to provide an insight into the dynamical relaxation behavior near
critical points.
RESEARCH REPORT: Ultrasonic Attenuation in Ammonium Chloride
The importance of a detailed investigation of the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient a
very close to the order-disorder transition in NH4CI has been made clear by recent
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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velocity measurements, which show hysteresis and strongly suggest that the crystal
becomesunstable just before the "lambda point" is reached. Therefore, the attenuation
of longitudinal wavespropagating alongthe [100] direction has beencarefully investigated
at 10Mc/sec,with special emphasison the region 239.5-244.5°K. The results are shown
Fig. V-1.
E
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Plot of _2/a versus T near the order-disorder transition in NH4C1.
Crosses indicate data obtained on cooling runs; solid points were
obtained on warming runs.
in Fig. V-1. Again, hysteresis is observed. It is true that not all of the data points
correspond to measurements on a crystal in complete thermodynamic equilibrium; it
has not been our purpose to try to achieve the stable equilibrium state but rather to
make meaningful measurements on the crystal in a metastable state.
The data in Fig. V-1 are consistent with the usual relaxation expression
a = C_2.r/(l+_2..r 2) (1)
with a relaxation time for long-range ordering given by T = A/AT, as first suggested by
J
Landau and Khalatnikov if we define AT by
AT ÷ = T- 241.2
above transition t
{z)
_T- = 242.6 - T bel w
The lines in the figure are based on Eqs. 1 and 2 with C = 3.4X 10 -8 and A = 5.6 X 10 -9
in cgs units. Thus we see that NH4C1 above the transition {disordered phase with higher
molar volume} approaches a lambda point at 241.2°K on cooling, while NH4C1 below the
transition {ordered phase with lower molar volume} approaches a different lambda point
at 242. 6°K upon warming. These values differ because the interaction between NH_ is
a function of volume. And indeed, the crystal is metastable near its lambda points (see
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point takenon "cooling" after waiting one hour at 241.5°K), in agreementwith our Ising
model theory.
C. W. Garland
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A. High MagneticFields
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. F. Bitter Dr. T. Fohl
Prof. G. Fiocco Dr. J. F. Waymouth
B. Upper Atmospheric Physics _
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. G. Fiocco
Graduate Students
G. W. Grams D. F. Kitrosser
H. C. Koons
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This group is concerned with a variety of problems of geophysical interest. The
production of magnetic fields in the multimillion gauss range and the consequent attain-
ment of very high pressures is a subject of continued interest: for this purpose, a fast
capacity bank of 20 kJ at 50 kv discharging into a single-turn coil is being assembled.
Studies of the upper atmosphere by pulsed optical radar continue. Some correlations
between dust and Ionospheric Sporadic E-layer irregularities have been found, and a
study of the interaction of dust and ozone in the 15o25 km altitude region is being carried
out. Techniques for the measurement of atmospheric parameters, in particular, wind
speed and temperature, by cw optical radar are being investigated, as well as the
scattering and absorption of optical radiation by plasmas.
F. Bitter, G. Fiocco
I. ELECTROMAGNETIC BACK-SCATTERING FROM SPHERES
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by a sphere is a well-known classical prob-
lem; however, computations have been made and published for only a few cases. Since
such solutions are of interest in many problems in atmospheric physics, and are parti-
cularly essential in the interpretation of optical radar results, we have started a compu-
tation program by means of the Mie series solution for complex refractive index. The
computations of the normalized back-scattering cross section are being carried out for
values of the parameter a = Z_a/k_ 30 (where k is the wavelength, and a is the sphere
radius), and values of the refractive index n = nreal + i nim, where 1_< nreal < Z and
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
_This work is supported principally by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (Grant NGR-ZZ-009-131), and in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
(Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E)).
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nreal <nim. In thesecomputationsweutilize a program developedby J. Rheinsteinof
Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.
R. Chiang, G. Fiocco
2. SEARCHFOR Comet Ikeya-Seki (1965f) AT 8 Gc/sec AND 15Gc/sec
A search for Comet Ikeya-Seki (1965 f) on its approach to perihelion was carried out
with the Haystack antenna and its microwave radiometer system. The antenna is a move-
able lZ0-ft paraboloid located at the Millstone Hill station of Lincoln Laboratory.
The radiometers were operated either in the 7.75-8.0 Gc/sec channel with an
antenna beamwidth of 0.069 ° or in the 15.0-15.5 Gc/sec and 15.5-16.0 Gc/sec channels
simultaneously, with an antenna beamwidth of 0.038 °, according to the schedule in
Table VI-I. Beam switching was used to reduce drifts eaused by atmospheric conditions.
Within 0.25 ° of the coordinates for the comet given by Cunningham I no signals exceeding
an antenna temperature T A = 0.5°K could be detected.
Table VI-I. Schedule of the search for radio emission
from Comet Ikeya-Seki {1965 f).
Date Time Frequency
(1965) (U. T.) (Gc)
15 October IZ4Z- 1758 8
"I7 October 1316- 1915 8
19 October IZ33- 1851 15
Z0 October 1417- 1833 15
Westphal and Murray 2 have carried out infrared measurements in the spectral inter-
vals 1.3-2.5_, 3.5-4.0_, and 8- 14_ that are consistent with the spectrum of radiation
from a thermal source of color temperature Tc(IR } = 1500°K. The brightness tempera-
ture reported in the interval 8-14_ is TB(IR) = 180°K, and the angular size of the source,
at z = 0. 7 AU distance from the Sun, is approximately one minute of arc.
The apparent discrepancy between the results at infrared and microwave wavelengths
leads to the interpretation that the detected infrared radiation is essentially due to the
scattering of sunlight by small particles constituting the head of the comet, since one
would expect both the size and the brightness of the source to be comparable in the
two spectral regions. If this interpretation is correct, then a color temperature
Tc(IR) = 1500°K is indicative of a strong depletion of particles smaller than a few
microns. Presumably, the depletion is due to the mechanisms that are responsible for
the formation of the tail, that is, the effects of radiation and solar wind pressure.
G. Fiocco, H. C. Koons, M. L. Meeks
[Dr. Marion L. Meeks is a staff member of Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T. ]
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S. Ezekiel
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Research in this group is concerned with an experimental investigation of the
gravitational interaction. At present, we are engaged in an experiment to meas-
ure periodic, as well as possibly secular, variations in G, the Newtonian gravi-
tational constant, as predicted by a group of scalar gravitational field theories.
The approach is to measure g, the Earth's gravitational attraction at the surface,
with a stable molecular beam gravimeter that was described in Quarterly Progress
Report No. 77 .(pages 60-61). The experiment is in no sense a "clean" one, since
the local value of g is dependent upon several geophysical factors that must be
crosscorrelated with the gravimeter, in particular with radial earth distortions
and tilt. Development of a stable tilt meter and a laser strain seismometer I is
in progress.
An experiment to test the Freundlich cosmological red-shift hypothesis is also
under consideration. The hypothesis states that photon-photon scattering of a var-
iety not predicted by quantum electrodynamics is responsible for the cosmological
red shift, rather than the recessional Doppler shift of an expanding universe. An
experiment to determine whether 14-key Mossbauer effect _/ rays lose energy in
2
traversing an X-band radiation field has been performed previously. The experi-
ment gave a null result; however, it demanded an extrapolation of the red-shift
hypothesis from the optical region to 14-key photons. Our present experiment will
test the hypothesis for the interaction of the 6328 /k line of the He-Ne laser with an
X-band radiation field. Impetus for the experiment stems from the recent obser-
vation by Penzias and Wilson 3 of an isotropic radiation background alleged to be
due to a cosmic black-body temperature of 3.5°K. Although it is probably for-
tuitous, the Freundlich hypothesis predicts just such a temperature.
R. Weiss
References
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A. LONG-TERM FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF A LASER EMPLOYING A
MOLECULAR OR ATOMIC BEAM AS PRIMARY FREQUENCYREFERENCE
A laser strain seismometer to measure long-period Earth distortions requires the
developmentof a long-term laser frequency stabilization technique. Althoughexisting
gas lasers exhibit excellent short-term stability (Af/f ~ 10-11 for a few minutes}, they
are still not suitable for measuring Earth distortions of A_/_ ~ 10 -10 per year. Various
feedback stabilization schemes have been proposed and some have been attempted:
1. Stabilization with reference to the Lamb dip at the natural atomic resonance in the
1,ZDoppler-broadened laser gain curve.
Z. Stabilization relative to an absorption resonance in an external gas-discharge
cell. 3
3. Stabilization relative to an external high-Q cavity 4 or interferometer. 5
None of these methods is entirely satisfactory. Scheme 1 suffers from pressure
shifts, Scheme 2 from pressure shifts, as well as Doppler broadening, and in
Scheme 3 the reference elements are subject to temperature dependence and material
creep.
We propose to employ an absorption resonance as observed in an atomic or molecular
beam as the reference element in a feedback stabilization scheme. The method has
proved its effectiveness in the Cesium beam atomic clock. The beam offers the distinct
advantages that (a) there is no interaction between the beam particles and consequently
no shift of the natural resonance, and (b) since the beam is directed, the resonance does
not suffer first-order Doppler broadening.
The difficulty with the beam is the following• Existing lasers rely on radiative decay
to depopulate the lower of the two states between which the laser oscillation takes place.
In order to maintain a population inversion, the lifetime of the lower level must be
shorter than the upper level; typical lifetimes are of the order of 10 -8 second. It does
not appear feasible to form a beam of these excited atoms directly. We are considering
three approaches:
1. Use of an atom or molecule in the beam which is different from the one in the
laser and has an optical transition from the ground state or a metastable state that
matches the laser line. The matching condition is stringent; a frequency match of better
than 1 part in 105 is necessary.
2. Once the beam is formed, the excited states are generated in the interaction
region with the laser light. The excitation mechanism should not introduce Doppler or
Stark shifts.
3. Design a laser that employs an atom or molecule for which the lower level
of the oscillating transition is long-lived in the isolated conditions of the beam but
can be made to have a short lifetime in the atmosphere of the laser, for example,
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by collision quenching or field quenching.
Another consideration is whether to detect the absorption directly by measuring the
change in intensity of the laser light as it passes through the beam or to measure the
occurrence of an absorption by its effect on the beam. The second method gives promise
of a better signal-to-noise ratio.
Thus far, Scheme 1 has not offered any possibilities. A comparison of published cw
gas laser lines with optical transitions coupling the ground and metastable states of
atoms from which beams can be produced conveniently has not uncovered any sufficiently
close matches. The search for these is now being automated and extended to diatomic
molecules.
CORNER REFLECTOR
COLLIMATING SLIT /t_
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Fig. VII- 1. Experimental arrangement.
We are now engaged in the construction of a beam apparatus that can be used for any
of the schemes (see Fig. VII-I). If we assume that a laser that has a metastable level
as its terminal state will be successful, the detection of an absorption by the beam will
be straightforward. The laser light raises the metastable beam atoms to a level that can
couple to the ground state, and the absorption is measured as a reduction in the meta-
stable beam. Another method that we shall try is to stabilize the 6328/k line of the
He-Ne laser with a metastable Neon beam by a double-resonance method. The beam
in the 1S 5 metastable state is irradiated both by the 5944 A Ne line from a reso-
nance lamp and by the laser. The double absorption can be detected either by the
3S 2 decay of the beam atom or the additional reduction inUV radiation from the
the metastable beam.
S. Ezekiel, R. Weiss
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B. COLLISION QUENCHING OF METASTABLE KRYPTON BY XENON
The collision quenching of the 1S 5 and 1S 3 metastable levels of the rare gases is
being studied for their eventual application as the lower level of a laser particularly
suited to the atomic beam stabilization method described in Section VII-A. The experi-
mental arrangement is shown in Fig. VII-2. Light from a DC discharge resonance lamp
is passed through a pulsed-discharge absorption cell containing the rare gas and a known
and adjustable amount of quenching gas. The resonance radiation absorbed by metastable
DC DISCHARGE
LAMP
RP DISCHARGE
MOD
GE_
!: ..........
_TOR :I 2:'/,::,_R °
)OTH
T%_:
...................... J
TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPE
Fig. VII-2. Experimental arrangement.
E_ INTEGRATOR
RECORDER
atoms as a function of time after extinction of the discharge is recorded by a sampling
technique. The following process for a possible metastable laser has been investigated:
Ar(1S5) + Kr(1Po) _Ar(1Po) + Kr(2P6) Excitation mechanism
Laser transition
Kr(Is5) +Xe --_ Kr(1Po)+Xe (Excited} Quenching mechanism
The excitation mechanism appears to work. If 0.5 mm Hg of A is added to
0.1 mm Hg of Kr, the 7601. S A line is enhanced by a factor of 3. The quenching cross
section of the 1S 5 state bythe Kr is q ~ 2 × 10 -16 cm 2. The quenching of the Kr(1S5)
byXe exhibitsa cross section ofQ ~ 3 x 10 -15 cm 2. This would demand a highXe pres-
sure of 30 mrn Hg to reduce the lifetime of the Kr(1S5) state to 10 -8 sec. The lifetime
of the Kr(2P6) state is calculated to be 2.6 × 10 -8 sec, with the Coulomb approximation
matrix elements of Bates and Damgaard 1 used. It appears, however, that the Xe also
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Fig. VII-_. Absorption vs time curve.
A(1S5)_ _ state, although not as effectively as it does the Kr. Anotherquenches the
quenching scheme that we shall try is
Kr(1S5) + Hg(1So) _ Kr(1Po) + Hg(83D2).
Figure VII-_ is a typical absorption versus time curve, in this case, the time-
dependent absorption of the 7601 /k Kr t2ne by Kr 1S 5 metastable atoms in the pulsed
discharge. The Kr pressure is 1.4 × 10 -1 mm Hg, while the Xenon pressure is first
8 × 10 -_ mm Hg, and then 1.6 × 10 -2 mm Hg. Each large horizontal division is
60 _sec.
R. Weiss
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our research is concentrated in three areas: noise in optical masers, noise in fre-
quency multipliers, and noise in parametric amplifiers.
The experimental study of noise in the laser oscillator has established the validity of
the semiclassical van der Pol oscillator model in the regime near threshold. More rig-
orous quantum-theoretical studies have established the range of validity of this model
and brought out effects that are not present in the semiclassical theory. Studies are
under way to check experimentally the predictions of the quantum-theoretical analysis.
The potentialities of the photoelectron counting method in studying amplitude fluctuations
of the incident light is the subject of further study.
Another problem that has been undertaken is the basic formulation of the circuit
theory of noise in nonlinear systems that are strongly driven by periodic signals. This
theory should find application in the noise theory of frequency multipliers and degenerate
parametric amplifiers, both of which are also under active investigation.
H. A. Haus, P. Penfield, Jr., R. P. Rafuse
A. PHOTOELECTRON STATISTICS PRODUCED BY A LASER OPERATING
BELOW THE THRESHOLD OF OSCILLATION
This report deals with the theory and experimental verification of the probability dis-
tribution of photoelectron counts produced by a narrow-band Gaussian light source. In
the experiments described here photoelectron counts were taken within both shorter and
longer time intervals than the inverse bandwidth of the light.
When narrow-band Gaussian light is incident upon a photomultiplier the probability
distribution of the photoelectrons emitted within a time interval that is short compared
1-5
with the inverse bandwidth of the light should follow the Bose-Einstein distribution.
Until the advent of the laser, it was not possible to make counting measurements
within time intervals as short as this. A laser operating slightly below threshold may
emit narrow-band light with a Gaussian amplitude distribution centered about one fre-
quency, provided one axial mode is sufficiently near the threshold of oscillation that its
gain is high enough compared with the other modes to make it dominant. By "Gaussian
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA S6-0Sg-AMC-0S200(E).
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amplitude distribution" of the light, wemeanthat the light is describable in Glauber's
P(a) representation3' 4 in which each mode has a P(a) function of the form
P¢,,) : exp¢- I aI
In our experiments we used a helium-neon gas laser operating at 6328 /_ with internal
mirrors of hemispherical geometry and reflectivities greater than 99%.
By monitoring the spectrum of the photomultiplier current produced by the light, we
adjusted the laser to operate slightly below threshold with a light bandwidth of approxi-
mately 380 cps. In an experimental environment the vibrations of the mirror mounts
introduce frequency fluctuations that cause deviations of the light from an ideal narrow-
band Gaussian waveform. The frequency fluctuations are not detected directly in a
photomultiplier homodyne detector and, with proper care, the conversion of the fre-
quency fluctuations into amplitude fluctuations can be made negligible.6 It is legitimate,
therefore, to treat the waveform emitted from the laser as an essentially ideal narrow-
band Gaussian waveform. The power output of the laser was stabilized 7 against long-
term drifts by a feedback network with a time constant of the order of 2 x 10 -2 sec. In
order to reduce background, the light was passed through a polarizer that was adjusted
for maximum transmission. The photoelectrons emitted in the photomultiplier were
counted in a high-speed counter with a double-pulse resolution time of 14 X 10 -9 sec.
Figure VIII-1 shows data for counting intervals of 10 -5, 10 -4, and 10 -3 seconds, respec-
tively. The number of photoelectrons observed in successive time intervals were
recorded on tape and then processed by a computer. Approximately 13,000 samples
were taken for each of the three counting intervals shown in Fig. VIII-1. If the laser
output indeed consisted of a pure narrow-band Gaussian light centered at a single fre-
quency, the probability of observing exactly n photoelectrons within a time interval that
is short compared with the inverse bandwidth would follow the familiar Bose-Einstein
Distribution Law.
P(n) = (l+fi)-I (I+I/_) -n, (I)
where H is the average count. On the semi-log plot of Fig. VIII-la, this should appear
as a straight line. One can see from the figure that the experimental points lie on or
about a straight line down to counts of approximately 4. The deviation from the theo-
retical curve at lower counts is due to admixture of other modes at other frequencies.
Ifwe assume that these other modes are broadband and therefore effectively produce
a Poisson probability distribution of their own, a probability distribution slightly differ-
ent from the Bose-Einstein distribution can be calculated:
P (n) = (I/n i) (I+fire)-I (i+1/Hm )-n exp(Hb/Hm) C exp(-u n du),
(1+ 1/H m)
(z)
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where nm and nb are the average photoelectron counts resulting from the narrow-band
mode and the broadband background, respectively. Because the dominant mode is lin-
early polarized, the background can be estimated from the degree of polarization of the
outcoming light. Since the background is generally unpolarized, it has twice the intensity
of the light polarized perpendicular to the polarization of the dominant mode. By meas-
uring the ratio of polarized to unpolarized light, we found that the average total photo-
electron count within 10 -5 second was 15.8, of which the dominant mode and the
background counts were _m = 14 and fib = 1.8, respectively. Introducing these values
into Eq. 7 results in the theoretical curve shown as a solid line in Fig. VIII-la. The
scattering of the experimental points, because of the finite number of samples taken,
should show a mean-square deviation proportional to the square root of the number of
samples taken. The predicted spread is indicated by vertical bars in the figures. The
vertical scale S(n) on the right side of Fig. VIII-1 indicates the number of samples
observed for any given photoelectron count, n. In order to simplify the plotting of data
and to reduce the scatter, the experimental points shown in Fig. VIII-lb and VIII-lc are
based on the averages of 5 and 25 adjacent data points, respectively. Figure VIII-lb
shows the results obtained for a counting interval of 10 -4 sec. The average values of
photoelectron counts used in Eq. 2 to compute the theoretical curve indicated by a solid
line in Fig. VIII-lb were _m = 140 and nb = 19. Figure VIII-lc shows the corresponding
observations for a counting interval T = 10 -3 sec, which is longer than the inverse band-
width (in radians) of the light (approximately 4.2 X 10 -4 second for Fig. VIII-I). For
counting intervals long compared with the inverse bandwidth, an asymptotic expression
developed by Glauber 8 is applicable:
P(n) = (fi/2,__) (n) -3/2 exp[-(q_-_H/q-_-)2/21.t], (3)
where _ = w/v , N is the linewidth, w is the average rate of photoelectron counts, and
H is the average photoelectron count within the counting time interval, T. The inverse
light bandwidth is determined from the spectral measurement and all other parameters
in this equation are obtained from the photoelectron counting experiment. Inserting these
values into Eq. 3, we obtain the theoretical curve shown as a solid line in Fig. VIII-lc.
The shape of the probability distribution is not sensitive to small admixtures of broad-
band modes when the time interval becomes comparable to the inverse bandwidth. There-
fore, the equation developed by Glauber need not be corrected for the background modes.
In the present example, the counting interval is 2.4 times longer than the inverse band-
width, yet the fit of experimental points to Glauber's equation is satisfactory.
Data for a counting interval of T = 10 -6 sec were also taken; in this case the effect
of the background modes was even less apparent than in Fig. VIII-la, insofar as only the
n = 0 point deviated visibly from the extrapolated Bose-Einstein distribution. This point
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fell at 84% (a factor of e_) of the straight-line extrapolation.
We believe that this experiment is the first observation of a (nearly) Bose-Einstein
probability distribution of photoelectrons. Also, the results shown in Fig. VIII-lc con-
stitute the first experimental test of Eq. 3.
A determination of the probability distribution of photoelectron counts has been
reported by Johnson, McLean, and Pike, 9 using an incoherent light source and, there-
fore, counting intervals much longer than the inverse bandwidth. Their work provided
the initial impetus for the measurements reported here.
This work has been carried out jointly with C. Freed of Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.
Many helpful discussions with R. J. Glauber, P. L. Kelley, R. H. Kingston, and E. R.
Pike are gratefully acknowledged; P. Trent's computer programming is especially
appreciated.
H. A. Haus
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our work in magnetic resonance is aimed mainly at finding and exploiting new ways
in which the basic magnetic resonance phenomenon can be applied to the solution of sci-
entific and technical problems. Accordingly, we are involved in the study of the inter-
action of magnetic spins with their surroundings (which leads us into chemical physics}
and at the same time in problems of instrumentation. Most of our current effort can
thus be outlined under two headings.
1. Spin-Lattice Relaxation and Random Atomic Motions
The theory of magnetic relaxation involves time correlation functions of various
fluctuating operators associated with the lattice motion. The measurable spin relaxation
times depend upon the Fourier intensities of these correlation functions at characteristic
frequencies determined by the strength of the applied magnetic field in which the experi-
ment is done. It is commonly assumed (and sometimes justifiably) that the correlation
functions are all exponential with a common correlation time, whereupon the dependence
of relaxation times on field strength is determined. We are now setting up an experiment
to study the effect of field strength on relaxation time in order to determine directly, by
Fourier inversion of the spectral intensities, the form of the lattice correlation functions
for simple lattice motions in solids. The experiment, to be worth while, must be done
at field strengths varying over a factor of the order of 1000. Accordingly, all spectro-
scopic manipulations and observations of the spin system are made in a strong field with
a fixed-frequency spectrometer, and the spin system is adiabatically demagnetized to
various lower fields during the time when relaxation is occurring. (Such experiments
have been performed previously in other connections by Solomon, Schumacher, and
others. }
Another set of experiments bearing on the nature of lattice correlation functions
requires measurement of relaxation time at only two field strengths in liquids and gases
where one has reason to think that the spins feel their surroundings only through (i} the
anisotropy of the chemical screening, and (ii) the spin-rotational interaction. Separation
of the effects of these mechanisms, through the characteristic dependence of the former
on magnetic-field intensity, permits a determination of correlation times for (i} the
orientation, and (ii} the angular velocity of the spin-bearing molecule. The relationship
between these times, quite apart from their individual values, depends on the statistical
character, rather than simply the rate, of the molecular motion. Thus, without the
uncertainties associated with a detailed molecular theory of the fluid, we hope to learn
something about where, in the continuum between classical hydrodynamics and the free
molecule, the proper description of molecular motion lies.
We are also studying nuclear relaxation in gases as it depends on temperature and
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S.
U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
Army,
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density, this being a continuationof work that our group hasbeencarrying on for some
time. The object here is to exploit the theoretical simplicity of dilute gasdynamicsto
obtain detailed information aboutintermolecular forces, in particular abouttheir angle-
dependentparts. We are completing a set of measurementsof proton relaxation in mix-
tures of H2 andHe, and are doing distorted-wave scattering calculations in an attempt
to fit a modelof the anisotropic Hz-He potential to the measurements.
We are also doingsomechemically oriented experiments on the electron spin reso-
nance and nuclear relaxation in solutions of alkali and rare-earth metals in liquid
ammonia. TheESRresults, thus far, indicate anunusualfree-electron line-broadening
interaction in Eu-NH3 solutions. In aneffort to understandthe dynamics of the electrons
in such solutions, we are studyingthe dependenceof proton longitudinal andtransverse
relaxation times on temperature and concentrationsof metal andparamagneticsalts.
2. Instrumentation
Transient nuclear magnetic resonance studies in substances with long relaxation
times require the use of radiofrequency transmitter gates with unusually high on-off
ratios. We have been working on the development of simple gating systems that meet
this criterion, including simple diode networks and schemes generating the desired fre-
quency from a higher frequency source by means of gated frequency dividers. The last
scheme has, in principle, an infinite on-off ratio, and the digital circuit techniques
employed are particularly applicable to low radio frequencies, where the more usual
schemes encounter conflicts between the requirements of on-off ratio and rise time.
We are also completing the development of a digital averaging device which is
adapted to the retrieval of transient nuclear resonance signals from noise with auto-
matic correction of gain and base-line fluctuations.
We are beginning work on a dual-frequency scheme for the precise labelling and
detection of segments of a flowing liquid, to be used in possible flowmeter applications.
J. S. Waugh
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
A new development that allows the elimination of the Compton modified component
in the measurement of the x-ray scattering from amorphous solids 1 is being utilized for
a refined determination of the structure of the simple glasses. The more important
simple compositions, such as SiO 2, B20 3, GeO 2, NazO-BzO 3 are being investigated.
B. E. Warren
1. B. E. Warren, Rev. Sci. Instr.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The soft x-ray spectroscopy program has as its objective the experimental study of
the structure of the conduction band of electrons in a series of metals, particularly the
alkalis, alkaline earths, and some of the transition metals. The filled portion of such
a band can be studied by observing the emission spectrum produced by transitions from
this band to the nearest available sharp levels below this band. In most metals this cor-
O
responds to an energy in the range 15-250 ev (wavelength in the range 900-50 A), so that
techniques of extreme ultraviolet vacuum spectroscopy need to be used. The energy
widths of these bands usually lie in the range 2-10 ev.
In order to avoid serious contamination of the metal that is being studied, an ultra-
high vacuum (5 X 10 -10 Torr) spectrometer has been constructed. Another feature of
the device is the elimination of the usual ruled grating as a dispersing element. Anal-
ysis of the emission spectrum is accomplished by using a neutral atomic beam from
which photoelectrons are ejected after absorption of the x-rays to be analyzed. This
instrument has been completed and some preliminary tests have been run.
G. G. Harvey
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U, S. Navy and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The general purpose of this research program is to study the interaction of gas mole-
cules with solid surfaces. At present, we are concerned with four principal problems.
I. Adsorption
During the past year we developed a quantum-mechanical treatment of the adsorption
of alkali-metal atoms on metallic surfaces (see See. XII-A. l). We are now preparing to
perform experiments designed to test the validity of the theoretical model and analytical
solutions.
2. Gas-Surface Conditions
Using a simple classical model, we have successfully described the general features
of the scattering of gas molecules from solid surfaces (see Quarterly Progress Report
No. 79, pages 67-71}. This analysis will continue, and a quantum-mechanical treatment
will be attempted. We are also planning an experimental investigation of the scattering
of molecular beams from solid surfaces.
3. Catalysis
An ultrahigh vacuum system suitable for studies of catalysis has been completed.
Using a mass spectrometer, we shall measure the gaseous products of chemical reac-
tions occurring on the surfaces of various materials. We plan first to consider the cata-
lytical formation of ammonia.
4. Photoinduced Surface Processes
Our experimental investigation of the effects of thermal and ultraviolet light on the
thermionic emission from tungsten has been completed (see Sec. XII-A. 3}, and we are
now attempting to extend the study to cesium-covered tungsten.
R. E. Stickney
I. VALENCE-LEVEL SHIFT OF AN ALKALI ATOM AS A RESULT OF
INTERACTING WITH A METAL SURFACE
If an alkali atom is allowed to interact with a metal at the surface of the metal, as
shown in Fig. XII- I, the valence level of the alkali which we call the ns level (n is the
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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Model for the atom-metal interaction.
principal quantum number) will be shifted from its unperturbed energy. The shifted level
will also broaden. A theoretical approach to the natural width has been previously
reported, l In the present report, the position of the band center of the perturbed alkali
atom is calculated.
Theory
If the Hartree-Fock equations for the metal-alkali system are interpreted correctly,
.o
Fig. XII- Z.
J P" % z
Classical picture of the atom
and the image charges that it
induces in the metal.
it can be shown z that the interaction
between the ns electron and the metal
perturbed by the alkali ion core is
Z 2
q q
H' = (1)
R 4d 1
in which R is the distance between the
ns electron and the image charge of the
alkali ion core, and d 1 is the distance
between the ns electron and the surface.
This is readily understood from the
classical point of view, as shown in
Fig. XlI- 2.
As the alkali atom is allowed to inter-
act with a metal through the interaction
given by Eq. I, the first-order energy
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shift is given by
(nsI_' Ins >
AE =
<nsl (2)
The coordinate system used in the calculations of the energy shift is one with the ori-
gin, z = 0, at the center of the ion core and with z increasing positively away from the
metal. In this system, shown in Fig. XII-2, the distance of the electron from the metal
surface is given by d 1 = s - I r cos @I = s - I zl. The distance between the electron and
the ion core image is given by R= 2s - l r cos 01 = 2s- [z[. This is avery good approx-
imation for small r, which is the only region in which the electron charge density is sig-
nificant. The unperturbed ns wave functions are taken to be fitted hydrogen 2s wave
1
functions as described previously. With hydrogenic wave functions and Eq. 1, Eq. 2
becomes
q qS-Sc dz - dxdy (l-2ar+a2r 2) e-2a
zs Izl  (s-lz]
_E = ., (3)
c dz
dxdy(l-2ar+a2r 2) e-2ar I
where the integration has been restricted to the region outside the metal. The value of
s c is chosen so that the integration stops when the image potential reaches that which
exists at the bottom of the conduction band. Mathematical details of the integration will
2
appear elsewhere, so only the end result is given here in an extremely cumbersome,
but exact, closed form. It is found that
AE = l.Saf-30a2s2 9 _4as e t e_2aS(4a3s 3
--2-+ 4e-4as(32a3s3-8a2s2+4as+l) "2 dt-_- +
_2as -_-- e _ Sc-aSc+_+Sa s +3as-Sa ScS )-2a2s2+Zas+l) dt t -2a(S-Sc)(2a2 2 3 2 2 2
_2as
C
+e-2as(56a2s2+4as+6_/fZ-e-2aS(a3s3+a2s2+_as+l } , (4)
where AE is given in electron volts, s in angstroms, and a, which is a characteristic
of the particular alkali in question, in inverse angstroms. Numerical values for the
exponential integral are tabulated as a function of the upper limit. 3 Equation 4 is eval-
uated as a function of distance from the surface for the specific cases of potassium on
platinum and cesium on tungsten and the graph of this function appears in Fig. XII-3.
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Note that both curves exhibit the shapesuggestedby Gomer4' 5 at distancesgreater than
approximately the sum of one-half the lattice constantplus the alkali ionic radii =3- 4 /k.
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Fig. XII- 3.
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2 4 6 8 I0 12
o
,(A)
Energy-level shift determined from Eq. 2 as a function of
atom-metal separation for cesium-tungsten and potassium-
platinum.
This is the atom-metal separation when the atom becomes adsorbed. The results are
not really meaningful at smaller separations, as these separations would physically be
prohibited by other repulsive forces not included in this formalism. Note that the energy
level has been shifted upward in both cases by approximately 0.3 ev for an adsorbed
6 7
alkali. This is in accord with the value of 0.35 ev suggested by Rasor and Levine.
The relevahce of this calculation to theories of adsorption is discussed in a paper
2
that has been submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics.
J. W. Gadzuk
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Z. INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS TRANSITIONS IN GAS-SURFACE INTERACTIONS
The problem of energy exchange in the interaction of a monatomic gas with a solid
surface is considered by using the concept of induced and spontaneous transitions and
the principle of detailed balancing. The problem is treated as the interaction of a gas
atom with the phonons of the solid. The first part of the analysis is analogous to the
well-known analysis I of the interaction of an atom (or molecule) with the photons of a
radiation field.
Consider some gas atoms in an enclosure, in which the gas density is so low that
collisions between the atoms are very infrequent compared with collisions with the sur-
face. Define the following quantities:
Pijdt = the probability that a gas atom in state i (kinetic energy El) will undergo tran-
sition to state j in time dt.
R.. = the probability that a gas atom incident upon the surface in state i will leave
1j
the surface in state j.
_i = the average number of collisions with the surface per unit time for a particular
gas atom in state i.
From these definitions it follows that Ri_j = Pij/¥ i. By analogy with the analysis for1
electromagnetic radiation, the transition of the gas atom between states with kinetic
energies E i and Ej (Ei>E j) is described by the following expressions.
Pij = Aij + U(v, Ts) Bij (1)
(Z)
Pji = U(v, T s) Bji,
where
A.. = the coefficient for spontaneous transition,
1j
B.. = the coefficient for induced transition,
1j
U(v, Ts) = phonon energy density per unit frequency range in the solid at tempera-
ture T .
s
The assumptions about the transitions as expressed by Eqs. 1 and 2, together with the
following analysis, are only reasonable for single phonon transitions.
a. Equilibrium Situation
Consider a gas in equilibrium with the enclosure at temperature T s. Let the num-
ber of atoms in states i and j at equilibrium be N i and Nj, respectively. Let the degen-
eracies of the energy states i and j be D i and Dj, respectively. From the principle of
detailed balancing it follows that, at equilibrium, N.P.. = N.P... For the phonon field
2 i D J 31
assume a relation of the usual form,
U(v, Ts) = G(v)/[exp(hv/kTs)-l ],
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where G(v) is a function of v and of the properties of the solid, but not of T .
1 s
By proceeding as in the photon problem, relations can be obtained among the A
Bij, and Bji. By using these relations in Eqs. I and 2, we obtain
ij'
Aij +U(vij'Ts) Bij Aij I l ]
Rij = "_i - '_i I - exp(-hvij/kTs)
(3)
U{vij'Ts) Bji __Aij __Di le I I' (4)Rji = _j = "_j Dj xp(hvij/kTs) - I
where hr.. = E.- E.. Although they have been derived for the equilibrium situation,
ij i j
these expressions for R.. and R.. may now be applied to the collision of a gas atom with
Ij j1
the surface, irrespective of whether the gas is in equilibrium with the surface. The addi-
tional restriction of low gas density may also be dropped.
b. Gas with Equilibrium Distribution at Temperature T
g
Assume that the gas has an equilibrium distribution at temperature Tg, with Tg¢ T s.
This situation, of a surface at temperature T in the presence of a gas at temperature
S
Tg (TgCTs), actually occurs in the usual experimental arrangement for measuring
energy accommodation coefficients. 3 Let _i be the number of atoms in state i striking
the surface per unit area per unit time.
The expectation value of the net energy exchange, associated with the energy levels i
and j, from the surface to the gas per unit area per unit time is given by
Eij = hvij(_jRji-_iRij ). (5)
From the definition of "_i it follows that _i/,_i = Ni/K, where K is some factor that
depends upon the geometry of the surface and will be constant for a given gas-surface
system. For a Maxwellian distribution at temperature Tg, (NjDi/NiD j) = exp(_g), where
• g = hvij/kTg. From Eqs. 3, 4, and 5 we then obtain
£ij = Cij - -o-
g-1 l -e
where Cs = hvij/kT s, and Cij = hvijKNiAij is constant for a given gas-surface system
and a given pair of energy levels, i and j.
The terms in Eq. 6 can be written as infinite series, and if we assume that _s and
• g are of order 1, or less, and neglect small terms, Eq. 6 becomes
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f 2 2 _T__ 1 3 3 /_ll
Zg Zg Zg _g _g
£.. = Cij + + + (Ts-Tg)/Tg.1j _ 6 12 24 24 (7)
If _g is of magnitude 1, or less, and Ts > Tg, it is reasonable to neglect the terms
involving (Tg/Ts) in Eq. 7. Hence,
Crg _g _g
E.. = C.. + + + 18)1j 1j -2- "_- (Ts-Tg)/Tg"
= Tg;If we put hvij = _kS, where e is the Debye temperature, then _g _8/ hvij is
the energy of one phonon and k0 is, approximately, the maximum energy that a phonon
may have. Thus _ is a positive number less than 1, and a sufficient, but not necessary,
condition for _ < 1 is T >_ 8. From Eq. 7 it is seen that the condition0- _ 1 may be
g g g
relaxed as the ratio Ts/Tg increases.
c. Conclusions
The over-all net energy exchange from the surface to the gas is obtained by summing
over all pairs of states ij in Eq. 6. It follows from Eq. 8 that, when Tg is constant, this
energy exchange is approximately proportional to (Ts-Tg). The energy accommodation
coefficient is given by
net energy exchange to gas
a = 2k(Ts_Tg ) (9)
Upon substituting for the net energy exchange in Eq. 9 the factor (Ts-Tg) cancels,
and thus the analysis predicts that a is approximately constant as T s is varied (for
T > T and T constant). This result agrees with the experimental results of
s g g 3
Thomas and Schofield and Moreton 4 for helium and neon on tungsten and platinum
surfaces.
R. M. Logan
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3. EFFECT OF THERMAL AND ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON THERMIONIC
EMISSION FROM TUNGSTEN
a. Introduction
Our interest in the effects of thermal and ultraviolet radiation on electron emission
from metals at high temperatures was stimulated by the results of a simple experiment
performed by A. Shavit, a member of our laboratory. Shavit found that the emission
from a hot tungsten cathode in a low-pressure cesium diode increases significantly when
radiation from the sun is focused upon the cathode. Hoping that this effect was an anom-
alous high-temperature photoelectric effect that might be used to enhance the perform-
ance of thermionic energy converters, we initiated the present investigation in which
cesium vapor was not introduced into the diode because its presence complicates
attempts to interpret the data.
From the experimental data reported here, we conclude that, rather than being the
result of a photoelectric process, the emission enhancement may be explained simply
as an increase in the thermionic emission caused by radiant heating of the cathode. In
effect, the diode acts as a transducer that produces a measurable electrical output signal
for radiation inputs of rather low intensity. Hence the thermionic diode may be used as
a radiation detector. This application, and others, will be discussed briefly following
the description of the experimental procedure and results.
A detailed discussion of the results has been omitted, since this may be found in a
paper by the present authors which has been submitted for publication to the Journal of
Applied Physics.
b. Experimental Apparatus
The experimental diode and circuitry are shown schematically in Fig. XII-4. The
cathode, a 4.5 × 0.32 )< 0. 0025 crn polycrystalline tungsten ribbon, is heated resistively.
The collector is a rectangular tantalum box having a 0.32 )< 3.2 cm slit in the front face
to allow radiation to impinge upon the cathode. A magnetically operated shutter is pro-
vided to cover the quartz window during the high-temperature aging of the cathode. An
ionization gauge and a titanium getter are attached to the diode.
The diode is evacuated by a two-stage mercury diffusion pump through a trap that is
cooled by liquid hydrogen. After several bakeout and outgassing cycles, the titanium
getter is flashed and the diode then sealed off from the vacuum system. The pressure
remains in the l 0-9-torr range throughout the experiments. We believe that the cathode
surface is both clean and stable because it has been aged thoroughly at 2400°K, emission
measurements are reproducible and stable over long time intervals, and the diode pres-
sure does not rise above the 10-9-torr range when the cathode temperature is increased
to Z400°K.
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The Richardson equation1 for thermionic
PYREX
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Fig. XII-4. Diagram of diode and associated
optical and electrical components.
emission from a metallic surface of
area S at uniform temperature T is
I = SAT 2 e -¢/kT, (1)
where A and _ may depend upon the
temperature and the nonuniformity
of the surface work function. Our
experimental data taken for a tem-
perature range 1360°K < T < 2000°K
can be fitted by Eq. 1 with
amps
= -- and _= 4.6 ev.
SA 400 (°K) z
A work function of 4.6 ev is reason-
able for clean tungsten.
Quartz lenses are used to focus
the radiation from a high-pressure
mercury lamp (Bausch and Lomb
HP-100) upon the cathode. In order to obtain high radiation intensity at the cathode,
Corning sharp-cut filters are employed instead of a monochromator. The radiation
intensity at the cathode for each filter is measured with a calibrated thermopile placed
at the position normally occupied by the diode.
c. Experimental Procedure and Results
After attaining the desired cathode temperature by setting the heating power at the
appropriate value, the cathode-anode voltage is increased until the thermionic current
saturates. With the cathode completely shielded from the lamp radiation, the zero-
suppress circuit in the Keithley 150A microammeter is adjusted to cancel the thermi°
onic current. (In some cases, we have used a homemade circuit to supplement the
zero-suppress capabilities of the meter.) The radiation shield is then removed and the
current resulting from unfiltered radiation is recorded. Following this, filter 9-30 is
placed in the radiation path and the current is recorded. Next, filter 9-30 is replaced
by filter 0-54 and the current is recorded. This procedure is repeated for each of the
filters.
By subtracting the emission currents associated with two different filters, we obtain
the current resulting from the radiation band between the two filters. For example, if
I 1 and I 2 are the currents measured for filters 9-30 and 0-54, then Z_I = I 1 - 12 is the
current produced primarily by radiation associated with the 3100 A line, which is the
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Table XII-l. Radiation bandsisolated by filter pairs.
Filter
Radiation
Intensity
Q
(mw/cm 2)
None 12.6
9-30 9.8
0-54 8.20
0-51 5.94
3-73 5.30
3-71 4.55
3-67 3.60
2-63 2.72
Wavelength
Limits
/,Q
(mw/cm 2)
Photon
Energy
Limits
(ev)
Approximate
Principal
Wavelength
in Band
2 80 k _ 2500 hv > 4.96 Many lines in
" far ultraviolet
1.60 2500-3200 4.96-3.88 3100
l. Z6 3200-3700 3.88-3.36 3640
3700-4200 3.36-2.960.64
0.75
4050
4200-4700 2.96-2.64 4350
0.95 4700-5600 2.64-2.22 5460
0.88 5600-5900 2.22-2.10 2780 (2 lines)
brightest line emitted by the lamp in the band 2500 < k < 3200 isolated by these two fil-
ters (see Table XII-l). The filters have been selected to separate the more intense lines
in the lamp spectrum so that, although each pair of filters isolates, at best, a band of
radiation, one line or closely spaced set of lines will predominate. (This technique is
perhaps less satisfactory in the ultraviolet where there are many closely spaced nearly
equally intense lines, but it seems to be adequate for the purposes of our investigation.)
The experimental results shown in Fig. XII-5 are described in terms of F, the emission
current per unit radiation intensity,
F- AI
zxQ' (2)
where ZxQ = QI - Q2 is the radiation intensity of the band between the filters, Q1 and Q2
being the intensities measured for each of the filters. The values of Q and AQ are
recorded in Table XII-I, together with the approximate wavelengths (k) and photon ener-
gies (hv) of the radiation bands associated with each pair of filters.
d, Concluding Remark
A detailed discussion of the feasibility of employing the thermionic diode as a radia-
tion detector has been presented by R. C. Jones. z He concludes that although no
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CATHODE TEMPERATURE,
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Fig. XII-5. Dependence of radiation-induced thermionic emission, I_,
on cathode temperature and radiation wavelength. The
total thermionic emission current, I, is also included for
comparison. Notice that the photoelectric current is pre-
dominant when k < 3200 _k and T < 1600°K.
experimental data are available, this technique merits further investigation.
We have performed additional experiments which demonstrate that a thermionic diode
may be used to determine the dependence of emissivity on radiation wavelength for mate-
rials at very high temperatures. There are other possible uses if atoms instead of pho-
tons are allowed to impinge upon the cathode. For example, it may be possible to
measure energy accommodation coefficients and the probabilities of dissociation or
recombination at hot surfaces. This technqiue might also be used as a detector of high-
speed or highly excited molecular beams.
The effect of radiation on the thermionic characteristics of a diode may present prob-
lems in certain experiments. For example, measurements of photoelectric emission at
moderate cathode temperatures will be obscured by increases in the thermionic emission
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unless the cathode is so massive that the radiation produces a negligible change in the
temperature. It is also possible that radiation and reflection from the anode or enclo-
sure may introduce errors into measurements of the thermionic properties of materials.
R. A. Stickney, P. B. Sun, M. L. Shaw
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B. Surface Properties of Thermionic Electrodes
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The general objective of this program is to determine the surface properties of
electrodes which are particularly relevant to thermionic energy conversion. A more
specific objective is to obtain both experimental and analytical data on the dependence
of work function on cesium coverage, surface contamination, and substrate properties
(e. g., bare work function, crystallographic structure and temperature}.
R. E. Stickney
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C. Free-Molecule Flow Fields
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. R. E. Stickney
Graduate Students
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In this program we are investigating ti_e flow of gases in the transition regime
between the free-molecule and continuum limits. Of primary interest is the near free-
molecule flow regime for orifices and tubes exhausting into a vacuum. During the past
year, we have obtained measurements of the angular distribution of the flow intensity as
a function of the upstream pressure (see Sec. XII-C. l). At present, we are modifying
the apparatus so that velocity distribution measurements may be performed. Analytical
treatments of the problem will also continue to be considered.
R. E. Stickney
I. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ORIFICES AND TUBES AT HIGH
KNUDSEN NUMBERS
The angular distributions of flow from orifices and cylindrical tubes have been
determined experimentally for Knudsen numbers of ~l to 100. (The Knudsen number
is defined here as the ratio k/D, where k is the mean-free path, and D is the diame-
ter of the orifice or tube.) These results are summarized here. A detailed description
1 2
of the apparatus and the results may be found in the theses of Hastings and Keating.
Orifice Flow
The experimental apparatus is designed so that we may measure I, the intensity of
the flow downstream of the orifice, as a function of _, the angular position from the
center line. In the limit of free-molecule flow (k >>D), simple kinetic theory predicts l
that
I(_) = I(O) cos _b, (1)
where I(0) is the intensity along the center line (¢>=0). Our experimental results are in
agreement with Eq. l only if the upstream pressure is sufficiently low to cause k to be
more than one order of magnitude greater than D. As the upstream pressure increases
This work is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
(Grant NsG-496).
Administration
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Fig. XII-6. Dependence of measured inten-
sity on angular position from
the center line of a sharp-edged
orifice. Solid curve is the the-
oretical cosine distribution
based on the corrected center-
line intensity. Knudsen number,
k/D = 99.
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Fig. XII-7. Dependence of measured inten-
sity on angular position from
the center line of a sharp-edged
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Fig. XII-8.
Dependence of measured intensity on
angular position from the center line of
a sharp-edged orifice. Knudsen number,
k/D = 7. Notice that the experimental
data (dashed curve) deviate from the the-
oretical cosine distribution (solid curve).
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Fig. XII-9.
Dependence of measured intensity on
angular position from the center line of
a sharp-edged orifice. Knudsen number,
k/D = 2.35. Notice that the experimental
data (dashed curve) deviate from the the-
oretical cosine distribution (solid curve).
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(b)
Normalized intensity vs angle for flow from a tube having
L/D= 1.15. (a) k/D= 116. (b) k/D= 0. Z0. Solid curve
represents the theoretical prediction of Clausing (1930)
for the free-molecule limit.
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Fig. XII-12. Normalized intensity vs angle for flow from a tube
having L/D= 5.63. (a) N/D = 116. (b) N/D = 0.44.
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{that is, as k decreases}, the angular distribution deviates from the cosine relation
because the intensity near the center line exceeds the free-molecule prediction, The
data are shown in Figs. XII-6 through XII-9.
We have compared our measurements of the center-line intensity, I(0), with the
theoretical predictions of Narasimha, 3 Willis, 4 and Morton. 5 These predictions have
the following form in the near free-molecule flow regime:
I(0)= I(0)FMII +A_ I. (2)
I(0)F M is the limiting value for free-molecule flow as calculated by simple kinetic
theory. The magnitude of A depends on the details of the theoretical treatment;
Narasimha, Willis, and Morton obtain values of 0.30, 0.23, and 0.41, respectively.
Our experimental data correlate best with A = 0.45.
The total mass flow rate may be calculated by integrating the measured angular dis-
tributions over the appropriate range of solid angles. These results are in agreement
6
with the data reported by Liepmann.
Tube Flow
Experiments similar to those described above were also performed for three cylin-
drical tubes having length-to-diameter ratios of I. 15, 3.03, and 5.63. The angular
7
distributions are in general agreement with the analytical results of Clausing when k
is much greater than both L and D. As observed for orifice flow, the angular distri-
butions deviate from the free-molecule patterns as k decreases• Typical results are
shown in Figs. XII-10 through XII-12. The results for the center-line intensity, I(0),
are particularly interesting for tube flow because they exhibit minima when plotted
against D/k. (See Fig. XII-13.) The minima become more pronounced with increasing
12
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_- O.6
z
0.4
0.2
0___ D =0.0_ 0
_ L/D:l.15
LID = 5,65
-2 -I I I0
I0 I0
INVERSE KNUDSEN NUMBER ,D/I
Fig. XII- 1 3. Dependence of normalized
center-line intensity on in-
verse Knudsen number for
tubes of several length-to-
diameter ratios.
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L/D. Other investigators have observed a similar effect in the mass flow rate of gases
through long capillary tubes. (Pollard and Present 8 have considered this problem in
some detail.)
Present Work
Since existing theoretical treatments of near free-molecule flow through orifices
and tubes do not satisfactorily describe our experimental results, we are continuing
our attempts to obtain an analytical solution to the problem. The apparatus is now being
modified so that we may proceed with measurements of the velocity distribution of the
flow as a function of ¢ and k/D.
R. E. Stickney
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D. Neutralization of Space Charge in Thermionic Diodes
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. R. E. Stickney
Graduate Students
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The performance of a thermionie energy converter depends strongly on the effec-
tiveness of the technique used to neutralize the electron space charge. The three common
techniques for generating the ions required for neutralization are (i} surface ioni-
zation at the emitter, (it) ionization within the plasma by various electron, photon, or
atom impact processes, and (iii) auxiliary sources. We are investigating the physical
processes and relative merits of each of these techniques.
R. E. Stickney
I. CESIUM MOLECULAR-ION FORMATION BY COLLISION OF TWO EXCITED
ATOMS II
Models proposed to explain the voltage-current curves of cesium thermionic diodes
operating in the ignited mode have generally incorporated three volume ionization mech-
anisms: by electron impact with ground-state cesium atoms; by electron impact with
cesium atoms in the first excited state; and cesium molecular-ion formation by the col-
lision of two excited atoms I-3 according to the process
2Cs(6p)--Cs_--Cs_ + e. (1)
By using Warner's 4 calculation with measured 5' 6 and calculated ? cross sections, ioni-
zation by the first two mechanisms can be shown to be deficient for sheath neutralization
by a factor of I0 for some experimentally observed diode conditions. On the other hand,
Witting and Gyftopoulos 2 have calculated a molecular-ionization cross section that makes
ionization according to Eq. 1 very attractive.
This report concerns an optical pumping experiment similar to Freudenberg's, 8 by
which an upper bound is established for _m' the cross section for molecular-ion pro-
duction by process (1).
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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a. Description of the Experiment
In our experiment, a cylindrical resonance tube containing cesium is irradiated by
resonance radiation of k85Zl /_coming through an interference filter from a cesium arc
lamp, as shown in Fig. XIl-14. The radiation is absorbed in the cesium, thereby pro-
ducing atoms in the first excited state which collide and produce molecular ions by proc-
ess (1). The ions formed within the volume enclosed by the dashed lines in Fig. XII-14
10N
COLLECTOR I
GUARD XXIC -_,s,C s (6p)
R IN G --...,_., .--7--2-.- --J
_', Cs+ , e-
IJL I
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-_=.
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FILTER
Fig. XII-14. Optical pumping arrangement.
are drawn to an axial collector by an applied potential V, and the difference in the values
of this collector current measured when the arc irradiates the absorption tube and when
the arc radiation is blocked is used to calculate the cross section.
Many radiation-dependent currents might be included in this difference current, so,
in general, the difference current J will consist of the following terms:
J(Reg+Ram)/Rcg = Jm - Jr - J an + Jv + negligible positive terms. (2)
He re,
Rcg is the leakage resistance from the ion collector to the guard ring (--lM_,
Ram is the input impedance of the electrometer in the feedback mode (=0. 15 M_2),
Jm is the total amount of charge produced per unit time by molecular-ion formation
by process (1),
J is the current associated with the molecular ions that recombine before being
r
collected,
J is the molecular-ion current that is collected on the window or anode, and
an
J is the photoelectric current from the ion collector produced by the arc radiation.
V
Jr is negligible because of the small size of J(~10 -10 amp), and at 6 volts applied volt-
age Jan is less than Z0 per cent of Jm for the conditions of the experiment. Thus, to a
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good approximation
R +R
cg am (3)
R J = Jm + Jr'
cg
and certainly
Rcg + Ram
J _< I. Z5 J. (4)
m R
cg
Even though the resonance chamber is irradiated by radiation that is resonant with
the 6P3/z state, we must also consider ionizing collisions involving 6Pi/2 atoms that
are formed by quenching collisions of 6P3/z atoms with ground-state atoms according
to the process
Cs(6P3/z) + Cs(6s) ------ Cs(6Pl/2) + Cs(6s) + 0. 068 ev. (5)
Then J will consist of a sum of terms corresponding to collisions of two 6p atoms with
m
various j values:
m \[_-- ml 1 °m12 1N2 °-m22 "
Here,
e is the electronic charge,
_¢ is the average thermal velocity of the atoms,
the integral is over the volume of the resonance chamber,
N 1 is the density of 6P3/z excited atoms,
N Z is the density of 6Pl/z excited atoms, and
. are the cross sections at 500°K for the production of molecular ions by the col-
mis
lision of excited atoms of types i and j.
The excited atom densities are determined by two radiation transport equations that
are solved to give estimates of the integrals appearing in (6). The resulting integral of
Z is less than the other two integrals because quenching is not efficient enough to pro-N 2
duce a large Cs(6Pl/z ) density for our experimental conditions. Since the electronic
energy of two 6Pl/z atoms is 0.09 + . 05 ev below the energy required to form a cesium
molecular ion, we can also assume that _m22 is less than _mll or _mlZ so that the last
3 Z
term of (6) can be neglected. Furthermore, for our experimental conditions f d rN l is
within a factor of 2 of f d3rZNiN 2 so that, no matter what the ratio of _mll to _mlZ' we
can approximate to 33 per cent.
O-ml 1 I d3rN_ + O-mlZ d3rZN1N z o-m _ d3rNI(NI+2Nz) , (7)
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where _ is the effective molecular-ionization cross section,
m
¢rm = (O-mll+(rml2)/2. (8}
Then Jm is given by
-- £ d3rN1Jm - _r_ev$m (Nl+2N2)"
(9}
The order of magnitude of Jv can be estimated by measuring Jw' the ion-collector
current produced by shining a standard tungsten lamp {operating at 15 amps) through the
interference filter and onto the collector of the resonance tube. Then if F and F w =
1.6 × 10 3 erg/sec are the calculated radiant-energy fluxes to the ion collector from
the arc and tungsten lamps, respectively, we have
Rcg + Ram _F (10)
where C {of order unity) is an approximate correction factor accounting for variations
in the photoelectric quantum yield over the ion-collector surface•
Combining (3), (9), and (10) gives
R
e_¢ cg _, F
= d3rNI(NI+ZN2) + C_--_W Jw •J _ _m Ram+ Reg
(11)
We shall determine the constants _m and C by correlating measured values of J, JW'
and Rcg and calculated values of N 1, N2, F, and F W. Since the resulting effective cross
section is small, we then return to (4} to determine the upper bound to
m
The essential requirement of this argument is to demonstrate the validity of the
excited-atom density distributions used in the calculation. This is accomplished by a
description of the experimental apparatus followed by a discussion of the radiation trans-
port equations that determine the excited-atom density under various experimental con-
ditions.
b. Experimental Apparatus
The main components of the experimental apparatus are shown in Fig. XlI-15. Not
shown are power supplies, arc heaters, 17 thermocouples, and an electrometer and
recorder that measure the ion-collector current. The temperature of the cesium in the
resonance chamber was set at approximately 500°K throughout the experiment and was
controlled by the front heater which als0 heated the front window• In order to insure
that a cesium film would not form on the front window, extra heater windings were placed
on the front face of the front heater. Also, the front heater was placed against the
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I . QUARTZ-CESIUM ARC LAMP II. COLLECTOR GUARD RING
2. PYREX WINDOW 12. BACK HEATER
3. FAN CHANNEL 13. CESIUM RESERVOIR
4. ABSORPTION FILTER 14, CESIUM HEATER
5. INTERFERENCE FILTER 15. ENCLOSED INPUT OPTICS
6. CESIUM RESONANCE TUBE 16. CALIBRATED SPECTROMETER
7. POLISHED OFHC-Cu ANODE ]7. HEATED PYREX WINDOW
8. FRONT HEATER 18. RCA 7102 PHOTOMULTIPLIER
9. STAINLESS ABSORBING PLATE 19. DRY NITROGEN
10. POLISHED Cu ION COLLECTOR 20. DRY ICE AND ACETONE
Fig. XII-15. Experimental apparatus.
housing of the interference filter to limit convection cooling of the window, and the
reflecting side of the filter was faced toward the window to reduce radiation cooling.
The resonance tube was assembled, under a reducing gas atmosphere to inhibit oxi-
dation of the electrodes, and then baked on an oil diffusion pump at 380°C for 3 days to
a final pressure of Z X 10 -6 torr. A cesium ampoule was then attached, and the tube
was baked for 2 days at 180°C to a pressure of 10 .6 torr. Finally, the ampoule was
broken, the cesium was vacuum-distiLled into the appendage, and the tube was sealed off.
The arc lamp operated at 0. 1-0.35 torr cesium pressure, 13-17 volts, and
25-50 amps. Quartz was used for the arc envelope, because of serious melting prob-
lems encountered with Pyrex. Cesium attack of the quartz produced an absorbing and
partially reflecting dielectric film on the center section of the arc envelope which dete-
riorated arc performance with use. There were also short-term fluctuations of the arc
intensity caused by relaxation of the various temperatures in the arc following a step in
arc current. Since the excited-atom density in the resonance tube was proportional to
the incident radiation intensity, the intensity of the arc at the center of the k8521 /_ line
was monitored continuously by using a calibrated Jarrell-Ash 500-ram spectrometer and
an RCA 7102 photomultiplier. Occasionally, arc line shapes were recorded also. The
o
k8521 A line shapes obtained experimentally showed no shifts outside the uncertainty in
the spectrometer frequency calibration (0. 15/k), and no self-absorption for pressures
below ~0. 25 torr and currents above ~30 amps. On the contrary, the arc line shapes
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at high current and low pressure were quite peaked, and did not exhibit a flat portion that
is characteristic of a spatially uniform excitation temperature. The intensity at line
center corresponded to an excitation temperature of between Z500°K and 3500°K. The
optical system used for arc-intensity measurements was calibrated in frequency by using
a small mercury larnp,and in intensity by using a secondary standard tungsten lamp.
Calculations 9 show that spectrometer broadening did not affect the line shapes by
more than 15 per cent.
Since the experiment requires a large primary radiation intensity, it was necessary
to keep the optical path from the arc to the absorption tube as short as possible. With
this geometry and with the absorbing side of the interference filter facing the arc, it
was necessary to cool the filter by placing it in a fan duct. The temperature of the filter
varied from 70 ° to ll0°C during a run; however, this high temperature did not affect
its transmission properties permanently. The blocked filter had a maximum trans-
mission of 0. 65 with half-transmission points at 90°C at approximately k8430 A and
k8635 A, and less than 0. 001 transmission outside the range k8280 A-k8750 A.
Data were taken with the arc operating at various pressures and currents and with
the absorption-tube cesium pressure and ion-collector temperature set at various levels.
The bias voltage (V, in Fig. XII-15) was usually set at 6 volts, since this was found suf-
ficient to saturate the current, J. For each setting of the arc and absorption-tube con-
ditions, measurements of the ionization current were taken on an electrometer and a
time-running XY recorder, while various absorption filters were inserted in the fan duct
to attenuate the primary radiation. An average of 7 data points was taken for each set
of conditions.
c. Analysis
The excited-atom densities are determined by two coupled radiation transport equa-
tions which account for the absorption and re-emission of resonance radiation and the
de-excitation of excited atoms by quenching collisions with ground-state atoms. The
rigorous derivation of the radiation transport equations is lengthy and can be found else-
10 II
where. As a first approximation, we neglect excited-atom diffusion ; assume that
12
the polished copper anode and ion collector are specularly reflecting, the stainless-
steel plate (9, in Fig. XII-15)is perfectly absorbing, and the front window is trans-
mitting to scattered photons; approximate the arc lamp as spatially uniform in intensity
and as filling the small solid angle of acceptance of the interference filter for k85Zl
radiation (as shown by the cones of acceptance of Figs. XII-14 and XII-15). Then the
13.
problem becomes one of radiation transport in plane-parallel layers in which the spa-
tial variation of the excited-atom density depends only on the distance y into the reso-
nance tube measured from the front window.
We also assume that scattering of radiation is isotropic in direction and incoherent
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14in frequency. These last two approximation lead to a form of the Holstein-Biberman
15
transport theory which is appropriate to quenching.
Taking account of hyperfine structure 16 and Doppler, natural, 17 and resonance
broadening, 18
we find that a transmission function Li(Y ) can be approximated to +20 per
cent over more than 98 per cent of the resonance chamber 2' 14, 15 by
Li(Y) = I_ dv ki(v) exp[-ki(v)y]l_ dv ki(v)1-1 = I. 15(WkplY) -I/2, (12)
where ki(v ) is the absorption coefficient for radiation of frequency v near Voi , the
unperturbed frequency for the 6Pi-6s transition; and kpl is the absorption coefficient at
line center for the resonance-broadened 6P3/z,6s line without hyperfine structure. We
also calculate the amount of radiation absorbed per unit volume from the primary arc
intensity. For this calculation, we approximate the typical arc line shape, shown as
the curved line in Fig. XII-16a, by a triangle. The height of the triangle is determined
by I o, the average intensity at the wavelengths of the two effective hfs components of
the 6P3/z-6s line. The width of the triangle Ak A is determined by the full width of the
true arc line at an intensity equal to one-half Io, as shown in Fig. XII-16a. Using this
triangular approximation and detailed balance, 18 we calculate the normalized arc trans-
mission H(x,z) shown in Fig. XII-16b. Here x is the normalized optical depth, calcu-
lated by using Gregory's resonance-broadening data and oscillator strengths 18' 19 which
satisfy the sum rule, and z is the normalized arc linewidth:
r J2kplY --Akpl _4 2 Y
x = Z _khfs, = 3. 2 X lu Po --yo ; x°(P°) = x(y=Y°) (13a)
Ak A
z - > 3. 9. (13b)
_khfs, 1
Here Akhfs, 1 is the effective b_fs splitting, Akpl is the full half-width for resonance
broadening of the 6P3/z-6s line, Po is the reduced pressure in torr, and Yo is the depth
of the resonance chamber.
The quenching frequencies associated with (5) and with quenching to the ground state
are calculated from the results of resonance-fluorescence experiments z0' Zl and arc
power measurements, zz The neglect of quenching by contaminants z3' Z4 is justified if
the pressure of contaminants is below 3 × 10 -3 torr.
The preceding approximations result in two coupled, singular, integral, radiation
transport equations whose approximate solutions are
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Fig. XII-16. (a) Arc line shape (40 amps, 0. 15 torr).
(b) Normalized arc transition, H(x, z).
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nl(x) =
0. 66 + x-I/Z + (Xo-X)-i/Z H(x,z)
[2" x-1/2 -1/2] I1 x 1/2q,6+ + %-x, +(.-g-_) ]
(14a)
nz(X) =
1.50H(x, z)
[Z. 16+ x-I/Z+(Xo-X)-I/2] _ + (_) _x I/2-]
(14b)
where
Z ZhVol glNi
ni = 3t- 2 goNo
ko 110
(t5)
h is Planck's constant, Uol and kol are the frequency and wavelength of the 6P3/z-
6s line, go = 2 and gl = 4 are the statistical weights of the 6s and 6P3/2 states, N o is
O.6
1/\_ Po Xo
/\\ \ so.oo5 o.8_
o41\\ _ //-o.o,o3a4
_ . \\ \ "--....///-oo, _ 7.,6
_ .0
i
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Fig. XII-17.
(a) nl(x) for z = 4. Z.
(b) nZ(x) for z = 4. Z.
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the Cs(6s) density, and t is the average of t'(8), the transmission of the interference
filter and two layers of Pyrex for k85Zl A radiation incident at an angle 0,
_/2[= t'(8) sin 8 d8 = . 018.
"J0
(16)
The excited-atom densities given by (14) are plotted in Fig. XII-17 for typical conditions.
Finally, the total charge production rate by process (1) is given by Eqs. 9 and 15:
_ 72- Z
j - 10-5eV _k°ltI°glN°l _RZYo_m ¢, (17)
m _ L4hVolgOPo J
where R = 0.95 cm and Yo = Z. 5 cm are the radius and length of the resonance chamber,
and
5 2 l_Xo
_) = I0 PO nl(nl+Znz) d___xx,
"JO Xo
(18)
is calculated numerically from Eq. 14 and is plotted in Fig. XII-18. We also use
(14) and (15) to find the contribution to F from scattered k85Zl/_ radiation.
2.c
1.. _
1.c
0.:
B
, I i i i I I
0 .OO5 0.010
45 50 55 60 65
z = 10 //__'_--//
5 /
4.5
f4
m
, i I I I I I I I I
0.015 0.020
Po(tour)
70 75 80
TCs(°C)- 100
Fig. XlI-18. Normalized excited-atom density integral.
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Using this calculated F and (17)
the correlation equation
£2J/A = _rn + C_9 ( } ,
where
A = 2001ZkVR (R +R )-I
o cg eg am
_= 105[z+133Po I/z] IoJw/A
Here, I
O
in (11) and evaluating the known
( amp/A 2)
is in erg/cm 2 steradian, J and JW are in amps, and Po is in torr.
quantities yields
(191
(z0)
(21)
d. Results and Conclusion
Data were taken for a resonance chamber temperature of 500°K, for various bias
voltages V (usually 6 voits), and for various values of the resonance tube cesium-
reservoir temperature TCs, the ion-collector temperature Tc, the arc cesium-
reservoir temperature TA, and the arc current JA" Also, various absorption
filters fi were inserted in the fan channel of Fig. XII-15 to attenuate the arc intensity.
The resulting ion-collector currents J(fi) were correlated with t(fi)I o, replacing I° in
O
Eqs. 20 and 21, where t(fi) is the transmission of fi at k8521 A:
t_f_ = 0.53, t(fi) = 0. 19, t(f2} = 0.70. (Z21
R
cg and JW were found to depend almost exclusively on the variable
T = IO00/Tcs- IO00/T c. (Z3)
Jw was found to saturate at ~0.5 volt and to depend linearly on the tungsten lamp inten-
sity, thereby clearly indicating its photoelectric origin• J and I ° were measured simul-
taneously during a run; JW' Reg' and z were measured between J-runs or were
determined by interpolation, with the use of correlations of JW(T), Rcg(T) and z(T A, JA)
and measured vaiues of T, T A, and JA" The ranges of the experimental variables
appearing in (19) are listed in Table XII-2.
The correlation of these data as presented in Fig. XII-19 is best described by the
relation
J/A= (0.07 +.04) 21.-. 03 + (0.1 + .05/ • (£ (24}
Since the uncertainty in the values of I ° and JW and the approximations made in the anal-
ysis probably introduce errors of less than a factor of 2, the effective cross section
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Table XII-2. Ranges of variables entering into Eq. 14.
J(f) -(10 -10
J(fl )
TCs (°C)
T c (°C)
JA (amp)
T A (°C)
amp)
.2-2.5
.1-1.0
• 02-. 22
143-182
183 -230
20 -50
207-Z57
T
JW (10-10 amp)
Rcg (106 ohm)
Io(10-6 erg/cm 2)
Z
A (I0 -I° o 2amp/A )
.16-. 33
• 12-3.9
.4-7.8
i.2-4.0
3.9-15.4
•26-I. 94
I.4-20.9
indicated by (24) is within a factor of 3 of
= 0.07 oA2" /25%
m
This interpretation of the data is supported by the intensity dependence of J plotted in
Fig. XII-20. Except for the points that have tails to the right, fall higher than the rest,
and correspond to conditions for which the arc line shapes are self-absorbed, the ratio
J(fi)/J is close to [t(fi)]Z at low _, and approaches t(fi) at large _. This indicates that
a large part of J at low • is due to molecular ions, while Jv dominates at large _.
(Here, • is calculated with the unattenuated intensity Io, not with t(fi)Io. ) Also shown
are curves of J(fi)/J calculated by using Eq. 24 with _m/C = 0.7 _2 and 2.2 _2:
J(fi ) fiCrm/C + W
f.. (26)
J _m/C + _I, i
These curves fall among the data points, thereby indicating that _m/C of Eq. 14 has the
right order of magnitude.
An alternative interpretation of the data might be that all of the observed ion-
collector current is due to photoelectric emission, as indicated by the straight line in
Fig. XII-19. This interpretation, however, does not describe the trends of either
Fig. XII-19 or Fig. XII-20. Whichever interpretation is accepted, the upper bound to
_m is still given by
0"m < O. 2 _2. (27)
If we disregard a factor of i. 25, this is the result that would be obtained by applying
(14) to the data of Fig. XII-19 for low @.
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Fig. XII-Z0. Intensity dependence of the ion-collector current.
Table XII-3. Comparison of cross-section estimates for process (I).
Condition Requirement T ( ° K)
This experiment _m < 0. Z/_2 500
Harris 25 (Hammer and Aubrey 26) recombination data _m < 7 _2 1600
used with Witting and Gyftopoulos 2 calculation (_m < 18±13/_2) (1380)
Cs_ production dominates Cs + production from 6s and 6p _m > Z. 1 _Z 1600
states (following Warner 4-7)
> Z0 _Z 1 600Cs ions neutralize the electrode sheaths 4 em
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Comparison of this result with other entries in Table XII-3 shows that if the cross sec-
tion is not a strong function of temperature, molecular-ion production by the collision
of two 6p cesium atoms will neither dominate ionization from the 6s and 6p states, nor,
a fortiori, provide sufficient ions to neutralize the electrode sheaths in a cesium thermi-
onic diode.
A. G. F. Kniazzeh
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our general objective involves the study of the emission, propagation, and absorption
of sound and vibrations in matter. Specific areas of current research in fluids include
generation, propagation, and amplification of sound waves in ionized gases and interac-
tion of waves with coherent light beams.
K. U. Ingard
A. DISPERSION RELATION FOR SURFACE WAVES ON A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID
We shall consider the effect of the compressibility of a fluid on the dispersion rela-
tion of surface waves, and examine the contribution of the bulk viscosity to the damping
coefficient of the waves.
For a lossless compressible fluid, the linearized equations of motion are:
O5
po(_._) +--_ = 0 (Continuity)
04
Po -_ + Up = 0 (Momentum conservation)
6
p =- (Equation of state}
Pogs
p = -¢r_0x_ + _y2/ (Pressure balance on surface).
In these equations v, 5, and p are the first-order perturbations of the velocity, density,
and pressure fields, respectively; a, ihe surface tension; _s' the adiabatic compres-
sibility; and _, the surface displacement. The unperturbed surface has been taken to be
the x-y plane, and the fluid exists for z < 0.
*This work is supported principally by the U.S. Navy (Office of Naval Research}
under Contract Nonr-1841-(42); and in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
(U. S. Army, U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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If we define the velocity potential @ by v = -_7-_, these equations reduce to two equa-
tions for @:
°2¢ 1 02¢
V2¢ = 9o_ s 8t 2 - c2 0t 2
o
(i)
82¢ _ 83@ 83@ .'_
Po \azax 0z-_y 2j--= o" " --28t 2 + (2)
By seeking plane wave solutions of the form Z(z) e i(Kx-_t)
_2 = K 2 _ (_2
\%/
we find Z(z) = e _z, where
2 q K2_
Po
If _ is eliminated between the two equations, one gets
co4 +(_K2_ 2 ¢02 _(_K3_ = 0.
\PoCo/ \ Po / (3)
The solution is
oJ - [+ - ,
Po
(4)
2_r _ wff
where K =-_-, and k ° 2 = Vq_s is a characteristic wavelength of the substance that
PO c
is being considered, k ° is of the order of 10 -8 cm for most fluids away from the critical
point. For wavelengths smaller than ko, compressible effects are important. For wave-
lengths of the order of 10 -5 cm in water, as would be observed in a light-scattering
experiment, the correction to the dispersion relation amounts to approximately 0.1%,
and the incompressible approximation is a good one for most purposes.
Note also the relation for _:
= K l +kA/ --A- " (5)
In the limit A <<ko, we have the reduction
¢o2 _. c2K 2
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-- 2_/k o.
If the damping coefficient is calculated from the viscous dissipation Dij¢ij, one
obtains for the attenuation per wavelength ah, where a is the velocity potential damping
factor,
ai
with
2 A 12 +vk-z/j
2 Z
3gvt31 a Ia
A --- ~ 330
o 3o" Po a Po "
Here, bt and ¥ are the shear and bulk viscosity coefficients, respectively. We see that to
a very good approximation only the shear viscosity contributes to the damping of surface-
tension waves.
Observation of the spectrum of light scattered by surface waves would then permit
determination of the shear viscosity that is present for strains whose characteristic
length is -10 -5 cm, and whose frequency is less than 100 Mc (that is, the frequency of
surface waves at ~ 6 - 10 -5 cm is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than ordinary
sound waves of the same wavelength).
R. H. Katyl, U. Ingard
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
We are developing the fundamental equations of electrodynamics (for both electro-
magnetism and dynamics) of moving and deforming polarizable and magnetizable mate-
rial. Our ultimate goal is the determination of the macroscopic force acting on a
continuum, and the distribution of that force as a function of space and time. The funda-
mental equations must be consistent with (a) the special theory of relativity; (b) electro-
magnetism of free space; (c) electromagnetism of stationary bodies; (d) relativistic
continuum mechanics of solids or fluids without electromagnetic fields; (e) thermo-
dynamic measurements of the various kinds of power flow; and (f) nonlinear material
properties.
Thus far, we have developed the relativistic thermodynamic treatment of irreversible
processes in nonlinear, nondispersive electromagnetic materials in the presence of heat
conduction and ohmic losses• The nonrelativistic treatment of space dispersive media
(e. g., media supporting spin waves) has been completed. The generalization to include
relativistic effects occurring in such media is now under investigation. The experience
gained is proving useful in the treatment of nonlinear media under the influence of intense
electromagnetic radiation• Further investigation of such phenomena is planned.
L. J. Chu, H. A. Haus, P. Penfield, Jr.
A. HIGHER ORDER TRAPPED LIGHT-BEAM SOLUTIONS
1
In their classic paper Chiao, Garmire, and Townes have shown that a light beam of
finite radial extent can propagate in a nonlinear medium and preserve its cross section.
The diffraction is counteracted by the increase in the dielectric constant produced by the
high-intensity field. They showed one beam profile that they had obtained from a com-
puter solution of the normalized equation for the normalized electric field E*:
dZ 1 dE*(r*)
E*(r*) + . E*(r*) + E*B(r *) = 0.
dr .2 r dr*
(;)
The transverse dimensions of the trapped-beam solution are arbitrary because the
normalization parameter r (r* -- rr, where r is the radial coordinate) expressing the
deviation of the longitudinal propagation constant from the propagation constant of an
infinite parallel plane wave in the linear medium may be chosen at the outset. The solu-
tion is cylindrically symmetric. The profile of this solution with a single extremum is
shown in Chiao's paper, z The power P carried by this solution is uniquely fixed even
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA S6-0S9-AMC-0S200(E).
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though the diameter of the beam is not. It has been shown 3 that
P 5.763 k 2 1
= Cnef f
16w3n2n °
(2)
P
Here, for Chiao's solution _ (E'_(r*))2r dr- 5.763 It is of interest to ask
,J
whether (1) allows for solutions with a single extremum which would carry an
amount of power different from the solution derived and quoted by Chiao. 1 In
this report we give the answer to this question, as well as other computer solu-
tions of (1).
Equation 1 can be considered an analog of a particle moving in a nonparabolic well.
The general shape of the well is shown in Fig. XIV-1. One identifies the normalized
Fig. XIV- 1.
I I I x
2
The potential well.
electric field E* with the position X of the particle
and the normalized radius r with time t. Then
(1) stands for the equation of motion of a particle
in the well of Fig. XIV-1 under the influence of a
viscous force that depends upon time as 1/t.
Initially, the particle is launched from some posi-
tion X ° (see Fig. XIV-1). The particle experiences
decelerations, because of the viscous forces, and,
therefore, in order to reach the origin, it has to
be launched from a height higher than that of the
origin. A solution yielding bounded electromag-
netic fields (that is, a position X that vanishes as t goes to infinity} is that solution for
which the launching height of the particle is adjusted just so that the particle reaches
the origin and stays there for all time. The solution quoted by Chiao et al.1 corresponds
to a launching position of 2.21. For X ° < 2.21, the particle does not reach the origin•
The question then arises whether for X > 2.21, the greater potential energy is offset
o
by the greater viscous dissipation so that the particle can still reach the origin with zero
velocity upon first passage• A computer evaluation of the velocity of first passage shows
that it is a monotonically increasing function of the launching height. This finding
excludes the possibility of solutions with one single extremum different from theirs. As
one might expect, one finds other solutions in which the particle passes the origin once,
twice, and so on, and upon the final return to the origin reaches it with zero velocity.
Translated into the electromagnetic field problem, this finding indicates that there are
solutions in which the electromagnetic power and energy is concentrated in one or more
rings around the center beam. Computer solutions thus obtained, up to four rings are
shown in Fig. XIV-2. The power flow in these higher order solutions expressed by
(E*(r"_))2r * dr is shown in tabular form below.
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E*2r * dr* Mode Number
1.86 1
12.Z5 2
31.26 3
58.57 4
94.23 5
SThis number differs approximately I.4°]0
from the number quoted by Chiao,
Garmire, and Townes. 1
The author gratefully acknowledges the help of Miss Martha Pennell, who carried out
the computations. The use of the Project MAC computational facility is also gratefully
acknowledged.
H. A. Haus
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The aim of this group continues to be the study of the fundamental properties of plas-
mas. We have been placing particular emphasis on plasmas in magnetic fields, plasmas
of high percentage ionization at low pressures, and, most recently, on a plasma showing
turbulence in high-speed flow.
We are also studying ways of determining the characteristics of plasmas by means of
very far infrared optics in the wavelength range 0.1-1 ram, and by means of optical
lasers.
We continue to use more standard microwave methods, and most of our microwave
techniques at the present time involve the study of microwave radiation from plasmas,
with and without magnetic fields.
Theoretical work has concentrated on the study of waves in plasmas, turbulence in
flowing gases, and the statistical nature of plasmas.
S. C. Brown
A. COMPUTER PROGRAMMED "BASIC DATA OF PLASMA PHYSICS"
A project is under way, in cooperation with Project MAC, to see whether the infor-
mation retrieval service of the Library TIP Program can be successfully incorporated
into an attempt to revise the 1959 edition of "Basic Data of Plasma Physics" (Special
Technical Report Number Z of the Research Laboratory of Electronics, published by
The Technology Press, Cambridge, Mass., and John Wiley and Sons, inc., New York).
The revision is based exclusively on bibliographical material contained in the literature
of physics, programmed in the M. I.T. Technical Information Project. 1
The Technical Information Project upon which this whole study is based has pro-
grammed Z5 physics journals for the past few years, and, in particular, The Physical
Review from the year 1959. The program contains the title, author, reference, and
entire bibliography of every article. In preparing the "Basic Data" revision, the library
SThis work is supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (Contract
AT (30-1)- 1842).
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was searched first by subjects (such as "elastic collisions," "ion velocities," "Townsend
coefficients," and so on). Whenever a key word of this sort appeared in the title of the
article, the title, author, and reference was called for on the teletype console connected
to the compatible time-sharing system of the MAC Project by using an IBM 7094 com-
puter. Having turned up an entrance to a specific subject matter by searching for key
words in article titles, each article thus found was subjected to a so-called "shared"
bibliography search in which the computer was asked to deliver the titles of every article
in the library which shared at least one bibliographic reference with the article found by
title. Experience has shown that this type of machine-browsing through literature is a
most efficient way of searching an entire subject-matter area. In using this system, the
attempt is to create a report in open-ended form, so that anyone with access to the com-
puter program can search the literature for material that will appear after the report is
printed. As an aid for doing this, the references to individual displays of data are not
given in the usual bibliographic form but in the computer-language form.
To save computer time from searching the entire library file, a subroutine called
"basic data" has been specifically created in the process of putting the report together.
This subroutine picks out particular journals appropriate to experimental gaseous elec-
tronics and plasma physics. This list of journals includes:
Applied Physics Letters
Canadian Journal of Physics
Helvetica Physica Acta
indian Journal of Physics
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics
Journal of Applied Physics
Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of the Physical Society of Japan
Physica
Physics Letters
The Physics of Fluids
Physical Review A
Physical Review Letters
Proceedings of the Physical Society (London)
Soviet Physics - JETP
Soviet Physics --Technical Physics.
Another source of data that are not always found in periodical literature is papers
published in the proceedings of conferences. Some of these publications will be incor-
porated into the TIP Program for this specific project:
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Ionization Phenomena in
Gases, held in Munich, 1961
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Comptes Rendus de la VI e Conf4rence Internationale sur les Ph4nom6nes
d'Ionisation darts les Gaz, held in Paris, 1963
Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Ionization Phenomena in
Gases, held in Belgrade, 1965.
This study is aimed at serving two purposes: one is to bring the book, "Basic Data
of Plasma Physics," up-to-date; the other is to provide a computer method of finding
new data that will appear after a report is issued. The second purpose is accomplished
through the citation process, and, therefore, will be effective only if there is some
article to cite. Thus if no published work has been found which supersedes the data pub-
lished in "Basic Data," the previous volume's citation will be repeated with proper refer-
ence coding, so that subsequent material may be found by the computer-search method.
The citation method works because, although the TIP Program does not contain pub-
lications before 1959, the bibliographic codIng is complete. If the reader so desires, he
may call for the computer to present any complete bibliography or any article in the pro-
gram which cites some previous article.
From the way the program has been written, it is not necessary that a cited refer-
ence to an article actually be available in the program, but only that it appear in one of
the references. For example, one can ask the program to deliver all papers found in
the library which cite the classic paper by Brode in the Reviews of Modern Physics, pub-
lished in 193Z, and in this way all papers dealing with this subject which cite Brode will
be found and delivered to the searcher.
The detailed method of using the TIP Program for searching revisions for the "Basic
Data" book has been worked out, and the routine searching through each item in the pre-
vious book is now in progress.
S. C. Brown
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B. FAR INFRARED PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS WITH A MICHELSON
INTERFEROMETER
Because of ambiguities arising from sole reliance on the computer-calculated
Fourier transform of the interferogram, it has become necessary to modify the pre-
viously reported 1 procedure for measuring phase shift and absorption of submillimeter
waves in a plasma. Thus some measurements have been made with the Michelson inter-
ferometer using nearly monochromatic radiation isolated by a reflection grating. This
investigation has suggested a workable procedure, in which the phase shift is measured
with monochromatic radiation and absorption by using interference spectroscopy with
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the full detectablebandwidth.
The originally proposedmethod1 of placing the plasma in one arm of the interferom-
eter in order to measure phaseshift andabsorption simultaneouslyhas proved inadequate
for two reasons:
1. The spatial resolution of this method is poor, -3 cms, therefore radial density
gradients in theplasma will tend to destroy the coherenceof the two interfering beams.
This gives rise to a deterioration of the fringe pattern which is indistinguishable from
the reduction in fringe amplitude causedby absorption. Thus the two effects of phase
shift and absorptionare inseparable.
2. The methodof extracting phaseshifts from a computer-calculated Fourier trans-
form leads to ambiguities when¢, the phaseshift, is greater than _r/2, owing to the fact
that the arc tangentis a multivalued function. Also, this methodplaces a strict require-
mentuponthe accuracy with which the zero path-difference position of the moving mirror
canbe relocated. This requirement canonly be met by extensive rebuilding of the inter-
ferometer.
Theseconsiderationssuggestthe desirability of making somepreliminary measure-
ments with monochromatic radiation, thereby avoiding the use of a digital computer so
that the physical effects canbe observeddirectly. Thus the optical arrangement shown
in Fig. XV-la wasused. The grating is blazed for the benefit of wavelengthsclose to
e
FIXED
/i IRROR
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_ DETECTOR
REFLECTION
GRATING
MOVING
MIRROR
_ Hg ARCSOURCE
FOR PHASE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS FOR ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS(o) (b)
Fig. XV-1. Optical configurations.
200 _ in the first-order spectrum. The wavelength can also be measured with reasonable
precision by using the Michelson interferometer in a conventional manner, and the band-
width estimated from the number of fringes that are visible. The data presented here
were obtained with a 5 per cent bandwidth centered about 205 _.
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Fig. XV-2. Phase shift corresponding to N e = 6.4 X 10 lz electrons cm -3.
The phase shift is clearly visible in the interference pattern, which is displayed on
a strip recorder, and an example is shown in Fig. XV-2. With an integration time of
3 seconds, the signal is of sufficient quality that a phase shift of approximately
1/3 radian, corresponding to an electron density of 3 × 1013/L electrons cm -4, where
L is the length of the plasma column, can be detected. With a longer integration time,
greater accuracy can be achieved. An upper limit to the density measureable by this
method is dictated by the fact that the plasma is not uniform across the width of the
infrared beam. Radial density gradients will tend to smear out the fringe pattern, and
at densities greater than 9 × 1014/L electrons cm -4 the fringes are indiscernible.
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Fig. XV-3. Electron density, p = 1.8 mm Hg Argon.
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The plasma used is the positive column of a DC discharge in Argon. The tube walls
and the anode are water-cooled, and the cathode is a heated tungsten oxide-coated
National Electric NE627 which is capable of delivering currents up to 30 amps DC. The
plasma column is 30 cm long. Figure XV-3 shows the electron density as a function of
discharge current at a gas pressure of 1.8 mm Hg. Note that the quality of the data
decreases at densities above 2.5 × 1013 electrons cm -3 (or 7.5 × 1014/L electrons cm-4),
as explained above.
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Fig. XV-4. Absorption coefficient as a function of electron density.
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By using a family of curves suchas the one shownin Fig. XV-3, with pressure as
the parameter, it is possible to measure infrared absorption as a function of density at
constantpressure, or as a function of pressure at constantdensity•
By using the simple optical configuration shown in Fig. XV-lb it was possible to
obtain the curves shownin Figs. XV-4 andXV-5, of the absorption coefficient aL as a
function of density and pressure, respectively. The absorption is measured simply by
comparing the transmitted signals with and without the plasma running. Figure XV-4
suggests that aL is proportional to the electron density, and Fig. XV-5 suggests a loga-
rithmic dependence upon pressure. Both of these effects are unexpected; also, the mag-
nitude of the absorption is several orders of magnitude greater than that expected from
electron-atom collision effects. It should be emphasized that the possibility that this
effect is instrumental, and not due directly to the plasma, has not been eliminated beyond
question.
At present, the interferometer is being mounted so that it can be placed either with
the plasma in one of the two interfering beams (as in Fig. XV-la) to measure electron
density or with the plasma in the beam from the infrared source to the interferometer,
so that absorption measurements can be made as a function of wavelength, by using
interference spectroscopy with a digital computer. This configuration would also enable
the infrared emission spectrum of the plasma to be examined by interference spec-
troscopy.
D. T. Llewellyn-Jones
le
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C. IDEAL OPTICAL DISCRIMINATOR
In the experimental study of plasma radiation sometimes it is necessary to discrim-
inate optically between radiation from a particular region of the plasma and that from its
surroundings. This is particularly difficult when radiation from a relatively large, yet
'i PLASMA B
OPTICAL
............ DISCRIMII_LATOR
Fig. XV-6. Illustrating the function of the
optical discriminator.
well-defined, region of the plasma must
be isolated: for example, when radiation
of low intensity is being studied. Con-
sider the case in which only radiation
from a circularly cylindrical region is
to be measured. Referring to Fig. XV-6,
let A represent the region of interest in
the experiment. Radiation from the
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surrounding region, B, must be excluded from the detector. If the physical properties
of the radiation from both regions are identical, the discrimination must be based on the
spatial differences of the radiating regions. This report describes an optical discrimi-
nator that transmits the maximum amount of radiation from region A that is consistent
with completely obstructing all radiation from region B. This problem will be con-
sidered from the point of view of geometrical optics (with diffraction effects ignored).
Ideally, all rays originating in region A reach the detector, and all those originating
in B are obstructed. A ray can, however, be identified only by its direction and position
in space, not by its origin; all collinear rays are equivalent in the optical system. Thus,
at best, an optical discriminator would obstruct all rays that are collinear with rays
from region B and transmit all rays that are definitely from region A.
S
0 DETECTOR
Fig. XV-7. Optical arrangement of the discriminator.
This optimum system can be achieved with the optical arrangement shown in
Fig. XV-7. Region A represents the radiating cylindrical region of interest. Let A be
optically thin and have a refractive index of unity. P represents the principal plane of
an ideal optical system at a distance from the plasma greater than its focal length. (A
single principal plane representing a "thin" optical system is used here for simplicity,
although two such planes representing a more general system could be used equally well.)
A three-dimensional image of the radiating plasma is formed in the space to the right of
F, the focal point of the optical system. The desired discrimination between radiation
from A and B is achieved by the addition of two stops, s, which has a diameter equal to
that of A, and is placed as close to A as possible, and S, which has a diameter equal to
that of the image of the far end of A, and is placed at the location of this image. All
radiation from region B, adjacent to A, will be obstructed by these stops. If s is at the
surface of the plasma, all radiation unmistakably originating in A will pass through S
toward the detector.
The radius of S is
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and its distance from plane P is
<.-%).
where R is the radius of A; f, the focal length of P; and D, the distance of the far end of
A from P (from the first principal plane in the more general case).
In order to understand how this discrimination occurs, consider the image of
region A, which represents a source extended both laterally and axially. The nature of
its image is cIeariy illustrated in Fig. XV-8, where the upper half of the cylindrically
symmetric object A is represented by the series of arrows to the left of P and their cor-
responding images to the right of P. The image of A has the form of a truncated cone
B
a b c d e
Fig. XV-8. Image formation in the optical system.
extending from a' to e', with smaller distances between successive images for regions
of A more distant from P. The edge of aperture S would lie at the head of arrow a'.
Aperture s determines the boundary of the bundle of rays reaching P from any point in
A or B. Aperture S determines what portion of any such bundle will reach its image
point beyond S. It is sufficient to consider only rays lying in the plane of the paper and
originating in A or B above the axis.
Consider the image regions A' and B' of A and B, respectively, with B' adjacent to
Is
A •
J
/_
a'
Fig. XV-9. Image regions behind the discriminator.
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A'. (See Fig. XV-9.) Let p' be any image point in B'. The only rays that can reach p'
through the aperture in S must intercept plane P somewhere above E. But s obstructs
all such rays; thus, no rays reach B' from B.
Consider the rays approaching any image point a' in A' from points in P below E.
Clearly, any such rays that are collinear with rays from B will be obstructed by S, since
they must pass through some points in region B', and the argument above would apply.
S obstructs only those rays that are collinear with rays from B and allows all others to
proceed toward their image points. For rays approaching a' from above E, all those
rays reaching P through B are collinear with rays from B and are obstructed by s. But
if s is not directly at the front surface of the plasma, s will obstruct some rays from A
that are not collinear with rays from B. The extent to which the system departs from
the ideal, that is, the extent to which it obstructs rays from A that are not collinear with
those from B, depends on the distance of s from the plasma surface.
From this analysis, we can determine the effective diameter, A, of P corresponding
to the area of P traversed by rays passing through the aperture S. This diameter is
determined by the ray passing through the far upper (lower) corner of A and the lower
(upper) edge of s. This ray intersects P at distance 2R(_ -_) from the axis. All rays
passing through s and reaching P farther from the axis are collinear with rays from B,
and are eliminated by S. Thus, A = 4R(_ _ pl_), where L is the distance of the far end
of A from s.
Note that this discriminator obstructs any radiation reflected from the inner surface
of region B. This might be significant, for example, if region B represents the walls of
a discharge tube.
i. Comparison of the Optical Discriminator with the Ordinary Collimator
It is worth while to compare this optical discriminator with an alternative system
such as an ordinary collimator, which consists essentially of a lens with a small aper-
ture centered at its focal point. Such a system is primarily a directional discriminator,
transmitting only those rays that enter at an angle with respect to the axis which is less
than some characteristic angle. Ideally, with an infinitesimal aperture at its focal point,
only rays parallel to the axis are transmitted; but with a finite aperture, the radiation
transmitted from a given plasma volume element is that contained in a particular cone
directed parallel to the axis. This cone is the same for all radiating volume elements.
The collimator transmits radiation only from certain spatial regions solely because of
its finite transverse dimensions.
In an ordinary collimator the solid angle of the accepted radiation cone is determined
by the size of the aperture centered at the focal point. The region of space from which
radiation is accepted is determined by the effective aperture of the system, which is
given by the dimensions of either the optical components or an aperture between the
8
i
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optical components and the radiator (see Fig. XV-10). Clearly, for any point in the
radiator only that portion of the light contained in the relevant cone intercepting the
effective aperture will be transmitted through the system.
Such a collimator will transmit no radiation from B if no part of B is contained in
its acceptance space (shaded region in Fig. XV-10). This collimator certainly cannot
transmit as much radiation from region A as the discriminator already described, since
the discriminator can transmit the maximum possible amount from every volume element
of A, while the collimator accepts no radiation from some regions of A. The collimator,
in a sense, operates on every radiating volume element identically, whereas the optical
discriminator operates on each volume element individually, accepting from each the
maximum amount of radiation consistent with discriminating against all unwanted radi-
ation. Nevertheless, it is worth comparing the total amount of transmitted radiation in
the two cases to see if the advantages of the optical discriminator warrant its use.
In this comparison let region A be a homogeneous, isotropic radiator with negligible
absorption. For any radiating volume element the amount of radiation transmitted is
I(4_) dv,
where I is the total radiation per unit volume emitted equally in all directions, dv is the
volume element, and _ is the solid angle transmitted by the optical system. The total
amount of radiation transmitted is
--I _A_2dv=SW'4_
where W is the geometrical factor that we shall calculate for both discriminator and
collimator.
a. Optical Discriminator
At any point p in A (see Fig. XV-11) _ is the solid angle subtended by the overlap of
the circular area of aperture s with the projection in the plane of s of the far end of A
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b L
Fig. XV-1 1. Solid angle transmitted by the discriminator.
(originally the same size as s) through the point p. This solid angle contains all
rays from p that are not collinear with rays from B, and pass through s, however
Fig. XV-12. Overlap area for two circles.
far s is from the plasma.
If R is the radius of s or A, and
R' is the radius of the projection on s,
(--_--Z)R, where z is thethen R'=
axial position of p measured from the
far end of A, and d is the distance
between the center of s and the center
of the projected circle. Thus
d = (-_-),
where h is the distance of p from the
axis.
Since an exact calculation of _ is quite difficult, we will make the assumption that the
distance (L-z) between p and s is large compared with the dimensions of the shaded
area, and we approximate
(shaded area) >3,
(L-z) 2 (L-z) 2 "
Now, for any two circles of radii R 1 and R2, where R 2 >/R 1, the overlap area 2; {see
Fig. XV-12) is given by
2 2
2: = RI¢_I + R2(_2 -xd' d > (R 2-R 1)
E : wR21, d < (R2-R 1).
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The second equation represents the smaller circle as being completely contained within
the larger. These equations can also be written
2 -1 2 -1
= R 1 cos -2-_ 1 + R 2 cos _-_-R2
2 d > (R2-R1)
(i}
2] = _R_, d < (Rz-R1).
[l.- 7\
For the discriminator we have two circles of radii R and [-:-_)R withd
Substituting these values in Eq. 1 yields
2] = R 2 cos -1 + (__ -1
= (_Iz).
L Z h2+ L 1 1]
J2 L h L-_-_L
It is convenient to normalize 2] to the cross-section area of A. A plot of (_/vR 2) vs
(h/r) for various positions along A (see Fig. XV-13) shows that 2_(h/R) may be approxi-
mated by a linear function in the regiorm where 2_ decreases with (h/R). If we do this
and integrate over the volume of A, we get
• ) ,./--L---) (3 -_ -T in + i -Tin z ' #->--2' (4)
where _ indicates the limit of integration along the axis; _ can be the length of the
plasma if the plasma does not extend to s.
b. Ordinary Collimator
The radiation transmitted by an ordinary collimator can be calculated in a similar
manner. In this case at any point p in A, 12 is the solid angle subtended by the overlap
of the circular area of the effective aperture s with the circular cross section of the
C
cone from p (of half-angle _), the axis of this cone being parallel to the system axis.
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Fig. XV- 13.
along the plasma•
Plot of (2_/_R z) vs (h/R) for various positions
All rays from p contained in this solid angle are transmitted by the collimator.
Again, we make the approximation that the distance between p and the aperture is
much greater than the dimensions of the overlap area 2]. Following a procedure simi-
lar to that for the discriminator, we get
o
-
W
> #-o' #-o > 0
(s)
(6)
where _o = L, with _ the radius of the effective aperture Sc.
(7)
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In Fig. XV-14, W is plotted as a function of (_/L) both for the discriminator (W d)
and the collimator (Wc). Here, W is normalized to (_2R4/L), where the value of L is
taken to be the same for both cases. In either case the aperture s should be as close to
the plasma as possible, and this position would depend only on the physical experimental
arrangement. Note that if the acceptance space of the collimator is made to border on
the outer edge of the far end of region A and the position of aperture s is fixed, then
c
the size of the radiation acceptance cone is inversely related to the aperture radius ¢.
The transmission of the discriminator is significantly greater than that of the col-
limator. This is shown even more clearly in Fig. XV-15, where (Wd/Wc) is plotted as
a function of (k/L) for various collimator aperture sizes.
Although this comparison refers specifically to a homogeneous, isotropic radiator,
the discriminator will transmit more radiation than the collimator for any radiator not
so restricted.
2. Aberrations
Any real optical system will exhibit aberrations to some degree, and their effect on
the operation of the discriminator must be determined. Aberrations are important only
to the extent that they require alterations from the ideal optical arrangement in order
that all light from B will be eliminated while as much light as possible from A will be
transmitted. The quality of the image A' is not of primary concern. Consequently, a
consideration of aberrations in terms of the usual specific image defects (i. e., astig-
matism, coma, spherical aberration, etc.) is not the most constructive approach here.
Rather, for any given real situation, the problem is to determine what ray from B inter-
sects the plane of S closest to the axis. Adjusting the aperture S to obstruct this ray
will correct for aberrations.
This correction must be determined for the particular system that is being used. In
some cases it is possible to do this experimentally by arranging for only region B to
radiate and closing down the aperture S until radiation is no longer detected (e. g., if
region B represents discharge tube walls, these walls may be heated with no plasma
inside). Clearly, the effects of misalignments, irregularities of optical components,
refraction in windows, and so forth must also be examined for particular experimental
systems.
G. L. Rogoff
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
A great deal of effort continues to be spent on the fundamental interaction of the
particles of plasma physics. In this group we have concentrated on measuring diffusion
coefficients, collision probabilities, particularly in partially ionized and fully ionized
gases, and on the mechanism of production of radiation. Within the last few years we
have studied the production of microwave radiation, and we are pushing this toward
shorter and shorter wavelengths in the direction of the very long infrared. Our objective
in this area is to study as many of the mechanisms involved in electron-atom and
electron-molecule collisions as are susceptible to our microwave, infrared, and probe
techniques.
S. C. Brown
A. MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS OF A TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
The aim of the present work is to extract information about the velocity distribution
of electrons in a plasma from measurements of the spectrum of emitted radiation.
Microwave emission from plasmas has been a subject of continuing interest in this lab-
oratory and the work reported here represents an extension of techniques developed by
H. Fields, G. Bekefi, and S. C. Brown 1 for the study of cyclotron radiation from weakly
ionized discharges. Basically, the method involves measurement of the power per unit
frequency (intensity), IT(U), of radiation received from a plasma column inserted in a
waveguide. For an optically thick plasma in thermal equilibrium, this intensity is given
by IT(U) = kT in the limit liw <<kT. In this context, we define an effective radiation
temperature, Tr(_), by the relation IT(C0)= kTr(w}. Thus, if the emission can be
attributed to the motions of individual electrons (the weakly ionized case), the departure
of Tr(¢O) from a constant value reflects the departure of the electron velocity distribution,
f(v), from a Maxwellian. These effects are most easily observed in the neighborhood of
the electron cyclotron frequency of an applied magnetic field. In the present study,
Tr(_) and hence f(v) are examined as functions of time by sampling the radiation during
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
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various l-_sec intervals in the afterglow of an argon discharge pulsed at a rate of
-IzOOsec
Off resonance, the plasma columnmay not be fully opaquewith respect to the radia-
tion. To overcomethis defect, it has beencustomary to provide an incident noise sig-
nal, Io, at oneend of the waveguideandto balancethis against the emergent signal, I 1,
received at the other. Thus, for a plasma slab of width X andabsorption coefficient,
a(x), the balance condition gives I° - I 1 = £I ° + (I-£)IT, where £ = expl-_o_ a dx .
_! VARIABLE _ COMPARISON 1r
Fig. XVI- 1.
Diagram of waveguide system.
/
I2 j
f/_----- 14
I3 _ I5
Fig. XVI-Z.
Illustrating power flow.
16
17
The apparatus previously employed for this measurement was one in which I° and I 1 were
alternately sampled by a ferrite switching device before amplification and comparison in
a synchronous detector. Because the isolation of the two channels in the switch could be
made scarcely better than 20 db, serious errors arose from interference effects. Indeed,
if _ were not small, that portion of I 1 coherent with I ° could, by leaking through the
switch and interfering with the I ° sample, produce errors as great as 20% in the meas-
urement of Tr(_ )-
The present form of the waveguide system shown in Fig. XVI-1 is one which elim-
inates these effects. Directional couplers are used to feed the signals of two noise
sources through the same variable attenuator and into the two branches of the system.
Figure XVI-2 illustrates the power flow and the pertinent intensities in each section.
Ferrite isolators are used to quench any reflected signals. The intensities 13 and 14 are
related to the incident signals and the attenuator setting by
13 = _61(I1+_212) 14 = _62(I2+_111) ,
where y is the fraction of incident power transmitted through the variable attenuator,
and the 5 represent the 3-db losses in the couplers plus any fixed attenuations.
The parameters cr I and _2 defined by these equations represent leakage across the
coupler system and are not independent of _. By choosing the sampled microwave fre-
quency (3020 Mc) carefully, it was possible to obtain _ < 10 -3 over the range of _ used.
The intensity 15 is given as indicated above by 15 = £I 3 + (1-E)I T. Finally, 16 and 17 are
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the received intensities when the switch samples the upper and lower branches. If
we let _ represent the leakagefraction betweenthe two channelsin the switch, these
intensities are given by
16 = 14 • _115 17 = 15 • _ZI6,
where _ indicates that coherent components (originating from the same noise source)
in the combined intensities must be added vectorially, not algebaically.
In practice, one adjusts I 1 with no plasma (E=I) to obtain the balance 16 = I T Then,
with the discharge on (E¢I), y is varied to again balance the outputs. Working out the
details, one finds the balance condition to be
Y - _1 Iz + 131 - t3z + terms of order i--2-_-and i"_-]"
Thus I T is proportional to y, providing the terms that depend on _ and E are small.
The denominator (I-E) merely reflects the loss of sensitivity off-resonance as the
,,, 5
rr
< 4
w
,,,_ 3
_b
_X2
5
1
6 A ARGON PRESSURE
jh 2 mo
12l_S
0
! i _ i i0.7 0 8 0.9 1.0 I.I I 2
eJB/4.,,#
Fig. XVI-3.
Data sample.
at the afterglow times indicated.
plasma becomes transparent. Indeed, for
the effects of interference to be important,
we only require _, _f-_-< AT
--_---, where AT
r
is the minimum detectable temperature of
the radiometer. With AT ~ 10-ZTr , _ < 10 -3,
and _ < 10 -2, this inequality is satisfied.
The constant relating T r to y is deter-
mined from a standard discharge of known
temperature situated in the lower branch
of the system.
k A sample of data taken by this method
i.3
is shown in Fig. XVI-3. Here, as is often
the case, it is the magnetic field(_B), and
not the sampled frequency _, which is
varied. The five curves give averages of
Tr(_/_B} over 1-tisec intervals triggered
They represent the development of an originally
non-Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities which is allowed to relax after the
maintaining electric field is removed. The disappearance of the resonant peaks with
time indicates the relaxation to a Maxwellian (Tr(_) = constant). This is accompanied
by a decrease in the mean electron energy.
To proceed beyond these general remarks, the detailed mechanisms of emission and
absorption in the discharge must be considered. For the weakly ionized case, Tr(_)
has been shown 1 to depend on f(v} through the relation
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kTr(¢0 ) =
4
_: v(v) v
v2(v) + (¢0-¢0B}2
f(v) dv
_: v(v) 4 af
vZ(v) + (¢o.._B)Z aU
dv
where v(v) is the collision frequency for momentum transfer between electrons and neu-
1 2.
tral atoms, and U = -_mv is the electron energy. Here the electron velocity distribution,
f(v), is assumed to be isotropic -- a condition well met by the experiment. If the denom-
inator on the right side of this expression is moved over to the left, the result is a lin-
ear, homogeneous relation that, in principle, can be solved for f(v) once Tr(¢O/_ B) and
v(v) are known. The scatter in the measured values of T r, however, will not permit
determination of the details of f(v). One must assume a form for f(v) based on a few
variable parameters which can then be adjusted to best fit the data. The form now
employed is
N
f(v) 1 -(V//Wo }2
- e FnH2n(V/Wo) ,
_3/2w3 n= 0
o
a Maxwellian term times a correction factor represented here as a finite sum of Her-
mite polynomials of even degree with variable coefficients F . If a value of the scale
n
factor w ° is assumed, substitution of this form in the preceding relation yields, for each
data point, a linear equation in the F n. The equations thus generated are solved in the
least-squares sense to obtain the best fit to Tr(_) from the assumed form of f(v). It
should be noted that w ° may be chosen at will, but this freedom can be removed by
requiring that the Maxwellian term have the same mean energy as f(v). Furthermore,
should f(v) as given be negative beyond some cutoff velocity v c, it is to be taken as
strictly zero for v > Vc, and this fact must be incorporated in the evaluation of all
required integrals.
A computer program has been developed to invert the relation between Tr(¢O) and f(v)
in the manner described above. Tests show that if only a few independent coefficients
are required, the results are fairly insensitive to errors of the kind that may be
expected from the experiment. Figure XVI-4 shows the results of applying this treat-
ment to the data of Fig. XVI-3. Plots of vZf(v) are shown scaled for comparison in each
case with a Maxwellian of the same mean energy, U. The first two curves are based on
four independent coefficients; the rest, on three• The solid curves of Fig. XVI-3 give
the fitted emission peaks based on these distributions• Roughly speaking, the time scale
of relaxation is ~6 _sec - a figure not inconsistent with the rate expected from electron-
electron collisions. Also apparent is a rapid initial decrease in U at a rate comparable
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/_'X t =0_sec
opy
't---.
oV "X.
/_--_ t = 8/_sec
/_/ _"k t= 12/.Lsec
oL_" _..__
Fig. XVI-4. Results of computer program applied
to data of Fig. XVI-3.
to that of the relaxation and far greater than expected from electron-atom collisions. The
electron density in this case, as determined with a microwave cavity, remained constant
10 -3
at ~1.0 X 10 cm throughout the interval of interest.
Thus far, trials have been made with argon pressures of 0. Z-0.8 torr and discharge
currents of 10-35 ma. Further work will be devoted to extending these ranges and
studying the effects of metastable atoms on the relaxation process.
B. L. Wright
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B. RADIOFREQUENCY DIPOLE RESONANCE PROBE
In Quarterly Progress Report No. 74 (pages 91-98) D. F. Smith and G. Bekefi pre-
sented a theory for the spherical dipole resonance probe. They derived an expression
for the complex admittance of a probe-plasma system in which the sheath region around
the conducting dipole sphere was assumed to be a vacuum and the surrounding plasma
extended to infinity. Numerical evaluations of the series solution show that the
series converges very slowly. A large number of terms are required, because of the
fringing electric fields in the region near the infinitesimal gap separating the two hemi-
spheres of the idealized dipole. In order to minimize the effect of this small region of
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the probe onthe solution for the admittance, the probe hemisphereswere constructed
as shownin Fig. XVI-5. By roundingthe edgesof the hemispherewith a knowncurva-
ture, it is possible to use the geometry of the experimental probe in the boundary
r R
_E_E + d
4
sin _ =
3R
4
Fig. XVI-5. Dipole hemisphere.
conditions for the potential in the theoretical problem.
The potential on the surface of the probe is represented as a series of Legendre
polynomials whose coefficients are determined by a least-squares fitting method. Under
Fig. XVI-6.
10 °
10- --
10-3
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17
f
Ratio of calculated admittance for probe with a round edge
to that of probe with a sharp edge.
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the assumption that the presence of the plasma has a negligible effect on the potential in
the region near the rounded corner (which is true if fringing fields do not penetrate the
plasma), the potential, V, can be determined at r = R as a function of 8. We now have
1
a spherical boundary condition, V = V(B) at r = R, and the derivation proceeds as before.
Figure XVI-6 shows the effect of rounding the hemisphere edge on the solution for the
admittance. Here, _ is the summation index in the series solution. Changing the gap
size for the probe with the rounded edge has a negligible effect on its contribution to the
admittance. Higher order terms are greatly reduced in magnitude and the series now
converges rapidly.
Figures XVI-7 and XVI-8 are theoretical plots of the real and imaginary parts of the
admittance of a round-edged probe. The admittance values are normalized to the free-
space admittance of an ideal dipole at the plasma frequency. Here, f is the ratio of
sheath radius (measured from center of probe) to the probe radius, and v is the effective
collision frequency normalized to the plasma frequency. In Fig. XVI-8 the contri-
butions of terms in the series for _ > 1 cause a kink in the admittance curves. An
increase in v causes the kink to disappear.
The experimental arrangement has been illustrated previously. 2 Figures XVI-9
and XVI-10 are representative plots of experimentally determined admittance curves.
Data for Fig. XVI-9 was taken with a probe of 1.75-in. diameter, and for Fig. XVI-10
with a probe of Z-in. diameter. The plasma parameters for both cases are n =
o
Z.4Xl08/cm 3, T _5.1 ev, andpressure=6Xl0-4mmHg. Argon was the gas that was
m
used.
Figures XVI-11 and XVI-IZ are plots of the ratio of resonant frequency to plasma
frequency as a function of probe size for constant plasma parameters. For Fig. XVI- 11,
3
Fig. XYI- 11.
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Ratio of resonant frequency to plasma frequency vs probe size.
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Fig. XVI-12. Ratio of resonant frequency to plasma frequency vs probe size.
, =S.1 p=6X10-4mm For XVI-1Z, = 1 0 × 108/cm 3
no=Z.4X 108/cm 3/ T ev, Hg. Fig. n o •
T = 3.0 ev, p = 6 X10 -4 mm Hg. The curve drawn in each figure is the variation one
gets, using the present theory, for the dipole term only when one assumes a constant
sheath thickness. The curves have been fitted to the value for the 2.0-inch probe. The
sheath thickness for the curve in Fig. XVI-I1 is 4.6 k D = 0. 68 in. , and in Fig. XVI-IZ
it is 5. Z kD = 0.51 in.
The widths of the observed conductance peaks are wider than the theoretically pre-
dicted value s(A = I.1 v) by approximately a factor of I0. More data are being taken to
determine experimentally the variation of peak widths on plasma parameters.
J. A. Waletzko
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our research on active plasma systems falls under two main headings: Beam-
Plasma Systems and Active Solid-State Plasmas. The beam-plasma program is both
experimental and theoretical. The experimental part of the program will be oriented
toward plasma heating. The theoretical effort will continue to focus on stability theory.
Other theoretical work now being done will be closely tied to the experiments. The
solid-state plasma program will be theoretical. The active solid-state plasma work
has evolved from our work on plasma instability theory and has been stimulated by the
speculation that active devices could be developed to exploit these instabilities.
1. Beam-Plasma Systems
Beam-Plasma Discharge Studies. A major part of our effort will continue to be on
the study of the Beam-Plasma Discharge (BPD). Part of our work with the BPD will be
done in experiments in which it is used as a plasma source and further ion heating is
attempted by applying RF power at an ion-resonance frequency (_pi or _ci } to the
plasma. In other projects we shall study various aspects of the BPD itself"
(a) BPD properties with pulsed gas feed. The working gas is fed into the vacuum
system by a pulsed gas valve instead of by a continuously flowing needle valve. The
decay of the hot-electron plasma after the heating pulse is under study both experimen-
tally and theoretically.
(b) Computer charge-sheet model. A one-dimensional charge-sheet model of the
beam-plasma discharge is under study. The effect of magnetic-mirror reflecting bound-
aries is to be taken into account. This work is aimed at understanding the nonlinear
aspects of the BPD. In particular, the source mechanism for the high-energy electrons
and the randomization of collective oscillations are two topics of interest in this work.
(c} BPD properties. Work will continue on various aspects of the BPD such as the
"spiking" characteristic of the microwave radiation from the plasma and the rotating
instability frequently observed in one of the BPD experiments.
Ion Heating Studies. The beam-plasma discharge produces a plasma with hot elec-
trons and cold ions. Several schemes for heating the ions will be studied. In two of the
experiments the beam-plasma discharge is used as a working plasma, and in the third,
an electron-cyclotron resonance discharge.
.
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation (Grants GK-57 and
GK-614).
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(a) Beammodulation at ¢0cf The electron beamis modulatedat the ion cyclotron
frequency. Themodulationfrequency will be too high for the neutralizing ions to fol-
low the beamelectron density variations and a net spacecharge will be created. An
AC radial electric field inside the BPD may result andthis field woulddrive the ions
at cyclotron resonance.
(b) Concentric-electrode excitation of ion cyclotron waves. This experiment is
currently under way in System C. The goal is to excite an ion wave in the BPD which
will be absorbed by cyclotron or collisional damping.
(c) Beam-plasma interaction at ¢0pi, An electron beam will interact with the plasma
ions if the electron temperature and beam density are high enough. In this experiment
a low-density, hot-electron plasma generated at electron-cyclotron resonance, and a
low-voltage beam that can be modulated at ¢0 . are used. A nonconvective or absolute
pl
instability may be possible under certain conditions.
Cross-Field Beam-Plasma Interaction. Experimental work on cross-field beam-
plasma interactions will continue. An electron beam with considerable velocity trans-
verse to the magnetic field is produced, and will be passed through a plasma. Several
potential controlled fusion devices are now in existence which have electron or ion
beams injected across the applied magnetic field into a plasma. The beam-plasma
behavior of such systems will be studied in this experiment.
Theory of Plasma Instabilities. Theoretical work on the stability theory of systems
of finite extent will continue. Computer programs for stability analysis of transcenden-
tal dispersion relations are now being developed. Direct display of both complex ¢0
(frequency) and k (wave number) planes, as well as the branch points that give the abso-
lute instabilities are being planned.
The energy viewpoint of microinstabilities in plasmas (velocity-space instabilities)
will be further developed. The extension of this viewpoint to drift and universal insta-
bilities will also be studied. We should soon have a fairly complete picture of the
instabilities in fast waves across the magnetic field, and of relativistic instabilities in
general.
The theoretical study of beam-plasma interactions will continue in two major direc-
tions: hot-plasma effects in finite geometry systems, and computer modeling for under-
standing some of the nonlinear aspects of beam-plasma interactions.
Dynamics of the Plasma Boundary. A computer analysis of the perturbed motion of
electrons at the boundary between a plasma and vacuum has revealed that a hydrody-
namic description would not be adequate. We find that the perturbation of the boundary
tends to introduce a strong random oscillation of the entire plasma. Thus far, only a
uniform and cold plasma has been considered in the absence of an applied magnetic field.
We propose to continue the computer study of the perturbation of a plasma-vacuum
boundary. The effects of density gradients, applied magnetic fields, and thermal
motion will be considered. The aim is eventually to arrive at a suitable theoretical
model that may be checked experimentally.
2. Active Solid-State Plasmas
We propose to continue our theoretical study of plasma instabilities in solids. Three
active interactions of current experimental interest will be explored: (i) active surface
wave interactions in a magnetic field; (ii) high-frequency electron-phonon instabilities
in magnetic fields; and (iii) drifted helicon instabilities for degenerate semiconductors,
and in finite geometry samples.
A. Bers, W. D. Getty
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1. BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE:EXCITATION OF IONS AT THE ION CYCLOTRON
FREQUENCY {THEORY}
The beam-plasma discharge (BPD} is a process in which a highly ionized, dense
plasma is produced. The primary energy source is the DC drift energy of the injected
electron beam; part of this energy is fed into the plasma by the strong coherent oscil-
lations that are induced in the electrons. 1,2 In recent experiments electron densities
of 1013/cm 3 have been obtained. Electron "temperatures u of hundreds or thousands of
electron volts are observed; but ion energies are typically very low, probably less than
10 ev. For some time, we have been searching for a mechanism that will allow us to
feed additional energy directly to the ions. Such a selective heating process suggests
the use of a resonance : either ion plasma(_pi } or ion cyclotron (_bi } resonance. Briggs 3'4
and Bers 3 have shown that in a hot-electron plasma, a collective interaction between
the ions and an electron beam can be excited near _pi" Under any realistic set of cir-
cumstances, however, this is a very weak interaction and is probably not very useful.
Cyclotron resonance, if it can be excited, is a very strong absorber of power. The
question is, then, "How can we modify a BPD, so as to heat ions by the excitation of
oscillations of _bi ?"
Since the basic mechanism of energy transfer in the BPD is the coupling between
waves traveling in the beam and in the plasma, the initial search for suitable ion inter-
actions was also in terms of wave interactions. Although such interactions can be found,
they are characterized by long wavelengths because of the low frequencies involved
(l-lO Mc/sec). When waves of very low phase velocity (v/c~lO -z) are found, so that k
is less than the apparatus length, the susceptibility to damping is very great.
In this report, we shall discuss a different approach in which one can make the
(_ PLASMA__ 2-----:--_-::---_-_-_=_
v 0 COS _0_ t
Fig. XVII-1. Concentric electrode system
with plasma between the elec-
trodes.
if _ --_bi' there will be a strong interaction with the ions.
of a lO-kv, lO-amp electron beam is
quasi-static approximation (k--Do). If the
center conductor in Fig. XVII-1 is driven
by an AC voltage V ° cos %i t, the radial
electric fields will penetrate the plasma
to the extent that sheaths will permit.
Because of the axial magnetic field,
sheaths will not form to shield the interior
of the plasma, and particles will be sub-
jected to a radial electric field. Clearly,
The charge per unit length
I
q =--= 1.5 × 10 -7
coulomb
v meter
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By Gauss'law (at a radius of 1 cm),
q
E - e 2wb~ 2.7× 105v/m
o
if the beam is unneutralized, and if E = E .
o
In the BPD, the beam is fired into the neutral gas and a plasma is gradually built
up. Presumably, the plasma electron and ion densities adjust themselves so as to
neutralize the over-all beam-plasma system. What would happen if the beam current
Io(t)_
% (,)=
e In+ - %]
I
i
I I
I
' I
I
I ,
I
I
i
I 'I
I I
I i
i._ t
Fig. XVII-2. Time variation of the beam
current lo(t) and the net
space charge Po(t).
were suddenly reduced to a fraction
a < 1 of its initial value ?
The initial situation within the beam
was n_p + n_b - n+p = 0. The reduction
in beam current leaves the beam region
positively charged. Because of the mag-
netic field B , there can be no radial
o
flow of charges to re-establish neutrality.
There is no source of electrons at the
ends of the mirror to feed in extra elec-
trons, so ions must be expelled. For
B ° = 3000 gauss and a plasma potential
of + 1 kv, an axial motion of ions toward
the ends of only 2 X I0 -2 cm is found in
a half-cycle at _i" Thus the ions can-
not move any appreciable fraction of the plasma length (~1 meter) and the beam remains
unneutralized.
If the beam current is suddenly increased, plasma electrons will be driven out along
the axis. Thus the charge-balance situation will be as shown in Fig. XVII-2.
From this type of reasoning, it seems that by current-modulating the beam of a BPD,
we can produce an AC radial field in the discharge and thus excite the ions at ¢_bi" The
electric field will be the sum of an AC and a DC field E(t) = Eo(l+ cos_t).
L. D. Smullin
[Professor Smullin is on leave of absence at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur,
India, during the academic year 1965-1966.]
1,
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2. BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE: EXCITATION OF IONS AT THE ION CYCLOTRON
FREQUENCY (EXPERIMENT)
In Section XVII-A. 1 a method of exciting plasma ions at the ion cyclotron frequency
was proposed. This method is being experimentally studied in System A, which is shown
schematically in Fig. XVII-3. A transformer is used to insert an AC voltage in series
with the beam-pulse voltage. A "Class C" amplifier (500 watts output) is keyed to sup-
ply an RF pulse of variable starting time and duration. Peak-to-peak swings of 4000 volts
VACUUM CHAMER TO DIAMAGNETIC PROBE
PUMP / ( INSERTED FROM TOP )
_ _ - L___7_
VlEWI NG COIL
COIL PORTS
(a)
FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER
NEGATIVE _ ...... _1 I .NODE
_0kvpuLSEI _ ...... _ _
BIFILAR-WOUND _ ELECTRON GUN
SECONDARY RF AMPLIFIER CATHODE AND HEATER
OUTPUT TANK COIL
(b)
Fig. XVII-3. (a) Schematic diagram of System A.
(b) Electrical circuit used for mod-
ulating the beam voltage.
can be superimposed on a 10-kv beam pulse, thereby resulting in a beam-current
RF modulatioh of 0.5 amp on a normal pulse current of 1 amp at 10 kv. The frequency
of the modulation is ordinarily fixed in the range 750-900 kcps, and the axial magnetic
field is varied to search for resonance effects. Under ordinary operation (no
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(a) (a)
(b) (b)
TIME TIME
Fig. XVII-4.
Beam collector current with and without
RF modulation. Current scale, 0. I amp/
cm; time scale, 50 _sec/cm; modulation
frequency, 740 kcps; midplane magnetic
field, 385 gauss. (a) I no RF. (b) I
with RF. c c
Fig. XVII-5.
(a) H z diamagnetic signal with no working
gas in the system (no PBD).
(b) H z diamagnetic signal with gas on and
BPD present. Time scale, 50 _tsec/
cm. The RF beam modulation is on
for 150 _sec in both cases.
RF modulation}, a BPD is obtained in hydrogen gas at pressures of 10-4-10 -3 torr and
at midplane magnetic fields of I00-700 gauss. Iron pole pieces are used to obtain mag-
l
netic mirrors with a mirror ratio of 3.
Our principal diagnostic tools in these preliminary experiments have been a diamag-
netic loop that can be oriented to detect H e or Hz, an X-band horn with video crystal out-
put for detecting radiation above 6 Gc/sec, a photomultiplier for detecting total light,
and oscillograrns of beam-voltage and beam-collector current. An RF modulation pulse
is usually applied 100-200 _sec after the beam pulse begins, and is left on for a few
hundred microseconds. The beam-pulse length is in the range 200-600 _sec, and the
pulse repetition rate is 60/sec.
When no working gas is admitted to the system there is no BPD, and we observe the
vacuum beam with superimposed modulation (Fig XVII-4). The RF H e field is measured
with the diamagnetic loop and the value expected from the known RF beam current is
obtained (Irf/2_r). A small pickup is observed when the loop is oriented to detect Hz,
as shown in Fig. XVII-5a. This pickup is apparently due to electrostatic coupling. When
gas is admitted to establish a BPD, we observe a large increase in the H z signal, as
shown in Fig. XVII-5b, and very little increase in the H e component. Therefore, in the
presence of a BPD and RF beam modulation, we observe a predominantly H z RF field,
as expected for a diamagnetic signal. The diamagnetic signals in Fig. XVII-5a and -5b
are not integrated, and hence it is not known whether there is any "average" diamagnetic
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flux increase during the RF pulse. These effects are observed in the range of B ° such
that _ > _i (at the midplane), as well as at other values of B o.
Changes in the light output are also observed when the beam modulation is applied.
These changes are dependent on B .
o
The preliminary experiments have shown that we can easily modulate the electron
beam with a percentage modulation approaching 50 per cent. They have shown that strong
effects are produced in the plasma by this modulation. Detailed measurements must be
made of the diamagnetism and of ion linewidths to determine whether ion heating takes
place.
W. D. Getty, G. Bernard
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3. BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE: SYSTEM C
System Changes
Several changes have been incorporated into System C in connection with the ion-
1
cyclotron experiments. These include (at insertion of a 12 mm O.D. Pyrex tube into
the system for the purpose of making wave-field measurements; (b) relocation of the
magnet coils to obtain a uniform field (within 0. 1%) over a distance of 28 cm in the cen-
ter of the mirror while keeping a mirror ratio of 3; and (c) redesign of the collector-
electrode system in order to provide stronger coupling to the plasma. The collector is
3.
now a _ m. × 2 in. copper disk in the center of which a boron-nitride bushing is mounted.
1.
The electrode is a _- in. O.D. solid copper rod mounted in the center of the bushing and
extending outside the system through an insulated feed-through. The electrode can thus
be inserted a variable distance into the plasma in order to achieve stronger coupling.
Experiments
a. Axial Variation of the Plasma Diamagnetism
Plasma diamagnetism as a function of axial distance has been measured by inserting
2
a 100-turn, 0. 622 cm coil into the Pyrex tube described above. A typical waveform of
the integrated coil voltage in shown in Fig. XVII-6. Absolute diamagnetic measurements
are complicated by the effect of induced eddy currents in the system wall2; however,
fast changes (time constants less than 100 _sec) can be easily interpreted. In
Fig. XVII-7 we have plotted the initial value of the diamagnetic signal as a function of
distance from the collector. Plots of the change in diamagnetism at the end of the beam
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pulse as a function of distance from the collector have also been made, and produce
curves very similar to that shown in Fig. XVII-7. For comparison, a plot of the axial
magnetic field strength is also shown. The plasma is rather well localized axially within
the low-field region of the mirror.
b. Axial Variation of Azimuthal Wave Magnetic Field
Wave-field measurements have been made as a function of axial distance and fre-
Z
quency. The measurements were made with a 5-turn, Z. 26 cm coil wound so as to
pick up H 8, the azimuthal component of the wave field. Results are shown in Fig. XVII-8,
and the general behavior is as expected. For low frequencies, the plasma supports a
TEM-like mode (torsional Alfv4n wave) which gives rise to the standing-wave structure
observed in Fig• XVII-8a and 8b. At higher frequencies, because of resonance effects
from the ions, the wave becomes attenuating, owing to absorption or (for f > fc ) evanes-
cence (see Fig. XVII-8c and 8d). The rapid variations observed in the curves in
Fig. XVII-8a and 8b are thought to be due to local variations in the magnetic field• As
we have mentioned, the field has now been straightened, and these measurements will
be repeated•
Phase measurements of the wave field have also been made and from these, the low-
frequency wave speed has been deduced. If one assumes this speed to be equal to the
Alfv4n speed along the magnetic field, one obtains a density of approximately 101Z/cm 3,
which is consistent with other measurements.
R. R. Parker
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4. BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE: SYSTEM D
Operation of System D continues with a pulsed gas source, which is used to obtain
a pressure gradient in the vacuum system at the instant of time when the electron beam
is fired• Ideally, we would like to admit gas molecules in a jet along the axis of the sys-
tem and then fire the electron beam through the jet before the gas has had time to spread
throughout the vacuum system. With this scheme, we hope to reduce the amount of neu-
tral gas around the plasma and in the electron gun.
In a previous report, 1 we gave the reason for establishing a pressure gradient by
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Fig. XVII-9. Schematic diagram of System D showing the location of the two
6AH6 nude pressure gauges.
this method. It is done in order to reduce the axial ion current that would ordinarily
flow from the plasma into the electron gun. This axial current originates from ionization
of hydrogen gas that flows into the plasma column from the region between the plasma
boundary and the metal walls. The plasma column acts like a pump, with an estimated
"pumping speed" of 50,000 liters/sec. By reducing the gas pressure outside the plasma,
we have eliminated this undesirable axial current flow.
AP
=> (a)
_ ZXP
0.1 0.2
{b)
I It
sec
Fig. XVII-10. (a) Asco valve pressure transient.
Gauge located on axis and 1 inch
in front of the collector.
(b) Asco valve pressure transient.
Gauge located Z inches off axis
and ?-0 inches in front of the
collector.
We have attempted to determine the spatial distribution of the gas at the time when
the beam pulse is fired. The arrangement of gauges is shown in Fig. XVII-9. A nude
pressure gauge with a fast response is placed either near the end of the collector or at
the outer metal wall of the system near the electron gun. The gauge consists of a 6AH6
vacuum tube with its glass envelope removed. 2` The pulsed valve is an Aseo solenoid
valve 3 (Catalog No. 8262A2), and is mounted immediately behind the collector. It is
driven by a 400-volt, l-msec pulse. The pressure transients at the two locations are
shown in Fig. XVII-10. The gas pressure immediately in front of the collector
(Fig. XVII-10) rises in less than 1 msee and is constant for 2`0-30 msec. At the end of
this time, the valve apparently closes and the pressure decays, the time constant being
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determined by the system pumping speed
and volume. A second, smaller pulse
appears later, because of the bounce
of the valve plunger. At the location
near the electron gun the pressure
(Fig. XVII- 10b} rises exponentially until
the valve closes, at which time the pres-
sure decays with the same time constant
as that observed at the collector location.
The time scale of these transients is long
compared with the transit time of hydro-
gen molecules through the system. The
thermal velocity of H 2 at room temper-
ature is =130/cm/msec, and the system
Fig. XVII- 1 I. Light and x- ray intensity
vs time with 5-msec de-
lay between the gas pulse
and beam firing.
is 18 cm in diameter and 100 cm from
collector to electron gun. Most of our experiments are done with a 10-20 msec time delay
between the opening of the valve and firing of the electron beam. Thus it seems that con-
siderable spreading of the gas could take place before the beam is fired. The pressure
transient also shows that a large amount of gas enters the system after the beam is fired.
The effect of a further increase in gas pressure after the plasma has been formed is
shown by the small peaks at 10 msec in the light and x-ray decay shown in Fig. XVII-l I.
On the time scale of the pressure pulse, there is time for penetration of gas into all
parts of the vacuum system; this suggests that it should not make any difference if the
gas is admitted by a pulsed valve located at the side of the system, instead of with one
located behind the beam collector. A test of this hypothesis was partly negative; but
there was evidence that the collector gas feed is better. We observed that with a
side gas feed the resulting plasma had qualitatively the same properties as those
observed with a collector gas feed. Long decays of light, x-rays, and diamagnetic
flux were observed; these signals were appreciably smaller than with a gas feed
through the collector. Hence, we conclude that a collector gas feed results in a
}10
L_." ! I I ! I I ! I I I
2 4 6 8 10 msec
hotter and/or denser plasma; more
measurements of the gas distribution
must be made to settle this question.
Meanwhile, the collector gas feed is
used, since it produces a more inter-
esting plasma.
Work continues on a fast pulsed valve
that will admit 1017.1018 molecules in
less than 1 msec, and completely shut
Fig. XVII- 12.
Integrated diamagnetic signal. The cali-
bration o_ the loop is ev/cm 3 per my. The
loop is 10 inches in diameter and encircles
the plasma column.
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off thereafter. A modified Ascovalve hasbeenusedto obtain openingtimes of less than
l msec, but with poor reproducibility of the amountof admitted gas. Using this valve,
we found that a hot-electron, diamagnetic plasma was formed with a beam-pulse delay
of 600-I000 _sec, which is approximately the time of flight of gas molecules from the
gasvalve to the electron gun.Operation with this valve was relatively free of gun anode-
cathodesparking (sparking is observedwhenthe gaspressure in the gunis too high)and
axial ion currents. This is encouragingfor future work with a fast pulsedvalve. It indi-
cates that it may be possible to fully ionize a densecloud of gasbefore the gas reaches
the electron gun; this would allow us to increase the number of gas molecules andthere-
fore the plasma density without troublesome sparking in the gun andwithout the axial
ion current from plasma pumping.
Figure XVII-12 showsa typical diamagnetic flux signal under conditions whena long
plasma decayis observed. The maximum energy density is in the range 1014ev/cm 3.
Preliminary x-ray absorptionmeasurements indicate that the averagex-ray energy is
17key in the afterglow.
W. D. Getty, R. R. Bartsch
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5. ENERGY GAIN BY MIRROR COLLISIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF A LONGI-
TUDINAL TRAVELING WAVE
Consider a uniform, longitudinal wave with an electric field given by
= E cos (_t-kz)_. (i)
0 Z
Let a low-energy electron (Ivl<<c_/k) move parallel to this field and be contained within
two fixed walls (idealized magnetic mirrors). The electron can gain much more energy
from the wave ifthe walls are present than if they are not. This is seen qualitatively
with reference to a simple physical model. An electron moving slowly relative to the
wave's phase velocity experiences a force varying sinusoidally in time until it collides
with a wall. It is alternately accelerated and decelerated, and has an energy of
(_ eE _I _m2 1 +_com cos co , where v 1 is its net drift velocity. IfEo andv 1 are small, the
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kinetic energy is small. Suppose, however, that the electron suffers a perfectly elastic
collision with a wall just as the electric field is changing from accelerating to deceler-
ating. The electron will continue to be accelerated. This process can be repeated many
times. Of course, the electron can also lose energy by this method, and a random walk
will actually occur.
We shall assume that the phase of each wall collision is random with respect to the
wave. Strictly speaking, the problem is deterministic, and the phases are not random.
In a real system, the mirrors are many wavelengths apart, and a slowly moving electron
can see thousands of oscillation periods between wall collisions. If the phase of one wall
collision is 0, the phase of the second may be, for example, 6892. 73 radians, and the
third 13,482.21. Since only the difference between the phase and the highest multiple of
2_ is important, it is plausible that this small difference can be treated as a random
variable. Also, any slight random variation in the electron or phase velocity should,
in effect, completely randomize the phase of the collisions.
Velocity Gain
Consider a coordinate system moving with the wave, in which we can define a poten-
tial (Fig. XVII-13). As our reference point we shall consider the minimum of the
Fig. XVII- 13. Potential energy for electrons. (x's are colli-
sion points. 5 and [_ are the potentials above
the potential minimum at which each collision
occur s.)
potential energy for electrons (the negative of the electric potential). After an even num-
ber of collisions, we can again look at the energy of the electron at this point to see if
it has gained or lost peak energy.
We shall denote velocities relative to the moving system by primes; those relative
to the fixed system will not have primes.
Consider an electron with velocity v 1 in the fixed frame, at position 1 in Fig. XVII-13.
, = _/k. Its velocity at point 2,In the moving frame its velocity is v 1 = v 1 - v o, where v °
just before a collision at a potential 5 is
_ //v,2 26
(The velocity in the moving (primed) system is always negative for electrons moving
slower than the wave's phase velocity.) In the fixed system its velocity is
(z)
(3)
v 2 : v_ + VO.
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After the collision,
v 3' = -v 2' -v o (4)
and
v_ = -_2'- 2Vo. (_)
At point 4, just before another collision at potential _,
/v_2 2(_-5)V_ = - m (6)
After this collision,
v_ : -V_ - 2V O. (7)
At point 6, on returning to the bottom of the potential well,
_ /v ,2
v_= _/ 5 +-
In the fixed system,
2_
m (8)
v 6 : v' + v . (9)0 0
In order to solve Eqs. 2-9, we must make some approximations. We shall assume
that 2 .2. 2 2 ^2. 2 2
2 v 1, 0 /m v o, p /m v o, _Svl/mv o, and 5vl/mv ° can all be neglected compared with
v o. This assumes that the initial velocity of the electron is small compared with the
phase velocity of the wave, and that the potential energy of the wave is small compared
with the kinetic energy of an electron moving at the wave's phase velocity. The last
assumption means that a stationary electron in the fixed system is not trapped by the
4
wave. With these assumptions, the final velocity of the electron is
(6-_)v o
v 6 _ v 1 + 2 2 (10)
mv
o
Here, v 6 is the velocity of an electron after suffering two abrupt, perfectly elas-
tic collisions. The first collision occurs at a potential energy 6 above the poten-
tial minimum, the second at a potential energy _5 above the minimum, v 1 and
v 6 are both measured at the potential energy minimum. 6 and _ will be treated
as random variables.
Probability Theory
Let us normalize the random variables by setting
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aV 1 V 1
5 =--%-- +--f (11)
V 1 V 1
= Y --_- + --f, (lZ)
where V 1 is the peak-to-peak potential energy, and a and y are random variables such
that-1 --< a _< 1; -1 --< y --< 1. FromEqs. 10-12,
V 1
v 6 = v 1 +------_ (a-y) v o. (13)
mv
o
We assume that a collision at any argument of the wave is equally probable. We find that
the probability density function of a is
1 (14)
fa(a°) = _ 2
"ff Vl -- {Z 0
The probability that a will have a value within the interval da ° at a ° is fa(ao) da ° (a and
y have the same probability distribution). The characteristic function of a is
Ma(V) = Jo(V). (15)
Let
i= 1 j= 1
where a. is the value of a at the i th
1
with both walls.
collision, and N is the total number of collisions
The characteristic function of R is
MR(V) = [Jo(V)]N.
The variance of R is
(16)
E(R z)= N/z.
The expected value of v--_6, after N
2 2 Vl 2N
v 6 = v 1 + -- VoT.(mV o 
collisions, is
(17)
(18)
2
Let us ignore v 1 to the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 28. Then a large
number of particles, all of which have had the same number of wall collisions, will have
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an average velocity given by Eq. 18. Let us replace the potential energy V 1 by aeV o,
where a is a dimensionless constant between 0 and 1, and eV ° = my:/2. In one dimen-
sion, we can define a temperature by
2
eT mv (19)
Z Z
or
a2NV
T= o
4 '
where N is the total number of collisions, V =
o
electrostatic wave potential divided by V o.
m(w/k) 2
2e
(20)
, and a is the peak-to-peak
We can do a similar analysis of a model that has the electrons re-entering the wave,
after a collision with a wall, at a phase independent of the one it had just before the wall
collision. In this case,
aZNV
T- 8 o (21)
Discussion
A mechanism such as has been described may furnish the reason that beam-
plasma interactions in mirror machines produce much hotter electrons than if
the mirrors were absent. 2 Other explanations such as a Doppler-shifted cyclo-
tron resonance effect, proposed by Stix 3 and criticized by Smullin, 4 are also
possible. Also, in a gradual mirror, the wave may extend up into the mir-
ror, and may grow or decay in space and time. These effects are not included
in our model. Computer "experiments" for investigating these effects are in
progress.
J. A. Davis
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6. DISCRETE PARTICLE MODELS OF THE BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE
The purpose of this research is to obtain a better understanding of the mechanism
that heats the plasma electrons in a beam-plasma discharge. In particular, one of the
heating schemes to be tested is the wave-mirror interaction described in Sec. XVII-A. 5.
We hope to construct charge-sheet computer models that can predict the electron tem-
peratures and beam-velocity spread that is present in System A.
Description of the Model
The model considered here has initially a cold plasma. The beam is injected with
1 per cent velocity modulation at the plasma frequency. The beam is collected after
passing through the plasma, but the plasma electrons are reflected at the collector and
at the gun. This is an idealization of magnetic mirrors. The problem is one-dimensional,
with electrons represented by infinite "sheets," in the manner of Buneman, 1 Dawson, 2
3
Dunn, and others.
The beam has a charge density equal to 1/200 that of the plasma, and is represented
by 1 beam sheet for each 10 plasma sheets. The ions are represented as a continuous,
neutralizing, stationary background. The electric field at the gun is constrained to be
zero. This is felt to be reasonable, since the plasma has no net charge, and the mag-
netic mirror "walls" can hold no charge.
If all sheets had the same charge, the acceleration would be
e9o [z_nAz+_] ' (I)
a - me °
where Po is the ion charge density; Az, the average sheet separation; n, the number of
sheets between the gun and the considered sheet (including that sheet); e, the electron
charge; m, the electron mass; and c o, the dielectric constant of free space. The posi-
tion and velocity are given by
a(_t) z
z(t+At) = z(t) + v(t) At + -------_ (Z)
v(t+_t) = v(t) + cat, (3)
where _t is the incrementation time. We normalize distances to the Debye -length, k D =
VT/_ p, of electrons with average thermal velocities equal to 0. 1 of the injected beam
DC velocity. There are 5 plasma sheets for this Debye length, but the field seen by each
sheet is the average taken over 3 Debye lengths. This averaging is done to reduce the
"noise" resulting from use of discrete sheets. Time is normalized to the incrementa-
tion time. There are 1000 plasma sheets, and initially 100 beam sheets. With
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z = Xk D
(4)
and
(s)
Eqs. 1-3 reduce to
_- (At) 2
A(t):-(_0pAt) 2 [X(t)-nZkX+--_--t : a- k--_-- (6)
X(t+At) : X(t) + V(t) + A-- (t) (7)2
V(t+At) = V(t) + A(t). (8)
The inclusion of beam sheets in (6) is straightforward, as is the averaging of A over
15 sheets.
Preliminary Results
For the first runs, (_0pAt) was chosen to be 0.2. Figures XVII-14 through 16 show
the instantaneous plasma-sheet velocity, beam-sheet velocity, and acceleration vs dis-
tance, at t = 40 _0-1, 60 _0-1, and 80 -1. The velocities are normalized with respect
P P P P-1)to the injected beam velocity. Note that after 400 incrementation times (80_
(Figs. XVII- 14c, XVII-15c, and XVII- 16c), the space-charge waves have built up enough
to trap the plasma sheets (Fig. XVII-14c). By this we mean that the plasma sheets have
been accelerated to the wave phase velocity, and are trapped in the potential wells of the
wave. Before this happens, the beam sheets have overtaken one another, forming
bunches that are also trapped by the space-charge wave (Fig. XVII-15a). When the
bunches first form they occur near the point of maximum deceleration, thereby giving
up a maximum of energy to the wave. Later (Fig. XVII-15a and 15b), the bunches oscil-
late about the point of zero acceleration.
Later times are not shown; apparently the integration techniques have failed and
energy is not conserved. Smaller values of (_0pAt) are now being tried, and perhaps more
sophisticated integration techniques will have to be used.
J. A. Davis
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7. DYNAMICS OF THE PLASMA BOUNDARY
The study of the plasma boundary with a discrete charge-sheet model I continues.
Again, the electrons are uniformly displaced from the ion background in a neutralized
plasma slab. The motion of the electrons which results from this initial perturbation is
desired. Others have also recently pointed out 2 that such motion is inherently nonlinear
and can only be adequately described by large-scale numerical computations.
In Fig. XVII-17 we show the results for the motion of the electrons when a plasma
slab is modeled by 41 electron and ion sheets, and a uniform initial displacement is made
so that two electron sheets are outside the original slab boundary. (The ions are assumed
to be of infinite mass and hence the ion sheets remain stationary; their positions are not
shown in any of the figures.) Note that the surface scrambling gradually spreads into the
center of the slab, so that eventually the coherent oscillations of the electron sheets at
the plasma frequency are destroyed. If the initial perturbation is larger than a two-sheet
displacement, the scrambling occurs at a more rapid rate. This is illustrated in
Fig. XVII-18 which shows the electron sheet positions as a function of time when a slab
is modeled by 41 sheets, but the initial displacement consists of 5 sheets outside the neu-
tralizing ion background.
The effect of placing an insulating wall near the plasma slab has been considered.
This is accomplished in the discrete model by constraining all electron sheets that make
excursions outside the original slab greater in magnitude than the initial perturbation to
"stick" to the walls. The sheets that are caught in this manner still influence the motion
of the other sheets through their space-charge forces. In Fig. XVII-19 we give the
results for walls placed near the slab described by the motion shown in Fig. XVII-18.
It appears that the presence of the walls allows the coherent motion of the sheets to per-
sist for a longer time. This is reasonable, since the sheets that are removed are the
ones that create the scrambling through their crossing trajectories, and when caught
act only to provide a restoring force for other sheets executing motions outside the
original slab boundary.
H. _M. Schneider
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8. HOT-ELECTRON PLASMA DECAY IN A MAGNETIC-MIRROR MACHINE
Coulomb collision scattering losses for a hot-electron plasma in a magnetic-mirror
machine have been investigated by using a multistep approximation to the electron
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Fig. XVII-19. Slab dynamics: effect of insulating walls on initial five-sheet displacement.
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distribution function. This process is, at present, of interest to explain the observed
lengthening of the plasma decay in System D (see Sec. XVII-A. 4) when a pulsed gas feed
, l
is usea.
We have considered the Coulomb scattering resulting fz'om three types of collisions:
electron-electron, electron-ion, and electron-neutral• We assume that the system is
approximately neutral (ne=ni) , because of space-charge forces, the electrons have
energies in the kev range, and the ions are cold. We neglect the tendency of electron-
electron collisions to Maxwellianize the distribution function, slowing of the electrons
by inelastic collisions, and the production of a low-energy electron plasma by
.4
dN
dE
i0 I0
109
108
INITIAL MAXWELLIAN
Ne(1 =0) =1012
• 1 sec
lNITIAL PLASMA TEMPERATURE _ Eo
I I
I 0 20 30 40
ELECTRON ENERGY ( kev )
Fig. XVII-20. Distribution function during decay•
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electron-neutral ionizing collisions. Electrons that have been scattered through a net
rms angle of 1 radian are assumed to have left the mirror system through the loss cones.
Each step of the distribution function is allowed to decay independently for a given incre-
ment of time at a rate determined by the number of electrons/cm 3 in each of the other
energy steps, the ion density (equal to the total electron density}, and the neutral density.
The angular scattering rates are determined in the same manner as Fessenden used
2
for calculating mirror scattering losses by electron-neutral collisions. We assume
small-angle collisions, and use the appropriate shielding cutoff distance for the Coulomb
potential. This distance is the electron Debye length for electron-electron and
1012
1011
Eo= 1 key
N e (t=O)= 1012 / cc
MIRROR RATIO _ 10
i0 I0
_.
No 0
10 9
o = 1012 / cc
1o8 ....ij.ol- i011/_¢13, I I l I I I l I l I I
0.05 O. 10
seconds
Fig. XVII-21. Effect of neutral background density decay.
electron-ion collisions, and the atomic radius for electron-neutral collisions. The angu-
.th
lar scattering rates for each type of collisions for electrons with energies in j step of
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the distribution function are given in Eqs.
Electron-ion: Vs(Ej) -
50N.
ion
(Ej) 3/z
i-3 for a 40-step model:
(i)
E le ctron- neutral:
10N
o i
Vs(Ej) - 3/2 (l+Tl°g Ej)
(E j)
(2)
E le ctron- e le ctron:
600Ne(E j)
Vs(Ej)- + _ 54Ne(Ei)
Ej(_E) 1/2 i<j I Ei-Ej I (Ej) 1/2
4O
54Ne(Ei)+ , (3)
i>j IEi-Ej I(Ei) l/2
where _E is the width of the electron distribution function steps in key, E is the energy
jth J
of the step in key, Nio n is the ion density normalized to 1010/cm3, N o is the neu-
tral density normalized to 1010/cm 3, and Ne(Ei) is the number of electrons per cm 3 in
the i th step of energy in units of 10 l0 electrons/era 3.
Sample decays for an initially Maxwellian, hot-electron plasma are shown in
Figs. XVII-20 and XVII-21. Figure XVII-20 shows the distribution function at various
times, and Fig. XVII-21 shows the effect of background pressure on the scattering
losses. Measurements of the electron density decay in System D will be compared with
the predictions of this model.
R. R. Bartsch
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9. FIRST-ORDER CORRECTION TO THE FIRST ADIABATIC INVARIANT
It is a well-known fact that a charged particle gyrating in a static magnetic field,
2
under certain circumstances, undergoes a motion described by one I or more (maximum
of three) adiabatic invariants.
The first adiabatic invariant M, is given by an asymptotic series
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M = Mo+ £M 1 + £2M 2 + £3M 3 +...
the first term of which,
istic case)
2
M -
o 2 B'
M o, is identified with the magnetic moment (for the nonrelativ-
where B is the magnetic field evaluated at the position of the particle r, and v is the
component of the particle's velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field at the position
of the particle r.
l
The second term in the series, Ml, has been computed in general form by Kruskal.
It is given by
1 _v2e I --_ --_ --_
Ml = -B-_L " [(_× el)" _B + (@_- e 1) • [(_X el). _7]B
where e I = B/B and the velocities v, _l v = v , and and the magnetic field B are
evaluated at the position of the guiding center of the particle R, or at the actual position
of the particle -_, the difference being of second order in the asymptotic series expan-
sion in terms of E and therefore being absorbed into the second-order correction, M 2.
The original choice of variables in expressing M l is such as to make the actual numer-
ical computation of this term fairly involved. Similarly, the physical mechanisms that
give birth to M I are greatly obscured by this choice of variables.
We shall give here an alternative, but completely equivalent, expression for M l,
which is obtained when one uses a coordinate system natural to the field lines of the mag-
netic field. 3 This coordinate system is defined as follows:
__ deA d_ I
^ B ^ 1 1
e I =-_, e 2 = R(s) ds - ds '
k(s)
A ^ A
e 3 = e I × e 2
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where cA1 is the unit tangent, _2 the principal normal, _3 the principal binormal at a
given point on a field line, R(s) is the radius of curvature, k(s) is the curvature, and ds
is the element of length along the field line. If one then utilizes this coordinate system
and all of its implications, one obtains for M l
- v'L vl_ + v2 k(s) sin _ sin z
Z
+ vii cos _z(s)
where
+ vll sin _ cos _[kz(s)-k3(s) ]
+L-rel -V± •
.t
= -8o "- _0 (_-Vll T(s)) dt;
kg(s), k3(s ) are the curvatures of the coordinate lines defined by the unit vectors eAz and
A
e3, respectively; _z(s), 0-3(s ) are the shears in the field lines as observed by "looking"
along _Z and cA3, respectively; T(S) is the torsion along el; w is the angular frequency
.-_ A
of rotation of the particle; and vii = v • e 1 . And finally all of these quantities are eval-
uated at the position of the guiding center of the particle -_, or the actual position of the
particle -_, the difference being of second order in the asymptotic series expansion in
terms of E and therefore being absorbed into the second-order correction M .
When M ° itself is also evaluated at the position of the guiding center R = r - p,
where p = el(R ) X vl(R)/w , one obtains for M 1 the following expression:
_v 1 2v2_
MI = BE L vj_ K sin _ + _I(°'2+a3)
+ vii [sinZ egg + c°sz _G3]
l sin 2_b[K2-K3]
- _'Vll
3 e 1 (VX B)}+5 B •
Work continues also on the first-order correction Jl
ant J .
O
to the longitudinal invari-
J. G. Siambis
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I0. INSTABILITIES IN AN ELECTRON BEAM WITH TRANSVERSE ENERGY
Bers and Gruber I have calculated the dispersion relation for nonrelativistic electro-
static plasma waves (E along k) at an angle to B 0 , assuming a velocity distribution
function
fo(v) _- 8(vi-vo±} 5(_i-Vo,)/z_-vo.
The dispersion equation is
cop _ ,.:v \ coC ¢ fin-l\ we / n+l\_c /j
K (cok)=i-7 >
_% (co'-_c)z Z_c(co'-n,,oc)
=0
with co' = co - kllV01 I. Absolute instabilities are expected for certain values of the param-
eters k±v0± COp and k]l
coc ' coc ' -_1" This dispersion relation containing v011 can be applied to an
electron beam confined by a magnetic field
parallel to the beam. Therefore instabilities
Wp/_= 0-5 T _ /_Jc = 0"5\
_ can be expected if the beam electrons have
" and if the plasmaenough transverse energy
I frequency is high enough, To find the low-
i
i
I est plasma frequency at which instabilities
, can occur, the dispersion equation can be
< I
2 - I
,I
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Fig. XVII-22. Dispersion relation for
k.v0±/% -- 1.0 and dif-
ferent values for ¢0p/coc.
plotted for different values of the parame-
ters.
Figure XVII-22 shows the dispersion
relation for different values of the param-
eter cop/Wc' and Fig. XVII-Z3 for different
values of _.--klv01/w c. The curves show max-
ima approximately at co'/coc = 0.6. Insta-
bilities are to be expected at values of
kil/k ± higher than the maxima because
in this case co' must be complex {from
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Fig. XVll-22, for instance, ff _p/_0c = 0.7, kii/kj_> i.8).
maximum appears, therefore no instability can be expected.
quency at which an instability may appear is approximately
P
At _p/_c = 0.5, no finite
The lowest plasma fre-
= 0.59_ .
C
• °
2.5 m
2.0 --
I•5 _
J
=
1.0--
0.5 --
Fig. XVII-23.
0.6
-- k j_ Vo± =
i.
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,_'/% ,_'/%
Ca) (b)
Dispersion relation for Wp/_ c = 0.7 and different values for
k±v0j_/¢0 c. (a) Monoenergetic distribution. (b) Maxwellian
distribution in v .
From Fig. XVII-g3a the lowest value of the maximum in kll/kLiS obtained near
klV01/¢o c = I.0. A similar analysis, but with a transverse Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution,i, 3 shows (Fig. XVII-23b) the lowest maximum at kj_VT/_ c = 0.6, this value not
being critical. The lowest plasma frequency for an instability, in this case, is approxi-
mately _p = 0.62 ¢o .
e G. Bolz
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B. Applied Plasma Physics Related to Controlled Nuclear Fusion
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Plasma Kinetic Theory
This research program is devoted to investigating the various theoretical aspects of
the turbulent plasma problem. In particular, we are studying the interaction between
particles and waves to map out the region of validity of the Fokker-Planck equation and
to derive improved equations. We are also studying the coupling between waves and
their relations to the turbulence spectrum in wave-number space. Many of the analytic
results will be verified by appropriate computer experiments.
T. H. Dupree
2. Superconducting Magnetic Systems
We intend to continue the new studies, which were started in 1965, on optimum
methods of current stabilization (full superconductor utilization at full stabilization, at
the cost of low average current density, versus less than full utilization with high current
density, superconductor elementary wire size for optimum stabilization, and so forth).
This modest program is both theoretical and experimental.
We intend to prepare short lengths of superconducting cable (other multiconductor
assemblies), using different plating materials, plating techniques, interconductor bond-
ing techniques, and so on, in order to test our sometimes qualitative and sometimes
quantitative predictions about the performance of such composites. Depending on the
outcome of such sample experiments, we may reprocess a large stock of niobium-
zirconium wire which is now on hand.
D. J. Rose
3. Material and Engineering Experiments Related to Controlled Fusion
An initial set of experiments for measuring the gamma-ray spectrum emitted by the
slowing-down of 14-Mev neutrons in a mock-up fusion blanket assembly was completed
in 1965. We intend to start a new set of experiments, using lithium-drifted germanium
solid-state detectors, to give better energy and spatial resolution. This technique of
studying the gammas from inelastic neutron scattering seems, at present, to be a better
way of studying the neutron energy spectrum than measuring the activity of threshold
detectors.
We also plan to study damage caused by 14-Mev neutrons in prospectively useful
materials for a fission vacuum wall.
D. J. Rose
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-614).
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4. Minimum B Confinement Systems
We have built a facility to allow us to study the confinement of hot electron plasmas
in minimum B and cusped magnetic fields. The plasma will be generated by beam-
plasma interaction to enable direct comparison with the results obtained by L. D. Smullin
and W. D. Getty in mirror magnetic fields. We are considering the possibility of
electron-cyclotron heating in the same device to investigate the effects of the differing
velocity distributions on the confinement properties of hot electron plasmas.
L. M. Lidsky, C. Wagner
5. Plasma Turbulence
Experiments to measure the turbulent structure of a long highly ionized plasma col-
umn will be continued and extended. Effects of plasma density, magnetic field, and
radial electric field have been measured; the effect of the radial electric field in gener-
ating unstable wave growth has been observed. To be studied in more detail are the
effects of changing plasma radial profile and the presence of various suspected drift
wave instabilities. The autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions of density and
electron temperature will be measured under various selected plasma conditions within
the electron density regime 101z 1014 -3
- cm , 10-90 per cent ionized, electron tempera-
ture 2-20 ev.
D. J. Rose, J. C. Woo
6. Feasibility Studies of Controlled Fusion
Calculations on hypothetical pulsed fusion systems will be extended in an attempt to
settle the question of whether any pulsed controlled fusion system has inherent fatal flaws
or not. Calculations will have to do with the steady-state thermal gradient in the vacuum
wall, thermal excursions during pulses, penetration of the magnetic field into the vacuum
wall and into the coolant, and so forth.
Analysis of apparently feasible fusion neutron moderating blankets containing fissile
material will continue.
D. J. Rose, L. M. Lidsky, N. D. Woodson
7. Cesium Plasmas and Adsorption Systems
a. Transport Theory for Low-Energy Plasmas
A transport theory for low-energy plasmas has been developed. The theory has been
applied to cesium plasmas in thermionie converters with great success. Novel ioniza-
tion mechanisms and features of the output-current characteristics have been disclosed.
We plan to extend the theory to include magnetic field effects and to apply it to MHD
plasmas. We also plan to extend the theory to plasmas consisting of more than one gas.
b. Adsorption Systems
We have continued our work on the correlation of physical properties of metallic
surfaces coated by gaseous adsorbates. Preliminary results are encouraging. This
study will continue during the coming year.
c. Plasma Stability by Means of Liapunov's Second Method
We have used Liapunov's second method in a variety of physical systems described
by nonlinear differential equations.
We are trying to extend the method to fusion plasmas. The major objectives are:
(i) to present a unified picture of the different types of stability analysis which have
appeared in publications; and (ii) to extend these analyses to more complex plasma
models, including nonlinear effects.
E. P. Gyftopoulos
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1. ENGINEERING PROBLEMS OF CONTROLLED FUSION
Introduction
This report records our attempt to establish the vital importance of engineering
studies of controlled fusion. To make our point, discussions are outlined boldly, as
Van Gogh painted. But the problem could be put more subtly, in Degas pastelles; and
some have put it unrecognizably, as Kandinsky would.
We have reached some conclusions, based admittedly on less than exhaustive studies.
Our principal conclusions may thus be stated.
(i} The present state of the plasma art enables the proposal of systems for analysis.
(ii) Typical analyses have been done, which show that the constants of nature do not
preclude various energy-recovery schemes, tritium-breeding schemes, and so forth•
This is a positive good and a welcome fact. It is very improbable that the systems which
have been studied were optimized.
(iii) The same studies show clearly that (a) the engineering will be a vastly more dif-
ficult task than is generally recognized; (b) many problems need attention now, not
later; and (c) the cost of any eventual system may be uncomfortably high.
(iv} Engineering studies at this simple level are relatively inexpensive, and a mod-
erate continuation of such effort will answer the questions about feasibility of controlled
fusion systems. And certainly they need to be done.
(v) A final decision cannot be made yet, on the basis of present information. But
we believe that pulsed systems appear to be very unlikely, absolute minimum magnetic
field systems may have an incurable ill, and the D-T blanket problem may be so diffi-
cult that we must fall back on a D-D system (but we cannot imagine how a D-D system
can be made economically}.
This discussion is based largely upon previous studies of the fusion blanket problem
made in our laboratory. 1-6 Other sources of information were private discussions and
papers that are in early stages of preparation.
The plan is this: Let us propose a series of A-B choices, as nearly as we can, about
building a fusion reactor, and see where they lead us. It is surprising how much can be
reasonably guessed. To be sure, there must be some C choices (unmentioned) that
would refer to quite different devices. The "best" choice at each stage does not neces-
sarily yield the best over-all system. But the choices to be made are not unreasonable;
besides, all that we claim is to give an example showing that frightful problems exist to
be worked on.
In supporting the choices, we shall use numbers taken from the cited technical
reports. 1-6 But we shall not describe the 50-group 5-region fusion codes written to dis-
cover neutron spectra, x-ray deposition calculations, threshold detector measurements
of neutron spectra in a mock-up blanket section or measurements of the x-rays in the
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mock-up. Here, we speculate upon the consequences of the results of this thesis
research.
The Choices
(i) D-D vs D-T
We choose D-T because we shall show that the best D-T reactor that we can
envisage cannot be much cheaper than a reasonably foreseeable breeder reactor (it may
also be more expensive). A posteriori, we cannot afford to cut the burning rate by a
factor of approximately 100. This simple decision--almost taken for granted these
days- creates profound difficulties.
To those who might propose that the solution to the D-T blanket problem is a return
to D-D systems, we ask that they discover an economic utilization. We cannot.
(ii) Steady-State vs Pulsed Systems
We choose steady-state, but do not dismiss pulsed systems. We shall discuss
them later.
(iii) Energy-Extraction Blankets
This is not an A-B choice; we choose fused salt made of LiF, BeF 2, UF 4 in
proportions to be decided on the following bases:
(a) Oxygen and nitrogen wreak havoc with the neutron economy, allowing insuffi-
cient tritium regeneration; thus H20, nitrate salts, etc., are all dismissed.
(b) Gas cooling is much too inefficient•
(c) Organic coolants will moderate neutrons (and suffer from radiolysis), but will
not regenerate tritium.
(d) We cannot pump liquid metals through magnetic fields. We cannot even pump
liquid metals along the field if the flow is turbulent enough to give good heat transfer.
Thus we fix our attention on ionically bonded fused salts. All variants, thus far,
come out 50-60 cm thick, including a vacuum wall. A tritium-breeding ratio of 1.15-
1.25 tritons per incident 14-Mev fusion neutron seems realizable, and this is moder-
ately good news. Note that the excess regeneration will probably be needed because tri-
tium decays at 1 per cent/month, and most of the D-T fusion charge will not be burned,
but recirculated through complicated vacuum pumps and gas-handling systems.
Note that the 1.15- 1.25 regeneration ratio is under the assumption of blanket in 4_
geometry. Evidently, we must chop some holes somewhere to get things in and out.
Admittedly, passages can be angled to preserve effective 4_ geometry, but this brings
about structural complications.
(iv) Superconducting vs Normally Conducting Magnets
Superconducting magnets are essential, on the basis that magnetic field struc-
tures will be at least as complicated as those envisaged, at present. The closed average-
minimum-field systems and open absolute-minimum-field systems are fair examples.
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But these systems have approximately 90 per cent of the field energy outside the plasma
volume; V X B = 0 and V • B = 0 guarantee this unfortunate situation, and so much mag-
netic field energy would be very costly with normal magnets.
There is an accompanying difficulty: the coils must be shielded by an additional 50-
60 cm (probably Pb, borated H20, etc.); thus the total blanket thickness is I. 0-I. 2
meters, and not much can be done about it.
(v) Big vs Small
With a blanket, 1 meter thick, the plasma diameter must be very large, in order
for the system to be at all economical. Perhaps a 2-3 mvacuum diameter will be needed.
Certainly, a 1-m vacuum diameter looks economically unsound.
(vi) Mirror vs Torus
We have calculated both; Rose and Clark 7 show that unless the mirror ratio is
high {certainly >5}, the fractional burnup is small {a few per cent}. We feel that the
system becomes undesirable under those circumstances because calculations also show
that unless the minimum field is 50-70 kg {with _ _0.2}, we get poor power output [power
is proportional to {field)4]. We do not think much of 250-300 kg mirrors all around the
system in such large sizes. Strength of materials would seem to preclude them.
There is another more fundamental reason to stay away from absolute minimum I BI
systems: of necessity, the lines come out all over the place, and not just through a neat
pair of mirror coils. With anything but virtually complete burnup (preposterous}, we
must scavenge tritium with great efficiency. Thus much of the inner surface must be
a pump of some sort. On the other hand, anything but a carefully chosen vacuum wall
(perhaps Mo or Nb) seems to ruin the neutron economy for tritium regeneration. Thus
the pumping and blanket requirements in an absolute minimum I BI system may be
incompatible.
A torus of such large minor diameter will be immense indeed, but it looks like the
best hope at this moment. Note that these arguments put a certain urgency upon obtain-
ing stability in the minimum average B systems.
(vii) Fissile vs Nonfissile Blanket 3
We choose as much U z38 as possible in the fused-salt coolant, on the basis that
the power output can be increased severalfold without any such increase in the cost. Any
small blanketed fusion system seems to be more attractive with UF 4 than without it.
But we must be careful how the system is built.
Consider, first, the fusion system: a large vacuum cylinder, surrounded by a fused-
salt blanket, let us say. Any wall material, or the fused salt, extracts (and tends to
deposit locally) approximately 10 per cent of the incident 14-Mev neutron energy per
centimeter thickness for small thicknesses. Thus the vacuum wall, with both neutrons
and radiation falling upon it, and the coolant just behind it, sustain the heaviest thermal
loading. We suspect, and detailed calculations back up our intuition, that we should not
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put uranium in these places.
We can, however, put UF4 in the attenuator region, say, 4-Z0 cm behindthe vacuum
interface. Here, the U238(nf}increases the total power, without loading the vacuum wall
or its coolant anymore. That is, we flatten the power to someextent, and this process
of more uniformly loading the system leads to reducedcapital cost/kilowatt. Calcula-
tions3 show that the Li 6 must be highly enriched because Li 6 and U238 compete in
capturing slow neutrons to produce T or Pu, respectively. In fact, the sum iT + Pu)/
{incident 14-Mev neutron} is 1.4-1.5 in our best calculations thus far, for varying com-
positions of the fused salt. Since (T/neut} must be _ 1. Z, Pu generation is limited. In
such a system, it seems possible to induce a fast fission with every tenth fusion neutron.
Thus with _ 20 Mev/fusion (including neutron absorption} and 200 Mev/fission, we double
the immediate power out by adding UF 4 to the fused salt. This is the most assured gain
to be expected from the strategem.
It is tempting to think of burning the Pu also (it turns out that we would double the
total power output which would result in a total multiplication of the fusion power by a
factor of 4). Perhaps we can burn it in situ, thus easing the neutron economy; this
leads us to consider a barely subcritical breeder assembly, driven by a fusion reactor.
We must be careful about this: The UF 4 inventory is huge (8-20 mole per cent of the
fused salt), and the Pu builds up from U 238 at an incredibly slow rate (_30 yearsT).
If the system is initially charged, we have the well-known inventory and cost problems
of a fission fused-salt breeder, perhaps running at reduced power/unit volume because
it is large and subcritical.
{viii} Fusion-Fission Breeder vs Pure Fission Breeder
This is the final choice, and we do not offer an opinion now. But the question
must be asked because we see that a subcritical breeder driven by fusion may be the
best of all fusion systems. Then we should ask, How much do we pay for absolute
safety or a probable easing of the neutron economy7
We pay in magnetic field, plasma generation, probably reduced power-unit volume.
We do not count tritium as a valuable product {except for charging more fusion breeders}.
To be sure, tritium could be used in bombs, but we are planning for a peaceful economy.
Breeders are not yet developed to a point where we can guess their cost with cer-
tainty. It is by no means sure that the first serious study, consisting of half a dozen
theses, has produced the optimum fusion system.
Note that we have never mentioned specific cost/kw. The choices have been of one
system versus another, and this is the more meaningful comparison; we take the cheap-
est, all things considered, whatever the cost. But it is interesting to know that a very
preliminary cost study of a large toroidal D-T system with parameters IT - 20 key,
_= 0.2, B= 50 kg, burnup/pass= 0.5 (!), 1.7 Mw/m 2 absorbed on vacuum wall, 132 tons
2
fused salt, 1000 Mw thermal, no uranium] came to $52/kw, for the reactor alone.
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Some guesses unsupported by much technological development had to be cranked in to
obtain that number. With U z38 addition, one expects a reduction; and the thermal
loading could probably be increased. Thus we see that a cost of $Z5/kw might be pre-
dicted by some (for the reactor), and this is technologically interesting. But more pes-
simistic views indicate costs up to $Z00/kw. No one can predict the truth of the matter
yet.
(ix) Steady-state vs pulsed Systems
6
We prefer steady-state because our analysis, thus far, for a pulsed system
gives pessimistic results, unless the confinement time is so long that the system has
become a steady-state system.
There are some necessary conditions. The principal ones are:
(a) more electric power out than in,
(b) coils do not fail from excess stress (note that the coils must be the vacuum wall),
(c) blanket does not compress so much that the vacuum wall fails,
(d) neutron heating of the wall during the pulse not excessive, and
(e) wall surface heating by radiation not excessive.
Presumably, we expect anomalous plasma diffusion (otherwise we would have a steady-
state system).
It can easily be shown that inertial forces will not restrain the system long enough
to give any appreciable power out. Thus the stresses must be taken up more or less
statically.
Even with wall strain of 0.07 per cent, wall-temperature increment close to 800°C
during the pulse, an anomalous diffusion coefficient 0. 005 kTe/eB (exceedingly weak
turbulence) and B = 8 webers/m z, the ratio (electric energy out)/(magnetic energy in)
was only 3, with a confinement time of 0.07 sec in a Z-m radius system. At 2 cents
per joule, capacitor cost came to $48/kw. No allowances were made for pumping or
blanket cost, and so forth. The wall loading in this case was immense (=40 Mw/m z
neutron flux incident on the vacuum wall on the average, and much higher during peaks).
The molybdenum wall is almost at the limit of flash evaporation.
These results on a pulsed system are at odds with calculations recently reported by
F. L. Ribe, 8 who chooses a much smaller system, more highly stressed.
Final Discussion
We conclude that much can be said about the fusion reactor, but more needs to be
done. The main conclusions were stated at the beginning. But we see urgent need for
study along the following lines.
(i) The critical materials problem with the vacuum wall (1022-1023 NVT/cm z of
14- Mev neutrons during operating lifetime 7).
(ii) More and better neutron cross sections for selected nuclei in the entire range
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to 14Mev. Note that our conclusionsdependuponthesecross sections; for example,
a substantial increase in the (n,2n) cross sections or decrease in neutron capture will
free up the neutron economyconsiderably, and allow much simpler designs to be con-
sidered.
(iii} Better codes, to determine the spectra in more realistic variants of the blanket.
Our conclusions hingeuponthe calculations madethus far, and they needcheckingand
extension.
(iv) Vacuumpumpingsystems quite different from those used hitherto.
(v) The fusion-fast fission-breeder concept, particularly in the barely subcritical
fission regime, to obtain a better basis of comparison with more conventionalbreeders.
{vi) Corrosion and related chemical problems.
(vii} Expected tritium holdup and inventory.
(viii) Expected systems operation of such reactors, from the points of view of eco-
nomics, doubling time, and so forth.
(ix) Large superconducting magnetic field production.
These questions are just as important as those of plasma confinement. What is the
use of plasma confinement unless we have a fair idea that the system will be feasible?
There is an interesting story of a previous search. In 1680, Christian Huygens
decided that to control the force of gunpowder for peaceful purposes would be a boon to
mankind, and together with his assistant Denys Papin, set out to make a controlled gun-
powder engine. After some difficulties, in 1690, Papin thought of steam instead. He
wrote:
"... Since it is a property of water that a small quantity of it turned into
vapor by heat has an elastic force like that of air, but upon cold supervening
is again resolved into water, so that no trace of the said elastic force remains,
I concluded that machines could be constructed wherein, by the help of no very
intense heat, and at little cost, could produce that perfect vacuum which could
by no means be obtained by gunpowder."
and invented the first steam cycle.
D. J. Rose
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Z. TURBULENT PLASMA ARC EXPERIMENT
Measurements on the macroscopic operating parameters of the hollow-cathode arc
that was constructed for the study of plasma turbulence 1 have been carried out by means
of Langmuir probes. The versatility of the device as a plasma source is illustrated by
Fig. XVII-Z4, which defines the regime of continuously variable operation that can
actually be attained. The plasma is highly spatially inhomogeneous, because of the anode
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Fig. XVII-Z4. Regime of operation.
v = electron neutral collision frequency
eo
= electron plasma frequency
P
_2. = l0 6 cps = ion cyclotron frequency
i characteristic of the device.
Roman numerals indicate regimes inves-
tigated by others in similar devices:
I, D. Morse, R. L.E., M. I. T; II, Alexiff
and Neidigh, ORNL; III, F. Chen, Prince-
ton; IV, S. Yoshikawa, R.L.E., M.I.T.
baffles that also act as limiters for the primary plasma. Consequently, both the density
and temperature are down by an order of magnitude in the secondary plasma as com-
pared with those in the core. A typical radial profile taken in the midsection of the drift
tube is shown in Fig. XVII-ZS.
The electron temperature may be varied from a few electron volts to as high as 40 ev
by regulating the gas-feed rate. Because the thermalization time for electrons, ions,
and species in between is in the ratio l:(mi/me)l/2:(mi/me ), both the electrons and
,
ions have Maxwellian distributions, but T e >>T i. The parameter nk = kT] --_nn'
which characterizes the number of particles in a Debye sphere, is approximately 100,
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even for n= 1015/cm3; therefore, the plasma may be considered in accordance with col-
lisionless model, provided that collisions with neutrals are neglected. The condition
is satisfied when the background pressure is 10 -5 tort or lower.
Because of the presence of the magnetic field, the particle collection by the probe
is impeded. Directional measurements with a plane probe have shown the expected
reduction in the electron current in the direction normal to the magnetic field; however,
the ion saturation current showed no significant difference even though the 1. 5-mm probe
dimension is comparable to the ion Larmor radius. The electron temperature and the
plasma density calculated from the probe curves are independent of the orientation of
the probe collection surface, which helps to lend credence to these measurements.
As is typical of arc plasmas, large-scale fluctuations have been observed in all
regimes of operation; these fluctuations have been the main object of this investigation.
In general, the electrostatic fluctuation spectra as measured by the floating probes are
strongly dependent on the operating condition and the spatial position of the measuring
probe. Figure XVII-Z6 is an example of the spectrum-analyzer display of the probe
signals.
Present research effort has been directed toward operation in the highly ionized
regime (>90 per cent ionized). Further investigations have revealed the detailed struc-
ture of one dominant oscillation at a fundamental frequency of lZZ kc. The oscillation
propagates in the azimuthal E × B direction in the primary core of the plasma column
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Fig. XVII- 2 6. Spectrum-analyzer display of
floating-probe signal. Sweep
width, ±2 Mc; amplitude scale,
40 db full scale.
(o)
(b)
Fig. XVII-27. Correlation of p rob e signal displaced
90 ° azimuthally (sweep rate, Z _sec/cm).
Bottom trace: reference probe at floating
potential. Top trace: signal as the bias
on the probe is varied. (a) Bias, -80 volts
to collect ion saturation current. (b)Bias,
-35 volts (floating potential). (c)Bias,
-10 volts.
(c)
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where the radial electric field points inward and exceeds the value E r > I00 volts/meter.
The oscilloscope display of two probes displaced 90 ° azimuthally is shown in
Fig. XVII-Z7. Such azimuthal rotating signals have been observed by many others, and
have been interpreted as an off-center rotating plasma cloud. The oscillation observed
in our case differs in that it arises not from an asymmetry of the zero-order density
distribution, but from a first-order fluctuation in plasma potential, as shown by the data
in Fig. XVII-Z7.
The fundamental m = l mode is observed when there is no longitudinal electric cur-
rent. If a large current flows through the plasma column, then only the m = Z mode is
excited. The potential amplitude of the oscillation is saturated at the level of the elec-
tron temperature. The dependence of the amplitude and direction of propagation of this
mode on the radial electric field clearly suggests that this is a convective instability
driven by the Hall mobility, as first discussed by Hoh z for a weakly ionized plasma. In
the case of a highly ionized plasn'ia, such as we have here, the instability could arise
from a similar mechanism, because of the effects of the centrifugal force and viscosity,
as considered by Chen. 3
As the radial electric field vanishes or reverses direction, this organized mode
changes into another low-amplitude (<1 volt) mode which propogates in the direction of
the applied magnetic field with a wavelength of approximately the column length. Since
T e >>T i, an ion acoustic wave can propogate; however, this possibility is ruled out by
the observed phase velocity of 3 X 104 m/sec, which is considerably greater than V_ =
.: - 5 × 103 m/sec for ion acoustic waves. The exact nature of this observed
electrostatic wave is not clear, at present. The possibility that this is a universal drift
wave driven by the pressure gradient and stabilized by the finite ion Larmor radius has
not yet been investigated.
Because of the existence of growing mode(s) in the core, where the amplitude of the
potential fluctuation is saturated, wave-wave interaction must be important in this
region, and one expects to observe a fully developed turbulent spectrum with the growing
modes superimposed on it as the source for these turbulent plasma "eddies". Outside
the core, where the mechanism for growth is absent, or is very slow, only the funda-
mental modes can be observed on a quiescent background. That this is a reasonable
model is borne out by the spectrum-analyzer data taken with probes at varying radial
position, as shown in Fig. XVII-Z8. Near the center of the plasma column
(Fig. XVII-Z8a), two dominant fundamental modes--a high-frequency oscillation at 1ZZ kc
discussed above, and a low-frequency mode at 30 kc which has not yet been properly
identified - are superimposed on a turbulent background of Kolmogoroff-type spectrum
-1.5
obeying an estimated power law of ¢o The significance of this value as compared
with the K -5/3 power law for hydrodynamic turbulence is still not understood, since
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the nature of plasma turbulence is significantly different from that of ordinary hydro-
dynamic turbulence. Note the cutoff of the spectrum at 300 kc which is the ion cyclotron
(o)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Fig. XVll-Z8.
(f)
Radial dependence of the
turbulent spectrum (sweep
width, +0.5 Mc). Radial
position from center of
column: (a) O. Z5 in. ; (b)
O. 5 in. ; (c) 0.75 in. ; (d)
1.0 in. ; (e) l.X5 in. ; (f)
1.5 in.
frequency for the applied field of
1.3 kgauss. This cutoff is expected,
because of the resonant heating of the
plasma ions.
Thus the life history of a fluctuation
in the core can be described in three
stages: (i} a random fluctuation grows
exponentially, because of the instability
mechanism described by the linear
theory; (ii) growth rate is checked when
the fluctuating plasma potential is so
large that particles can no longer feed
the oscillating energy, and nonlinear
wave -wave interaction causes the
oscillations to diffuse in frequency and
break up into small scale "eddies";
(iii} the energy in the waves is finally
dissipated, thereby heating the plasma
ions by cyclotron resonance inter-
actions.
As the probe is gradually withdrawn
from the center of the plasma column,
the background spectrum gradually dis-
appears (Fig. XVII-ZSb-e} until finally
only the single excited wave is observed
(Fig. XVII-Z8f).
The model is further supported by
the radial profile shown in Fig. XVII-Z5.
The plasma core is defined by the
baffle, whose diameter is 1 inch.
Therefore, for r < 0.5 in., the den-
sity profile is relatively flat, because
of the violent turbulent mixing. As
a consequence, a sharp density gra-
dient is set up across the secon-
dary plasma where particles escape
by weaker turbulence, or perhaps
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evenby classical diffusion.
Our investigation will continuefor the purposesof identifying other existing modes
of oscillation, obtaining time-resolved measurements of the fluctuating parameters,
applying mixing-length analysis to the turbulent core, and studyingthe mechanismfor
the transport of the plasma particles in the turbulent state.
J. C. Woo
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Plasma and Magnetohydrodynamic Flows, Waves, and Instabilities*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. W. O. Jackson
Prof. E. S. Pierson
G r aduate Students
K. R. Edwards
K. T. Gustafson
P. H. B. Kloumann
C. A. McNary
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our research deals with MHD flow and wave phenomena, particularly those of engi-
neering interest in which a low or moderate magnetic Reynolds number is involved.
Both plasmas and liquid metals are employed in the experimental aspects of our work,
and the development of measuring techniques receives particular attention•
During the coming year, we shall extend our work in Velikhov instabilities to slightly
ionized plasmas to include additional effects such as nonequilibrium ionization. Theo-
retical and experimental studies of induction-driven flows will continue with emphasis
on the entry problem and the interactions of traveling fields with free jets.
W. D. Jackson
*This work is supported principally by the National Science Foundation
(Grant GK°614).
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D. Magnetohydrodynamic Flows and Shock Waves
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. A. H. Shapiro
Prof. W. H. Heiser
Graduate Students
F. W. Fraim
R. N. Harvey
M. H. Waller
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary goal of our research is the improvement of the capability of the mag-
netically driven shock tube for producing shock-heated test gas. At present, the
measured quantity of test gas is less than can reasonably be expected, and explanations
for this behavior are being sought. For example, a series of experiments is now being
performed which is intended to reveal the magnitude of the Hall currents that accompany
the driving current. The presence of excessive Hall currents will indicate that the
effective conductivity is too low for efficient shock-tube operation. A series of experi-
ments is also planned in which the heat transfer to the wall will be measured by means
of a radiation wall heat-transfer probe. The presence of excessive wall heating will
indicate that the magnetic field fails to prevent diffusion to the walls.
A new aspect of our research is an interest in magnetohydrodynamic flows. At
present, we are carrying out two fundamental experiments. In the first, we are
measuring the influence of an axial magnetic field upon fully developed turbulent pipe
flow. The planned experiments will provide exceptionally large magnetic interaction
parameters.and incorporate a hot-wire probe in order to detect turbulence. In the sec-
ond, we shall measure the influence of a magnetic field transverse to a cylinder upon the
location of the point of separation and the magnitude of the drag force in laminar flow.
W. H. Heiser
This work is supported principally by the National Science Foundation
{Grant GK-614}.
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A. Power Systems with Liquid Generators
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. W. D. Jackson Prof. E. S. Pierson
Prof. G. A. Brown R.P. Porter
Graduate Students
E. K. Levy
R. J. Thome
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Liquid-Metal Magnetohydrodynamic Power Generation
This phase of our research is concerned with the development of efficient stagnation
pressure generators and cycles for use in liquid-metal MHD power systems. The con-
densing ejector, a two-phase jet pump, is being studied as a possible stagnation pres-
sure generator.
Detailed thermodynamic studies of single-stage and multistage condensing ejector
cycles are being carried out and the determination of system weight and MHD generator
characteristics is also being undertaken. The stability of the liquid jet and the mixing
processes in the condensing ejector are being analyzed. The experimental phase of the
condensing-ejector study includes performance measurements for high-efficiency oper-
ation and detailed measurements of mixing-section processes.
G. A. Brown
2. Magnetohydrodynamic Induction Generator
The MHD induction machine utilizes the interaction between a traveling magnetic
field {such as that produced by a polyphase winding} and a channeled, flowing fluid that
may be either a plasma or a liquid metal. Only with a liquid metal is the interaction
sufficient for a practical generator.
The theory has reached the point where the operation of the generator is well under-
stood. Effort will be concentrated during the coming year on considering all of the neces-
sary factors in designing a practical induction generator. Chief among these are the
best method of minimizing the effect of finite machine length, and including variable
channel area, or variable fluid velocity, in the analysis. Also, a study of the induction
machine with a mist flow will be finished.
The preliminary study of the experimental induction machine with a low-velocity flow
loop has been completed. A new flow loop with increased flow rate and available pres-
sure is now under construction. After testing the existing machine on the new flow loop,
an experimental program to study end effects will be started, which will include the
design of a new type of coil system and tests on a rotating machine to simulate the lin-
ear finite-length machine.
W. D. Jackson, E. S. Pierson
This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force {Research and Technology Division}
under Contract AF33{615)-1083 with the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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STATUSOF RESEARCH
1. Liquid-Metal MagnetohydrodynamicPower Generation-Cycle Studies
The simple single-stage cycle consists of a boiler, condensingejector, MHD gen-
erator andradiator. This cycle will be designatedBCEGRcycle. The over-all perform-
ance analysis for the condensingejector has been used with the BCEGR cycle to
estimate cycle efficiency. For the BCEGR cycle the efficiency is determined by two
parameters. Oneparameter is the ratio of vapor velocity to liquid velocity at the mixing-
section inlet. The other parameter is a combinationof thermodynamic properties of the
working fluid, operating pressure, andMHD generator efficiency. The results of this
studywill be presentedin the next progress report.
G. A. Brown
2. Experimental CondensingEjector Studies
(i) The co_densingejector test facility hasbeenmodified to permit more accurate
measurementof the steam conditions at the steam orifice. Dampers havebeen obtained
for the pressure measurement system to reducethe observedpressure oscillations.
Additional performance data havebeentaken under conditions similar to those reported
in Quarterly Progress Report No. 79 {pages149-151}. Agreement with other data
andtheoretical predictions was excellent. The design of a higher contraction ratio
mixing section hasbeen started.
(ii} A visual-flow mixing section hasbeendesignedand its fabrication started. The
mixing section has a constantdiameter, is made of high-temperature {400°F}transparent
plastic andwill contain instrumentation for obtaining data on the axial pressure andtem-
perature histories of the vapor andliquid streams. Wall static taps will be usedfor pres-
sure measurements. Thermocoupleprobes will be placed at several axial positions. At
a given position, the probes will be displaced in the streams so as to obtain dataon the
radial temperature profiles. Visual andphotographicobservations will be made on the
jet stability andbreak-up, drop formation andmigration, andso forth. Thesemeasure-
ments will be comparedwith predictions from the available mixing-section analysis. This
test section will serve the purposeof obtaining preliminary detailed data for use in the
designof later visual-flow test sections andhigh-efficiency mixing sections.
G. A. Brown
3. Liquid-Metal MagnetohydrodynamicGenerators
The designof the new test loop is completed, andthe required parts are under con-
struction or onorder. It is expectedthat the flow loop will be in operation and ready
for tests with the existing coil structure by the end of the next quarter.
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The design study of practical MHD induction generators is progressing. A better
understanding of the difficulties and objectives has been obtained.
The initial theory of the MHD induction machine with a mist flow includes the inter-
action of single drops with the traveling field and equivalent experiments. A refined
single-drop theory will give better correlation with the experiments, and the theory will
be extended to include many drops and their mutual interactions.
W. D. Jackson, E. S. Pierson
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B. Alkali-Metal MagnetohydrodynamicGenerators
R. Decher
R. Dethlefsen
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. J. L. Kerrebrock
Prof. M. A. Hoffman
Prof. G. C. Oates
Graduate Students
M. L. Hougen D. J. Vasicek
G. W. Zeiders, Jr.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The principal objective of this research program is to asses the feasibility of
alkali-metal MHD generators for space power generation. Recent experiments and theo-
retical work have added greatly to our understanding of the electrical behavior of con-
densing alkali vapors. One of our chief objectives for the coming year is to improve
this understanding. Another is to operate a large nonequilibrium MHD generator, with
the use of a seeded noble gas as working fluid. The data obtained from it will allow a
more realistic assessment of generators that utilize condensable fluid.
J. L. Kerrebrock, M. A. Hoffman
STATUS OF RESEARCH: Alkali-Metal Vapor MHD Generators
During the past quarter, the thesis of Albert Solbes was completed. 1 We are, at
present, planning the next series of experiments to be done on the potassium facility.
A major portion of our effort has been directed toward the construction and checkout
of the large nonequilibrium generator. The facility has been operated at design mass
flow (0.4 kg/sec of He} and at 1600°K. Additional external cooling is needed, and the
required equipment is being procured. The generator channel has been constructed and
is being leak tested, at present. We estimate that the generator will be run for the first
time in the early part of December, 1965.
J. L. Kerrebrock
References
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Alkali-Metal Vapor Plasma," Quarterly Progress Report No. 79, Research Labora-
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C. Hall Instabilities and Their Effect on Magnetohydrodynamie Generators
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. J. E. McCune
Graduate Students
W. H• Evers, Jr.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our research objective is to obtain further experimental information (using appara-
tus already available) on the nature of the electrical fluctuations that appear in slightly
ionized gases flowing in the presence of a DC magnetic field, and their apparent effect
upon the DC (time-average) behavior of the system. Such fluctuations have been observed
by several researchers; recently, more detailed information has been obtained in our
laboratory• The observed fluctuations are thought to be associated with one or more of
the mechanisms for instability which have been identified theoretically for plasmas in
a strong Hall field. Our immediate aim is to attempt to prove or disprove this relation-
ship by isolating the various mechanisms through appropriate choice of the working gas,
its density and temperature, as well as appropriate choice of the electrical parameters.
Since the scope of the project is limited to the use of existing apparatus, several compro-
mises with geometry, and so forth, must be made; nevertheless, we expect that signifi-
cant new information can be obtained.
J. E. McCune
*This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force (Research and Technology Division}
under Contract AF33(615)-1083 with the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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XIX. SPONTANEOUS RADIOFREQUENCY EMISSION FROM
HOT ELECTRON PLASMAS*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. A. Bers
Graduate Students
C. E. Speck
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The production of a hot plasma usually results in an anisotropic velocity distribution
function for the constituent particles. Such distribution functions are known to be unstable
(velocity-space instabilities}, and experimentally are often identified by the radiofre-
quency emissions that they produce.
The pulsed electron-cyclotron discharge, which we have studied in the past, produces
a hot electron plasma. In the "afterglow" (in between the applied microwave pulses} we
have observed strong emission near the electron-cyclotron frequency and its harmonics.
We plan to continue our theoretical studies on velocity-space instabilities, and the
experimental study of the enhanced cyclotron emission observed in the afterglow of our
electron-cyclotron discharge.
A. Bets
A. ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA INSTABILITIES AT CYCLOTRON HARMONICS
We have continued to study instabilities in a neutral unbounded magnetized plasma
composed of infinitely massive ions and electrons that are assumed to have the relativ-
istic velocity distribution
f0(v} = 6(Vl.-Vj_0) 6(v]i)/ZWVl.0,
in which the subscripts I and ]] stand for perpendicular and parallel to the static mag-
netic field. Under the assumption of exp{j_t-jk-r} dependence for the field quantities,
a simultaneous solution of the linearized Vlasov equation and Maxwell's equations has
been shown to result in the electrostatic ([¢ along ]_) dispersion relation
j2 2j2
1 -l\cob/ n=-Q0 n-1 - nnil+k /_--n-n/2(-_- \ Wb / n=-oo _ _
\k±] =
I - n
\_b/ n=-oo
*This work is supported by the U.S.
AT(30-I}-3581 }.
Atomic Energy Commission (Contract
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where 0_p and _b are the relativistic plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively, __1_
is the ratio of the electron velocity to the speed of light in free space, and J is the n th-
_b" 1 norder Bessel function of argument p = k/.Vl0 / The nonrelativistic form of this equa-
tion, which is obtained by setting _ = 0, has been studied by Bets and Gruber 2 who
investigated the small-signal energy implications of the resulting waves, and by Gruber,
Klein, and Auer 3 who showed that for large enough _p/0_ b waves propagating nearly along
the static magnetic field were unstable. Dory, Guest, and Harris 4 have claimed that the
nonrelativistic equation predicts that waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic
5
field are stable unless _p/_b exceeds 2.7. As we have shown in a previous report,
1
these instabilities occur near--_= n +--f, where n is an integer. Our present work,
including the relativistic term, predicts unstable waves propagating nearly perpendicular
to the magnetic field at values of _p/0_ b considerably less than the threshold stated by
other authors. In contrast to the previous reported instabilities, these new modes, which
are purely relativistic in origin, occur at frequencies close to integer multiples of the
k i.VG L VOj"
--_-- 0.1
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Fig. XIX-1. Dispersion diagram.
cyclotron frequency. Figure XIX-1 illustrates the results of a numerical analysis of the
dispersion relation. The curves were obtained for _p/_b = 0.5 and v0±/c = 0. 1. Note
that near each cyclotron harmonic there are two branches of the dispersion relation. At
a given value of k±v0±/0J b, the curves are similar to those reported by Bers and Gruber,
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except that near some cyclotron harmonics the two branches comprising the particular
mode have coupled so as to require complex frequency for all kll/k.l - less than a critical
value. The figure illustrates that the particular modes that are unstable depend upon
the value of k_kv0.1./_ b. For convenience, the root locus of purely real roots has been
drawn on the kll/k_k = 0 plane. We have reported a more complete analysis of these
5
roots previously.
Physically, the instabilities have been interpreted in terms of small-signal energy
arguments. Evaluation of the small-signal time-average energy density 6 has shown that
the lower frequency wave at each uncoupled harmonic mode carries negative energy,
whereas the higher frequency wave carries positive energy. The instabilities occur when
the plasma parameters are such as to result in an internal coupling of the two waves.
We are now investigating an exact electromagnetic solution of the waves in this
plasma and are considering the physical mechanism that results in the relativistic insta-
bility. C. Speck, A. Bers
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
I, Nonadiabatic Motion of Charged Particles
We have nearly completed our study of nonadiabatic trapping in mirror systems and
in so doing have verified and extended our original work on single-particle orbits and
orbit stability. Particles are lost from these systems by resonant interactions with the
weak perturbing field very much as ions and electrons are scattered by interaction with
whistler waves in the Van Allen belts. The analogy will be pursued. The scattering
matrix can be evaluated by techniques akin to those used in the quasi-linear analysis of
plasma-wave interactions. We are thus in a position to check experimentally some of
the predictions of quasi-linear theory. Some preliminary results suggest that effects
neglected in quasi-linear theory may not be negligible, after all. We shall concentrate
a large fraction of our work on nonadiabatic interaction on this question during the
coming year.
The experiment involving nonadiabatic injection is progressing at the expected rate.
We have injected a beam and attained approximately l0 transits of the system and are
nearly ready to begin studying loss mechanisms in more detail.
L. M. Lidsky, D. J. Rose, J. F. Clarke, R. W. Moir
2. Mechanisms of the Hollow-Cathode Arc
The principal mechanisms suspected of being present in the hollow-cathode arc will
be studied in situ. These mechanisms are: thermionic emission, field emission, sec-
ondary electron emission by ions, photons, and metastable atoms, and various cumula-
tive processes {such as ionization of excited atoms}. The objective is quantitative
understanding of the importance of the various mechanisms, and of the operation of the
arc itself.
D. J. Rose, M. D. Lubin
.
Interaction of Coherent Radiation and Plasmas
Work on laser-plasma interactions continues, along the following general lines:
(i) The scattering of infrared (10.6Z-_) radiation from plasma with electron density
_This work is supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (Contract
AT(30- 1)-3285).
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_I0 cm will permit accurate measurement of the fluctuation spectrum and wave-
damping mechanisms in the plasma. The experiment, which was started in 1965, con-
tinues, an Nz-CO Z laser having been constructed for the purpose. As a secondary
interesting goal, the coherent scattered spectrum from a low-pressure gas will also be
measured with the use of this apparatus.
(it) Scattering of laser radiation from an electron beam, in better geometrical
arrangements than hitherto available, will be completed.
D. J. Rose, L. M. Lidsky, A. A. Offenberger, M. A. Samis
4. Plasma-Laser Science and Technology
Under this heading are included gaseous electronics, plasma physics, and technolog-
ical aspects of devices that are likely to be of interest as gas lasers. We shall continue
work of this nature which was started in 1965. In particular, an approximate self-
consistent theory of the high-power argon gas laser is being put together. The theory
takes account of radial flow, radial space charge, ionization in the axial electric field,
power balance per unit volume, and axial resistivity. An experiment is under way to
study the effects of various cathodes for such lasers, and the beneficial effects to be
expected from achieving high radial heat transfer from the capillary column.
D. J. Rose, D. E. Crane, W. T. Hebel
5. Photoionization and Other Phenomena
An experiment to observe the effects of photoionization of excited states, by using
a focused pulsed laser, will be reactivated. Briefly, the experiment has to do with
ionizing most of the excited states in a small volume deep inside a plasma, a task that
can be accomplished with relative ease. Thus a small excess density perturbation is
created, whose dissipation rate and other characteristics can be studied. Information
about density of excited states and local-particle transport coefficients in the plasma is
expected to be obtained.
L. M. Lidsky
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
This group is interested in various aspects of statistical communication theory.
Research in progress and work proposed for the near future are summarized as follows.
1. Nonlinear Theory Based on Functional Techniques
Studies in nonlinear theory based on the functional techniques of Wiener will continue.
Some of the current problems include: the relationship between nonlinear differential
equations and the functional representation; methods for the simplification of the func-
tional representation for a nonlinear system; methods of synthesis; the approach to non-
linear oscillating systems; and applications to important engineering problems.
2. Statistics of Switching-Time Jitter
A model has been developed for switching-time jitter in a tunnel diode threshold-
crossing detector. This model satisfactorily relates the statistics of the jitter to the
load resistance, the slope of the input ramp, and the tunnel-diode characteristics. This
study will next proceed with an investigation of the switching-time jitter of transistor
switching circuits as flip-flops and Schmidt triggers. The object of this study is
(a) To obtain models for switching-time jitter in various solid-state switching
circuits.
(b) To provide optimum circuit designs to minimize the switching-time jitter for a
given device.
(c) To answer basic questions regarding the attainable noise figure of amplifiers
operating in the switching mode.
3. High-Efficiency Realization for Amplitude-Modulated Transmitters
A study is under way to investigate the feasibility of low-frequency amplitude-
modulated transmitters operating entirely in the switching mode. Pulse logic will elim-
inate the conventional modulator at a consider'able increase in efficiency.
4. Model for Noise in Magnetic Tape
A study continues to develop a model for noise in the process
tape recording. It is expected to yield a model that is capable of
of magnetic
satisfactorily
*This work is supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
{U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E),
the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-2495), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grants NsG-334 and NsG-496}.
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explaining modulation noise.
5. Theoretical Investigation of the Two-StateModulation Systems
A study is plannedof the performance of two-state modulation systems in terms of
the parameters of their block diagrams. Objectives of the study are to obtain simple
design relations and, possibly, to indicate modifications of the systems which will
enhancecertain performance characteristics, suchas distortion in anamplifier or error
in a power conversion system.
6. RecordingandReproductionof Sound
A study of the relative effects of the normal mode structure of rooms and loud-
speakers onthe reproduction of soundis nearing completion. The results are being pre-
pared for publication. The study effort has now shifted focus to problems associatedwith
the recording of sound. Spatial problems and problems associated with the combined
effect of reverberation during both recording and reproduction are now under inves-
tigation.
7. ContinuousWaveformEstimation
Theoretical and experimental studies in the area of estimating continuouswaveforms
are being continued. In the contextof the analogmodulation problem, performance of
various suboptimumand optimum demodulators is being analyzed. Problems such as
acquisition in the presenceof noise andthe effect of different messagespectra are ofinterest.
8. AdaptiveSystems
Adaptive systems are being studied in both the communication andradar contexts.
The performance of various decision-directed schemesis beingstudied both theoreti-
cally and by simulation. The related problems of measurementof randomly time-
variant channelsare also of interest.
9. FeedbackStructures
In many cases, considerable insight canbe gained into bothnonlinear andlinear esti-
mation problems by exploiting the Markov structure of the process. The implications
of this techniqueare being studied. Relatedproblems suchas noise observation matri-
ces are also beingstudied.
10. Space-TimeProcessing
Theextensionof the detection or estimation problem from the scalar to the vector
case is formally trivial; however, many newissues arise in the area of combined space
andtime processing. Thesehaveparticular application to both the seismic and sonarproblem. Work in these areas continues.
11. Nonlinear Filtering of ConvolvedSignals.
During thepast year homomorphicsystem theory has beenapplied to problems in
nonlinear filtering. The primary result of this work is concerned with the optimization
of nonlinear filters within anarbitrary class of homomorphic systems. It hasbeen shown
that a necessaryandsufficient condition for a homomorphic system to be optimum is that
the linear portion in the canonic representation for the class be optimum under a mean-
square or integral-square error criterion.
At present, one of the most promising areas of application for this approach to
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nonlinear filtering is in the filtering of convolvedsignals. Problems of this class arise
typically in the detectionof timing of echoes, or more generally signal detection and sep-
aration in a reverberation environment. Also, the processing of speechwaveforms, par-
ticularly the extraction of the glottal waveform, require the separation of convolved
signals. It is interesting to note that the most recent andpromising techniques, referred
to as the ncepstral techniquen in echotiming andpitch extraction, employ a cascadeof
operations identical to the canonic form for homomorphic filters that are suggestedfor
this class of problems, althoughthese techniqueswere developedfrom a different point
of view. Consideration of homomorphic filters for this class of problems suggestssome
possible improvements over the cepstral technique. These techniques will be investi-
gated more in detail.
12. Optimum Quantization
Exact expressions for the quantization error as a function of the quantizer param-
eters, the error-weighting function, and the amplitude probability density of the
quantizer-input signal have been derived. An algorithm based on these expressions,
which permits us to determine the specific values of the quantizer parameters that define
the optimum quantizer (with respect to some particular error-weighting function), has
been developed. This algorithm is valid for both convex and nonconvex error-weighting
functions. Both the expression for the error and the algorithm have been extended to
the case in which the quantizer-lnput signal is a message signal contaminated by a noise
signal.
During the past year studies have concentrated on three particular areas.
(a) Theoretical investigation of the operation of linear prefiltering and postfiltering
on quantization.
(b) Subjective evaluation of speech quantization when the number of quantizer levels
is small and there are requirements of high intelligibility and naturalness.
(c) Theoretical investigation of the autocorrelation and power density spectrum func-
tions of the quantizer-output signals.
Preliminary results in each of these areas have been obtained and reported. In con-
tinuing the work in these areas during the coming year, emphasis will be placed on
speech quantization. For speech signals, the preliminary results indicate the need to
raise questions of a subjective nature and for a more detailed analysis of the quantizer-
output signal.
In addition to these areas of research, investigations will be made of the properties
of quantizers which are optimum for quantizer inputs consisting of message signals con-
taminated by noise. Emphasis will be placed on discrete message signals. For this
case, the quantizer can be regarded as a nonlinear zero-memory filter or as a decision-
making device that indicates an estimate of the transmitted signal. The results here will
be compared with those from classical detection theory.
Y. W. Lee
A. WORK COMPLETED
1. A SUBJECTIVE STUDY OF OPTIMUM QUANTIZATION
This study has been completed by Thomas H. Nyman. In September 1965, he sub-
mitted the results to the Department of Electrical Engineering, M. I. T., as a thesis in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science.
J. D. Bruce
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B. NONLINEAR FILTERING OF CONVOLVEDSIGNALS
In 1963,Bogert, Healy, and TukeyI discussedan approachto the detection andtiming
of echoes. Later Noll2 successfully applied these techniquesto the detectionof pitch in
speech waveforms. In brief, Bogert andhis co-workers considereda signal z(t) con-
sisting of another signal y(t) and its echo,
z(t) = y(t) + a • y(t-T).
The objective of the processing which these authors propose is to determine the time T
of the echo. If we let ezz(_) denote the power spectrum (or energy spectrum if z(t) is
aperiodic) of z(t), and eyy(_) denote the spectrum of y(t), it follows that
ezz(_0) = eyy(¢O)[1 + a 2 + Za cos 0_T] (I)
or, if we take the logarithm of both sides of Eq. I, we have
log [¢zz(_)] : log [¢yy(_)] + log [1 + aZ+ Za cos _T]. (2)
If a is sufficiently small, then (2) can be rewritten approximately as
log [¢zz(_)] Z log [¢yy(_O)]+ Za cos 0_T. (3)
This expression consists of the sum of two terms, one of which is periodic (in _) and
whose period we wish to determine. Hence, by taking the logarithm of both sides of (1),
Bogert et al. transformed the original problem into one involving the sum of a periodic
and nonperiodic function, thereby relating itto one of the well-known problems in linear
filtering, although in this case the desired
_=z(r )
LINEAR [
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Fig. XXI- 1. System for determination
of the liftered-log-power
spectrum.
signal is periodic in frequency. Because
of the duality of the time and frequency
domains, however, this poses no particular
problems, and we apply operations that
would normally be applied in the frequency
domain for the linear filtering of a signal
that is periodic in frequency. Hence, a
linear time-invariant filter, for the prob-
lem posed by Eq. 3, would correspond to
a linear frequency-invariant filter. Thus,
Bogert et al. approach this problem by thinking of the log-power spectrum, ¢zz(_), as
a time series and then extracting the periodic component by conventional means. Spe-
cifically, if (3) represented a time series, we might choose to highpass-filter and
observe the frequency at which a peak in the spectrum occurred. Analogously, then, in
this problem we may pass the log spectrum through a "long-pass lifter" (the term which
they have chosen for the dual of a highpass filter) and observe the time at which a peak
°
• °
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occurs in the transform of the "liftered-log-power spectrum." To emphasize the duality,
and because these operations are unconventional with respect to some of the more stand-
ard types of signal processing, the transform of the log-power spectrum is referred to
as the "cepstrum" of the original time function and is expressed as a function of
"quefrency." The processing that they propose is summarized in Fig. XXI-1. The input
is taken to be the autocorrelation function of the signal z{t). The output of system A,
_zz(-r), is the of and is related to in such that ifcepstrum z(t)
_zz (T) a way _zz (_) and
_zz(_) denote the transforms of Szz(T) and _zz(T), respectively, then
_zz(_0) = log @zz(_) •
The linear system that they propose is a long-pass lifter which is the dual of a highpass
filter. Thus, in the T, or "quefrency," domain the long-pass lifter can be represented
as in Fig. XXI-2.
In addition to the above-mentioned processing, Bogert et al. suggest a further
step in the echo detection. The steps thus far proposed transform the problem into a
[I= ,(T),_z{_) T Fig. XXI-2. Long-pass lifter.
linear filtering problem. After filtering, they suggest the possibility of moving back
toward the autocorrelation function by passing the output of the lifter through the inverse
of system A, as shown in Fig. XXI-3; this results in the transform of the "delogged
9zz _ INVERSEoFSYSTEMA
_,. PSEUDO
AUTOCOVARIANCE
Fig. XXI-3. System for determination of the pseudo autocovariance.
liftered log spectrum," which, for brevity, they refer to as the "pseudo autocovariance."
They comment, however, that "We must emphasize that this whole inquiry into pseudo-
autocovariances is quite thoroughly empirical. We do not know, though it might not be
hard to establish, whether it is reasonable to regard such a function of the original data
as estimating something definite and reasonable. We are exploring with only heuristic
guidance."
The purpose of this report is to attempt to relate this technique, which has been
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referred to as the cepstral technique, to homomorphic filtering. 3' 4 This relation will
offer a more formal framework for the cepstrum and the pseudo autocovariance and may
suggest elaboration of the cepstral technique. Basically, the problem considered by
Bogert et al. is concerned with the separation of convolved signals. Specifically, the
autocorrelation function _zz(T) can be expressed as
_zz(T) = _yy(T) @ [(I+a2)Uo(T)+aUo(T--T)+aUo(T+T)] ,
where ® denotes convolution, and UO(T) is the unit impulse. To determine the echo
timing, we wish to extract the term
(I+a2)Uo(T) + aUo(T--T ) + aUo(T+T ).
Since convolution satisfies the algebraic postulates of vector addition, the separation
of convolved signals falls within the class of homomorphic filtering problems. What I
wish to demonstrate is that the systems of Fig. XXI-1 and Fig. XXI-3 are both homo-
morphic systems, the system in Fig. XXI-1 having convolution as the input operation
and addition as the output operation, and that in Fig. XXI-3 having convolution as both
the input and output operations.
It has been argued 3 that a necessary and sufficient condition that a system be homo-
morphic with some operation o as the input operation and some operation o as the out-
put operation is that it be decomposable into a cascade of three systems as shown in
Fig. XXI-4. The system a ° is invertible and
Fig. XXI-4. Canonic representation for
homomorphic filters.
homomorphic, with o as the input opera-
tion. The system _1 is invertible and
homomorphic, with addition as the input
operation and o as the output operation.
The system L is a linear system. Com-
paring this with the system shown in
Fig. XXI-1, we see that to show that this
system is homomorphic from convolution
to addition, we need only show that sys-
tem A is homomorphic from convolution to addition (system _1 for this case is taken
to be the identity system). To show that the system of Fig. XXI-3 is homomorphic from
convolution to convolution we must again show that system A is homomorphic from con-
volution to addition. Because of the fact that the inverse of a homomorphic system is
homomorphic, with the input and output operations reversed, 3 the inverse of system A
will then also have the desired properties.
Let us argue that system A is homomorphic by considering it in the frequency
domain, rather than in the time (or T) domain. Since convolution in the time domain
corresponds to multiplication in the frequency domain, and addition in the time domain
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corresponds to addition in the frequency domain, it then follows that system A repre-
sented in the frequency domain, must be homomorphic from multiplication to addition.
It has been shown, 3 however, that the characteristic homomorphic system for multipli-
cation is a logarithmic amplifier, which is identical to system A described in the fre-
quency domain. Hence considered in the time domain, system A is homomorphic with
convolution as the input operation and addition as the output operation. Therefore, the
systems for the computation of the liftered cepstrum and the pseudo autocovariance are
both homomorphic.
The general class of homomorphic filters for the separation of convolved signals are
of the form shown in Fig. XXI-3, with members of the class differing only in the linear
portion. The discussion above demonstrates that the system for determination of the
pseudo autocovariance is a particular example of a homomorphic filter; however, this
choice for the linear system does not necessarily result in the optimum filter. Further-
more, we may wish to impose other restrictions such as time invariance, realizability,
and so forth. Because of the canonic form for homomorphic filters, however, any such
restriction is reducible to considerations on the linear portion. In particular, the
restrictions that I would like to discuss are: insensitivity to input amplitude; time invar-
lance; and realizability.
4
Optimization of homomorphic filters has been discussed elsewhere, and it has been
shown that these filters could be considered as optimum if the linear portion is optimum
under a mean-square or integral-square error criterion.
1. Insensitivity to Input Amplitude
Linear systems have the property that if the input is scaled up or down by some
factor, then the output is scaled by the same factor. In designing a linear system for sig-
nal separation, then, we can essentially disregard the absolute amplitude of the incoming
signal, and concentrate on the relative amplitude and shapes of the signals to be sepa-
rated. With nonlinear systems in general, however, the effect of a change in input amp-
litude will affect more than just the amplitude of the output. It is interesting to note that
just as for a linear system a scaling of the input results in a scaling of the output, for
a homomorphic system the combination of an input with a scalar by means of the rule
for scalar multiplication associated with the input operation results in a combination of
the corresponding output with the same scalar, according to the rule for scalar multi-
plication associated with the output operation. For example, in the class of systems
under consideration here, if g(t) is the output for some input f(t), then the output that is
due to f(t) convolved with itself n times (where n is not necessarily an integer) is g(t)
convolved with itself n times. This is analogous to the situation for linear systems,
whereby if g(t) is the output for some input f(t), then the output that is due to f(t) added
to itself n times is g(t) added to itself n times. We may refer to the result of adding
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an input to itself n times as a changein the linear amplitude of the signal by a factor of
n andthe result of convolvingan input with itself n times as a change in the convolu-
tional amplitude of the signal by a factor of n. Whereas the performance of a linear
filter canbeconsideredto be insensitive to linear amplitude but sensitive to convolu-
tional amplitude, a homomorphic filter for the separation of convolved signals is, in
F(,_)________ G(=)
Fig. XXI-5. Canonic representation for
homomorphic filters used
for the separation of con-
volved signals.
sented in the frequency domain, as shown in
general, insensitive to eonvolutional
amplitude but sensitive to linear ampli-
tude. But, by imposing the necessary
restrictions on the linear portion of the
canonic representation, this class of
filters can be made insensitive to linear
amplitude. Specifically, let us consider
the canonic form for this class, repre-
Fig. XXI-5.
Since linear amplitude in the time domain corresponds to linear amplitude in the fre-
quency domain (that is, scaling the amplitude of a time function by some factor scales
the spectrum by the same factor), we can ask that the system of Fig. XXI-5 be insensi-
tive to linear amplitude, that is, if the input is changed by a scale factor, then the out-
put is changed by a scale factor, although both scale factors do not have to be identical.
Let us consider an input kF(_) to the system of Fig. XXI-5. Then the output Gk(_ } that
is due to this input is
Gk(_) = exp_L[lnkF(_)]}
or
Gk(¢O) = exp[L(ln k) + L(ln F(_))]
= G(_) exp[L(ln k)],
where G(_) is the response to F(_).
tional to G(_), then we must require
exp[L(lnk)] = constant
or
L(ln k) = constant.
If it is required that, for any k, Gk(_) is propor-
Since k is an arbitrary constant, we require that the response of the linear system
to a constant spectrum be constant. In the time domain, then, the impulse response of
the linear system must be an impulse, possibly, of different area. If the linear
portion were restricted to be time-invariant, it must then be an amplifier of
constant gain.
°
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2. Time Invariance
To determine the appropriate restriction on the linear system such that the system
of Fig. XXI-5 be time-invariant, let g(t)represent the response to an excitation f(t).
Then we require that g(t-T) be the response to the excitation f(t-T), for any T. Hence,
5
if ¢_ represents the system transformation, then we require
_[f(t)®Uo(t-T) ] = _[f(t)]® Uo(t-T)
or
_[f(t)]{_ _[Uo(t-T) ] = _[f(t)]® Uo(t-T).
Hence,
,[uolt-T) ] : uolt-T)
for all T. If a(. )denotes the transformation characterizing the first system in the
canonic representation, so that a-l( •) is the transformation characterizing the last sys-
tem, then
a-1La[uo(t-T)] = Uo(t-T)
or
La[uo(t-T)]:a[Uo(t-T)l.
But the transform of Uo(t-T) is e-JeT; consequently,
a[Uo(t-T) ] = -Tu l(t),
where ul(t) is the derivative of Uo(t). Therefore, we require
L[-Tuo(t) ] = -TUl(t)
or, since L is linear,
L[Ul(t) ] : ul(t)-
Hence, the linear system L must satisfy the condition that its response to a unit
doublet (that is, the derivative of a unit impulse) is a unit doublet. If L were itself
restricted to be time-invariant, this would then imply that it is the identity system. Con-
sequently, the only choice for _ such that both _ and L are time-invariant is the iden-
tity transformation. Except for this case, then, if _ is to be time-invariant, L cannot
be. As an example of the application of the necessary and sufficient condition for the
time invariance of this class of filters, consider the system proposed by Bogert et al.
for the determination of the pseudo autocovariance. Since the linear portion is a
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long-pass lifter, ideally the function h{t) is zero until some time To, after which it is
unity. The response of the linear system to a unit doublet ul(t ) is h(t) ul(t) which,
because of the choice of h(t), is zero. Consequently, the system is not time-invariant.
On the other hand, if the linear system were, for some reason, chosen to be a short-
pass lifter, so that h(t)is unity until some time To, after which it is zero, then the
over-all system would be time-invariant.
The point of view expressed by Bogert et al., in which they treat the output of
system A as though it were a time series, suggests an interesting, and possibly useful,
notion regarding the selection of the linear filter. If we consider the log spectrum to be
a function of frequency, then the linear filter that they select is frequency-invariant,
that is, a translation of the input spectrum produces a corresponding translation in the
output spectrum. If we pursue the
P ...... 7
I , hlt_l
F(t) ___g (t)
I "_" i I ....... I
t.. ...... _1
Fig. X:XI- 6. Canonic form when the class
of filters is restricted to be
fre que ncy- invar iant.
duality between the time and frequency
domains, it is straightforward to argue
that whereas a linear time-invariant
filter is represented in the frequency
domain by the multiplication of the
input spectrum by some function HCf),
a linear frequency-invariant filter is
represented in the time domain by the
multiplication of the input time function by another function of time, h(t). Thus, if we
restricted the linear portion to be frequency-invariant, it would have the form shown
in Fig. XXI-6. Note that the restriction that the linear system be frequency-invariant
is equivalent to the restriction that the over-all system be frequency-invariant, because
of the form of system A and its inverse.
3. Realizability
In general, we cannot expect that the signal processing depicted by a system of the
form of Fig. XXI-5 could be carried out in real time, that is, that the output at any
instant of time is independent of future values of the input. It is certainly true that we
could not carry out in real time the signal processing in the three steps corresponding to
the three stages in the canonic representation, since both system A and its inverse are
unrealizable. This was demonstrated in effect in the previous discussion where it was
argued that the response of system A to a delayed impulse Uo(t-T) is a doublet occurring
at t = 0. It might be possible, however, that with certain restrictions on the linear sys-
tem, the over-all system could be realizable, the inverse of system A "undoing" the
unrealizability introduced by A {and possibly also by the linear system}. There is cer-
tainly one case, although trivial, for which this is true, namely when the linear system
is the identity system, in which case the Output of the over-all system is equal to its
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input. Still, however, no necessary and sufficient conditions for realizability have been
derived. One possible means of carrying out the desired signal processing in real time
is to work, as Noll does, with the short-time spectrum. The implications of this with
respect to the formalism presented here are not yet clear.
The class of problems to which filters discussed in this report is directed, is the
separation of convolved signals. Admittedly, if one of two signals to be separated is
known, a linear, filter, whose impulse response is the inverse of the unwanted signal,
can be used. This is analogous to the separation of two signals that have been added,
by subtracting the unwanted signal from the sum. Hence, we are primarily interested
in cases in which neither of the convolved signals is known exactly. This is clearly the
case in the detection and timing of echoes, as discussed by Bogert et al. More gener-
ally, the recovery of a signal transmitted in a reverberation environment is a problem
of general interest. Such situations arise, for example in sonar, in high-fidelity
recording, in seismological studies. Multipath communication channels can also be
modelled in terms of the convolution of the transmitted signal with noise; however, in
this case, additive noise may also be an important factor, and its effect on the perform-
ance of convolutional filters must be investigated.
A. V. Oppenheim
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
1. Communications
The work of the group is focused on the dual problems of ascertaining the best per-
formance that can be attained with a communication system, and developing efficient
techniques for actually achieving performance substantially this good.
a. Coding Techniques
An experimental facility permitting the application of sequential decoding to a wide
variety of modems and channels has now been completed and tested. 1 The facility con-
sists of a portable data acquisition system and a special programming language for use
with a PDP-6 general-purpose computer. The data acquisition system will accept ana-
log outputs from a wide variety of channel demodulators and, by means of sample-and-
hold and analog-to-digital converter circuits, will record the outputs together with
appropriate timing information on a digital tape recorder. Circuitry and software permit
a ready transfer of data from the recorder to the computer memory (DEC-tape). The
special programming language, a modification of FORTRAN, permits experimenters
without detailed programming background to write efficient programs for implementing
a variety of sequential decoding algorithms, collect performance statistics, and control
the program by means of a light pen on the basis of a real-time display of the tree
search. This facility has already proved useful in debugging a modified sequential
decoding algorithm and in obtaining preliminary data on the performance of a short con-
straint length convolutional code operating on a simulated deep-space link. This work
c ontinue s.
On the theoretical side of sequential decoding, it has been shown z that the probability
distribution of the number of computations, L, required to decode a digit is of the form
KL -a when a can be upper- and lower-bounded as a function of the channel and trans-
mission rate. Techniques are now being investigated to avoid this computational problem
*This work is supported principally by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration under Grant NsG-334; and in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
(U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E),
the National Science Foundation {Grant GP-7495), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration {Grant NsG-496).
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by using several sequentialdecoders in parallel.
A new codingand decodingtechnique, called concatenatedcoding, has beeninvesti-
gated.3 By using this technique, decodingcanbe accomplishedfor any transmission rate
less than capacitywith a computationalcomplexity that is an algebraic function of the
constraint length andwith an error probability that is anexponentially decayingfunction
of the constraint length. Someexamplesindicate that this techniquemight havea number
of practical applications.
The time-bandwidth product of the bubble-tank hasbeenincreased andinstrumenta-
tion for discrete signaling at bothhigh andlow energy-to-noise ratios completed. Instru-
mentation for analogsignaling is in the process of development. This equipmentwill be
used in the comingyear to investigate experimentally the performance of various coding
techniqueson randomly time-variant dispersion channels.
R. G. Gallager, I. M. Jacobs
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b. Optical Communications
Preliminary studies of communication systems employing optical frequencies have
indicated three topics to which the concepts and techniques of modern communication
theory may most profitably be addressed. They are (i) the import of quantum electro-
dynamics for the characteristics of efficient communication systems, (ii) the relevant
description of device noise as it affects the performance of communication systems, and
(iii) the statistical characterization of the atmosphere as a propagation channel at optical
frequencies.
A fundamental comprehension of these topics requires familiarity with a mixture of
probability theory, physics, and experimental methods. Accordingly, a substantial
effort has been invested in the acquisition of the prerequisite background in physics and
optical techniques. Concurrent studies of specific modulators, demodulators, and chan-
nels have been completed and summarized in Quarterly Progress Report No. 79
{page 205).
R. S. Kennedy
c. Theoretical Bounds on Error Performance
A considerable amount of research has been done on finding the reliability of various
channel models. The reliability of a channel as a function of transmission rate is the
exponent with which the probability of decoding error can be made to vanish with
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increasing block length. For channelswith additive nonwhiteGaussiannoise, upper and
lower boundson reliability havebeenfoundwhich agreeboth for rates betweenRcrit and1
capacity and in the limit as the rate approacheszero.
Other classes of channels being actively investigated are randomly time-variant
channelsand parallel coupledchannelswithout crosstalk. Efforts are also being made
to achievea fundamentalunderstandingof the effect of a lack of time synchronization on
error probability.
R. G. Gallager, I. M. Jacobs
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d. VocodedSpeech
A voice-excited vocoder hasbeensuccessfully simulated on the IBM 7094computer
and satisfactory quality of voice hasbeenreconstructed1 with 220-660 cpsfrequency used
as the voice-excitation band. Experiments are under way to convert the vocoder output
to a binary data stream and investigate the effect of channel coding techniques on the
reconstructed voice.
R. G. Gallager, I. M. Jacobs
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e. SwitchingCircuits andLogical Machines
Closely related work is concernedwith switching theory andits application to compu-
tation problems. During the past year, effort has beenconcentratedona study of gener-
alized threshold functions andtheir application to the problem of detecting malfunctions
in computingcircuitry. A mathematical formulation of the realizability requirements
for multithreshold andcompound-weightfunctions has provided an iterative synthesis
procedure for the compound-weightcase. This formulation has also clarified the
relationships amongthe various types of threshold functions.
Further investigations will be madeof multithreshold andcompound-weightrealiza-
tions. Also, a study will be made of the relationships among (i) the graphical description
of a machine, (ii) the physical structure of the machine, and (iii) the problem of detecting
malfunctions in the machine.
F. C. Hennie III
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A. TRUNCATINGA CONVOLUTIONALCODE
1. Introduction
The sequentialnature of a convolutional coderequires that the codebe periodically
truncated whenused on a one-way communicationsystem. This enablesthe system to
continueto decodeblocks of dataeven after a block is received which is too noisy to be
decoded. Theproblem of efficiently truncating a convolutional codewill be discussed in
this report.
A binary convolutionalcodeis generatedas the information digits are shifted into a
shift register which is initially set with all zeros in it. For every shift of the input data,
v code digits are obtained by tapping v modulo-2 adders. Each adder is connected to a
different set of register stages. Thus, knowledge of the connections to the modulo-2
adders determines a unique mapping of information digits into code digits.
Conventionally, a convolutional code, generated by a K-stage shift register, is trun-
cated by having a tail of K - 1 zeros follow the block of L information digits that are to
be coded 1 (see also Sec. XXII-B). This implies that the rate per use of the channel over
the entire code block is
Log 2 2L R N
R- = K- 1 bits, (1)
(L+K-1) v 1 +--L--
where RN, the rate that would result if there was no loss owing to truncation, is 1/v.
We see that, for a low rate loss, L must be made considerably larger than the length of
the shift register K. (For example, in an experimental simulation (see Sec. XXII-B), an L
of twenty times K was used.} It should be noted, however, that a very large block length
will deteriorate the code's performance. This results because both the probability of
error on decoding a block 1' 2 and the probability of a buffer overflow 3' 4 when using
sequential decoding are bounded by functions which increase linearly with L. A scheme
for truncation which enables one to use smaller block lengths than these will be consid-
ered.
Z. Analysis
The error performance of a convolutional code can be studied by using a decoding
procedure that makes a decision on each successive digit by selecting the most probable
sequence over the constraint length of the digit in question. (Sequential decoding achieves
similar performance by means of an algorithm that is much easier to implement.) The
constraint length of the i th digit, Ni, is the number of code digits influenced by this
information digit. Generally, over this constraint length there will be K. - 1 information
K. 1
digits following the i th digit. Thus, one of Z 1 possible sequences of information digits
• °
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is selected in order to decode the i th digit. The average probability of error, over the
ensemble of all possible coder connections, for decoding the i th digit with the past digits
known, is bounded I by
K.-1 -N.R -Ni o -
P(ei) <2 1 2 1 o< 2 , (2)
where R is a constant determined by the channel. Furthermore, the probability of an
o upperb°unded 1error on decoding the entire block of L digits can be by
L
P(e) < _ P(ei).
i= 1
(3)
For a convolutional code without any truncation, we have
P(ei) < 2 for 1 _< i _< L-K+ 1, 14)
since these digits pass through the shift register with an N i = Kv and K i = K. Note that
the exponent in (4) is positive, since R o, the computational cutoff rate for sequential
decoding, is greater thanR N = I/v. Now for i> L-K+ 1, N idecreases in steps of v
and K. decreases in steps of 1, so that upon looking at the exponent in (2) we see that
1
R -Ki+l_ (5)Ni(Ro-gi/Ni ) > Ni+l o Ni+l]
since
NiRo _ Ki > NiRo _ Ki _ (VRo_l) ' (6)
which implies that P(e i) is increasing with i. To avoid having a high probability of
an error on the digits near the end of the block, the constraint lengths must be increased.
Since the last digit has the highest probability of error, an N L will be found so that
P(e L) has the same exponent as was the case for i --< L - K + 1. Equating exponents, we
have
which yields
Since before truncation N L = v, the amount of code length added is
(9)
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o - • (10)
This added code length can be obtained by having just
Ko= (K-l)(1-R_) (11)
zeros follow the block of L information digits. Since only K ° zeros are shifted into the
K-stage shift register, the information digits still left in the register would be dumped
before the new block of information digits enters the register.
We must now verify the fact that no further code length increase is required for the
range L- K + 1 < i < L. For L- K + 1 < i --< L- K + K + 1, N. remains constant
o 1
at Kv and K i decreases in steps of 1, so that for this range P(ei) is decreasing. For
L- K + K ° + 1 <i< L, N idecreases in steps of v and K idecreases in steps of 1, so as
in (5) and (6), P(ei) increases with i. But P(ei) is bounded by P(eL), so the code length
increase given by (10) is all that is needed.
For this form of truncation, P(ei) is constant for i _< L- K + 1, then starts to
decrease and finally increases to its original value as i approaches L. It is possible,
by shortening the constraint lengths in the range L - K + 1 < i < L, to have a uniform
P(e i) for all i. Since the same total code length increase of N o is still required,
however, no improvement in rate loss is achieved.
3. Discussion
The essential result obtained from this analysis is that the increase in length
required to truncate a convolutional code without deteriorating its error performance is
= _ = Nconv
where the conventional length is
Nconv = (K-l)v
(lZ)
(13)
The rate over the whole block, including the added length for truncation, is
L RN
a -
Lv+N 0 1 +Kf.____!l(i _R_ ) bits
(14)
which is to be compared with (1) for the conventional case.
For inefficient operation, when R N is much less than R o, only a small gain is
achieved over the ordinary method of truncation. For efficient operation when R N
• °
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approaches R o, the amount of length added decreases toward zero. This enables one to
improve the code's performance by having an L that is only slightly greater than K and
yet still have R sufficiently close to R N-
D. Chase
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B. SIMULATION OF SEQUENTIAL DECODING FOR A TELEMETRY CHANNEL
A coherent binary antipodal {PSK) signaling scheme, utilizing convolutional encoding
and sequential decoding, has been proposed for use in a deep space telemetry system.l' Z
The purpose of this research is to study the performance of the sequential decoder by
computer simulation.
1. Description of the System and its Simulation
In the signaling scheme, successive binary information and parity digits emerging
from a convolution eneoder are transmitted as binary antipodal waveforms with energy E.
The transmitted waveform corresponding to a particular information or parity digit is
assumed to be received together with independent additive white Gaussian noise with
power spectral density No/2. The resultant received waveform is crosscorrelated with
the positive binary waveform by sampling the output of a matched filter. This sample
is quantized into one of eight possible levels {3-bit quantization). The cascade of modu-
lator, additive white Gaussian noise channel, matched filter, sampler, and quantizer is
equivalent to a discrete memoryless channel with two input letters and 8 output letters.
The original binary information sequence is extracted from the output of this channel with
a sequential decoder.
In the simulation, binary convolution codes with rate 1/7 bits per channel waveform
E
were used. Three signal-to-noise ratios, defined as 10 lOgl0 _-- db, were considered,
o
-6 db, -6.5 db, and -7 db. The quantization scheme that was chosen for the matched-
filter output is shown in Fig. XXII-1. Figure XXII-Z shows the transition probabilities
calculated for this quantization scheme for a signal-to-noise ratio of -6 db.
For a channel having a P-letter input alphabet with probability distribution
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Fig. XXII- 1.
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Quantization scheme. Horizontal axis represents time-sampled
matched-filter output.
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Fig. XXII-2. Transition probabilities for the
d i s c r e t e memoryless channel
10 LOgl0-N--- = -6 d .
O
{Pi' i=l, 2 ..... P} and Q-letter output alphabet with transition probabilities {qij' i=l, 2,
.... P, j= 1,2 ..... Q} Savage 3 and Jacobs and Berlekamp 4 have established bounds which
indicate that the distribution of the number of computations per decoded digit, C, is
Pareto. That is,
pr(C>_X) ~ X -a, (X>>I),
where a, the Pareto exponent, satisfies the relation
E(a)
R-
a
in which R is the information rate in bits per channel waveform, and
_lI_ 1 l+aE(a) = -l°g2 j= i=l Pi%lJ /-
Thus a may be calculated from the transition probabilities and the input probability dis-
tribution. For R = 1/7, a = 1. Z for the channel of Fig. XXII-2. If a is less than 1, the
expectation of C is theoretically infinite. The rate corresponding to a = 1 is known as
Rcomp. For rates above Rcomp , the bound on the mean computation diverges. Rcomp =
E(1) is also calculated from the transition probabilities and input distribution. For the
1 = . 160.
transition probabilities of Fig. XXII-2 with Pl = P2 = _' Rcomp
The signal-to-noise ratio of -6 db and the rate of 1/7 were chosen so that with Zl bits
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of quantization per information bit at the decoder input, the energy required per bit,
E/R, was only 0.4 db greater than the required energy per bit for an infinite-bandwidth,
unquantized Gaussian channel with the same values of No/Z and a 1 . In other words, with
these parameters, the quantization scheme contributed a degradation of only 0.4 db of
required signal energy.
The sequential decoder design was based on the Fano algorithm. No attempt was
made to optimize the threshold spacing, since previous experiments 5 have suggested
that the mean computation per decoded digit has a very broad minimum with respect to
this parameter. The tilted distance function used for the path metric was the usual Fano
distance function, 11 with the bias equal to the rate, 1/7 bits per channel waveform.
The simulation of the sequential decoder was accomplished on a PDP-6 computer by
6
means of a sequential decoding simulation facility developed by Niessen. The computer
program allows a display of the branches that are being searched, as well as a facility
for collecting histograms of quantities of interest in sequential decoding. The simulated
sequential decoder could perform approximately Z, 500,000 computations per hour. Pre-
sumably, a special-purpose machine could be built to increase this speed several orders
of magnitude.
Since the simulated channel (including the modulator, matched filter, and quantizer)
is symmetric from the input, the error probabilities are independent of the input infor-
mation sequence. Consequently, for convenience, an all-zero information sequence was
assumed to be transmitted.
The discrete memoryless channel was simulated on the computer with a random-
number generator whose output was quantized in accordance with the calculated transi-
tion probabilities. A description of the random-number generator and its statistical
properties has been given by Green, Smith, and Klein. 7
As a consequence of the sequential nature of the decoding process, an unusually large
number of computations to decode some digit may unavoidably delay the decoding of all
succeeding digits, unless the decoder is "resynchronized" at periodic intervals. For
this reason, in the absence of a feedback link, the information-bit stream should be
organized into blocks, and a constraint length of zeros inserted between successive
blocks before the resulting bit stream is allowed to enter the encoder. Each encoded
sequence of information digits and its associated "tail" of zeros is now referred to as a
block. Thus the decoder may start to decode from the beginning of any block without the
knowledge of any previous decoding decisions. From the last information digit of a
block, the decoder is constrained to follow a path for which all information digits till the
end of the block are zeros. In the simulation, the number of information bits per block
was chosen to be twenty times the constraint lengthlZ; thus the decrease in effective rate
caused by the resynchronization between blocks was 5 per cent, and the resulting
increase in the energy required per information bit was just under 1/4 db.
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In the application of sequential decodingconsideredhere, the problem of undecoded
data overflowing a finite storage buffer does not arise, since it is assumed that the data
received from the channel may be recorded and then decoded off-line. In practice, there
will be some upper limit on the number of computations that one is willing to do to decode
any block. The occasional block for which this limit is exceeded may be termed an
"undecodable" block and constitutes a type of system failure. Another type of system
failure is the undetected block error, in which errors remain in a block after it has been
decoded. Clearly, constraint lengths that are long enough to make the undetected error
probability much less than the undecodable block probability would complicate the
encoder unnecessarily. Consequently, an important aspect of the simulation was to
determine approximately the minimum constraint length necessary to yield an undetected
error probability comparable to the undecodable block probability, with a reasonable
limit on the maximum number of computations per block. A further practical constraint
on the simulated conditions was that the undetected error and undecodable block proba-
bilities be large enough that at least a few of these events would be observed within a
reasonable interval of computer running time. With, say, 20 hours of computer time
available (and block lengths greater than 300) this would preclude the measurement of
undetected block error probabilities less than 10 -4
The choice of the convolution code affects the error probability and the mean compu-
tation, especially if the constraint length is relatively short, as in our case. Binary
convolution codes with optimum "front ends" for use on a binary symmetric channel have
been found by computer search techniques.8' 9 It was decided more or less arbitrarily,
to use combinations of these codes to yield codes with rate 1/7. The generators used
are listed in Table XXII-I. Each generator {corresponding to one of the 6 parity checks
per information bit) is listed as a sequence of octal numbers, each representing 3 suc-
cessive binary digits. Note that two different codes with a constraint length of 18 were
tested. The generators of Code I were the 5 generators from an optimized rate 1/6
binary code, together with the generator of an optimized rate 1/2 code.8 Code II was
obtained by replacing the first 7 binary digits of each generator of Code I with optimum
"front ends" compiled by Lin and Lyne. 9 Code III was similar to Code II but to each
generator was appended 6 binary digits, also obtained from Blustein. 8 Code II, when
used with the simulated channel and sequential decoder yielded a rather surprising
three-fold increase in error probability over Code I, and consequently Code II was dis-
carded. Optimization of codes for this channel is not considered rewarding, since it is
easier to lower the undetected error probability by increasing the constraint length
slightly.
During each run, the number of blocks decoded, the total number of computations
performed, and the number of undetected block errors were counted. One computation
was said to occur each time the decoder compared a path metric to a threshold. An
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Table XXlI-1. Convolutioncodegenerators.
Constraint I__ngth Generators
18
24
36
I 736036 II 442036
543.122 537122
652436 552436
632705 63Z705
536106 652106
607363 723363
III 44203601
53712256
55243601
63270547
65210662
72336305
Same as III, but each was given
a randomly chosen lZ-bit tail.
undetected error occurred when the decoder accepted a block, including the tail, but
decoded one or more of the information digits in the block as ones.
Programs were written to generate three kinds of histograms for data generated
during each run as follows:
i. The distribution of the number of computations per decoded block.
ii. The distribution of the search depth. A search, starting at some node J, con-
stitutes all computations done in the time interval between first reaching J and first
reaching the next succeeding node. The search depth is the maximum depth which the
decoder backs up during a search.
iii. The distribution of the number of computations per search. This is closely
related to the distribution of computation studied by Savage and by Jacobs and Berlekamp.
Z. Results
a. Undetected Errors
The relative frequencies of undetected errors are tabulated in Table XXII-Z, together
with 99 per cent confidence bounds on the true error probabilities. Note that the sample
sizes were too small to yield accurate estimates of the true error probabilities. The
99 percent confidence bounds were evaluated by using a Chernoff bound for the tail
of the binomial probability distribution. 10 If r is the observed number of erroneous
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blocks out of a total of N,
pr(r--<Np1) < exp N (po} -H(p 1) + (pl-Po) in , for Pl < Po (1)
where Po is the true error probability, and H(p) is the binary entropy function•
To get the 99 per cent confidence bounds, we set the right-hand side of (1) equal to
• 01 with
observed number of undetected errors
Pl = number of blocks decoded '
and then solve for Po" Then, on the basis of the observed relative frequencies, the true
error probability is less than this value of Po with 99 per cent probability•
Table XXII-2. Occurrences of undetected block errors•
10 lOgl0 E/N °
-6 db
-6 db
-6.5 db
-6.5 db
-7 db
-7 db
Constraint
Length
18
24
18
24
24
36
Number of
Blocks
Decoded
5436
7822
1027
1331
167
202 (360 Bit
Blocks)
Number of
Undetected
Errors
4
0
1
0
0
0
99% Confidence
bounds on prob-
ability of unde-
tected error per
block, Po
• 002
• 0006
• 008
• 003
.03
• 02
It will be noticed that all errors occurred when the constraint length was 18, which
suggests a strong dependence on the constraint length• The error probability for sequen-
tial decoding has been shown to be bounded by an exponential function of constraint
length• 11
The number of incorrectly decoded binary digits constituting an undetected block
error was typically approximately 5. The largest number of erroneous bits per block
that was observed was 16. An interesting topic for future research would be a closer
study of statistics of the number and positions of erroneous binary digits within a block,
and how they are influenced by the code parameters•
b. Distribution of Computations
The calculated Pareto exponents for the three signal-to-noise ratios simulated are
given in Table XXII-3.
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Table XXII-3. Calculated Pareto exponents.
10 log 10 E/No
-6
-6.5
-7
Pareto Exponent, a
1. Z0
I. 04
0.80
It is seen that for a signal-to-noise ratio of -7 db, a is less than one, which implies
an infinite mean for the Pareto distribution. This corresponds to operation at a rate
above R
comp.
The observed average number of computations per decoded digit, including the tails,
are tabulated in Table XXII-4. At -7 db, the measured mean varied rather erratically
as expected, and the measured "averages" for three different runs are shown for a con-
straint length of 24. (The law of large numbers does not hold when the mean is infinite.)
Table XXII-4. Average computation per decoded digit.
I0 loglo E/N °
Constraint
Length -6 db -6.5 db -7 db
18 4.5Z 7.81 --
24 3.2Z 6.29 12. 7, 13. 7, Z3.2
36 -- - gs. 6
Figures XXII-3 and XXII-4 show the distribution of the number of computations per block
for constraint lengths of 18 and Z4. The tail of the distribution of computation per block
is expected to be identical to the tail of the distribution of computation per decoded digit,
except for a multiplicative factor that depends on block length. Consequently, the mag-
nitude of the slope of each curve should equal the corresponding Pareto exponent.
Figures XXII-3 and XXII-4 show that the magnitude of the slope increases with the
signal-to-noise ratio as expected, but the sample sizes are too small to display the true
tail behavior. These graphs do allow estimates of the undecodable block criterion that
is necessary to achieve an undecodable block probability of 10 -3 or 10 -4. For instance,
it appears that a maximum of ZOO, 000 computations, or approximately 10 minutes of
computer time per block, must be tolerable to achieve an undecodable block error proba-
bility of 10 -3 when the number of bits per block is 360 and the signal-to-noise ratio is
-6 db.
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Fig. XXII-5. Cumulative distribution of the search depth, S.D.
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Fig. XXII-6. Cumulative distribution of the number of
computations per search, C.
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Figure XXII-5 showsthe cumulative distribution of the search depthfor a constraint
length of 24. (The corresponding curves for a constraint length of 18showno essential
differences andare not reproduced here.) As expected, the distribution appears to be
anexponentialfunction of the search depth. Note that searches of up to 80or 100nodes
which causednoerrors were observed, eventhoughthe constraint length was 24nodes.
The observeddistribution of the number of computationsper search for a constraint
length of 24 is shownin Fig. XXII-6. The corresponding curves for the other constraint
lengths show no noticeable difference from those of Fig. XXII-6. The tails of these
curves plot as straight lines whoseslopes are equal in magnitudeto the corresponding
Pareto exponents. The slopes are listed on the graph andagree very closely with the
calculated Pareto exponentsof Table XXII-4.
c. Operation at a RateExceedingRcomp
Perhapsthe most striking aspectof the simulation was the sustained operation of the
system aboveRcomp. With constraint lengths of 24 and36, 167720-bit blocks and 202
360-bit blocks, respectively, were decodedwithout error. The mean computationper
decodeddigit washigh andvaried erratically, but in spite of more andlonger searches,
the dynamics of the sequential search procedure were similar to those for operation
below Rcomp. Most digits were decoded with only a few computations, as Fig. XXII-6
shows.
The implications of the results at -7 db with 720-bit blocks are that continuous opera-
tion of this system above Rcomp may require unreasonable decoding times, but that rela-
tively short excursions above Rcomp, because of a temporary decrease in received
signal power, are tolerable. Figure XXII-6 shows clearly that the Pareto distribution
of computation still holds for values of a less than one, that is, for rates greater than
Rcomp. The concatenation of block codes with convolution codes is now being investi-
gated as a means of increasing the Pareto exponent at any rate below channel capacity
and thereby reducing the computational variability associated with sequential decoding.
D. D. Falconer, C. W. Niessen
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this work is to find ways to make machines solve problems that are
considered to require intelligence. These problems are usually attacked by pro-
gramming computers to deal directly with the necessary abstractions, rather than by
simulating hypothetical physiological and psychological mechanisms. Nevertheless,
such investigations provide important insights into the mechanisms of complex human
perceptual and cognitive activities. When a method for solving such a problem is not
available, it is necessary to search over spaces of potential solutions to the problem,
or of parts of the problem. Such spaces are usually too large for systematic, exhaus-
tive exploration, and it is necessary to devise heuristic methods.
At present, our research is concerned with problems of pattern recognition and per-
ception, with visual-motor coordination and with heuristic problem-solving strategies.
1. Pattern Recognition and Perception
Processes for recognizing visual objects by computer programs are being studied.
These processes involve analysis of the visual field into objects and background. Objects
are to be recognized by generating hypotheses and confirming them or modifying them
by the results of selective attention to parts of the field and of the proposed objects.
These processes will entail use of stereopsis and color, as well as the construction of
abstract symbolic three-dimensional representations of the scene within computer
memory.
Parallel to the computer-programming models, an extensive experimental study of
human visual perception is planned with the goal of clarifying the role of selective atten-
tion and eye movements in scene analysis. An apparatus for real-time computer tracking
of eye motion has been developed. The next stage of refinement of this equipment will
yield a technique of high precision with the novel advantage of not requiring fixation or
attachments to the human subject. Current eye-tracking equipment requires some
restraint of the subject. Coupling the motion of the eye-tracking apparatus to the
computer-controlled display system provides close control of the visual environment.
A particular application to be studied is the possibility of rapid teaching of reading
techniques, through the appearance of parts of text conditioned on certain eye move-
ments. It will be possible, for example, to make the computer pronounce aloud any
word upon which the subject maintains fixation for more than one second. It would be
interesting to find out whether quick feedback of this general sort can accelerate chil-
dren's learning.
*This work is supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S.
Army, U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E), the
National Science Foundation (Grant GP-Z495), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grant NsG-496).
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2. Visual-Motor Coordination
An elaborate system that combines a computer-controlled arm and hand with a real-
time computer-controlled visual system is being constructed in order to study the prob-
lems involved in visual-motor coordination in complex manipulation tasks. The
coordination system will require construction of some sort of abstract "body-image"
model in the computer memory system. This project is being sponsored by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency with the goal of developing practical manipulation systems.
It seems likely that some results of this work will open up avenues of more purely
scientific interest, especially in clarifying the mechanisms of human postural
coordination.
3. Heuristic Problem-Solving Strategies
A number of student projects are concerned with tree-search and priority-
assignment strategies for "creative" problem solving in mathematical areas such as
group theory and geometry and other theorem-proving environments, "common-sense"
reasoning areas involving linguistic semantic deduction, as well as more traditional
optimization and game problems.
M. Minsky
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The general objectives of our research in speech communication are to understand
the processes whereby {i) human talkers encode sequences of linguistic units into sound,
and (ii} human listeners decode an acoustic speech signal into linguistic units. The
experimental approaches that we are following include examination of the mechanism of
speech production through acoustic analysis, cineradiographic and other techniques,
studies of speech perception, using synthetic speech and speechllke sounds as stimuli,
computer simulation of various aspects of the speech-production and speech-recognition
processes, and observation of speech perception and production as it develops in
children.
K. N. Stevens, M. Halle
A. REAL-TIME SPECTRAL INPUT SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS
OF SPEECH
Development of a 36-channel analog-to-digital conversion system, which will sample
the outputs of a frequency-analyzing filterbank and convert the results to provide a loga-
rithmic amplitude scale, is nearing completion.
The system, which includes linear full-wave rectification and smoothing for each
channel, sequentially samples the analog data and quantizes it directly into a 6-bit num=
ber that is read as decibels below a given reference. Logarithmic quantization is
achieved by substituting a digitally controlled attenuator for the usual binary ladder net-
work in conventional A-to-D systems. The principle of such an attenuator has been
described in a previous report. I
Over-all accuracy of the system is expected to be better than +I db over a range of
63 db. Conversion time for each sample is, at present, 25 ttsec. A more detailed
description of the system will be given in a subsequent report.
N. Benhaim
*This work is supported principally by the U.S. Air Force {Electronic Systems
Division} under Contract AF 19{628)-3325; and in part by the National Institutes of
Health {Grant NB-04332-03).
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B. SPASS- AN IMPROVED TERMINAL ANALOG SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
This report is a brief presentation of work that is more completely described in the
1
author's thesis.
1. Design Objectives
I would like to begin by outlining our objectives in designing SPASS. Basically, we
were interested in designing a research tool for generating well-defined stimuli to inves-
tigate in detail the various characteristics of speech and related nonspeech sounds. It
was imperative that the synthesizer surpass or equal present synthesizers in precision,
accuracy, signal-to-noise ratio, and efficiency. We were not primarily interested in
designing the output of a bandwidth compression system, or in devising any synthesis-
by-rule schemes. These are, of course, still potential extensions of the basic synthe-
sizer, and further work along these lines may possibly be done.
Conventionally, two types of resonance synthesizer configurations have been used.
These are the cascade or series connection, and the parallel connection. The differences
between these are slight. A cascade synthesizer requires extra circuits for the produc-
tion of some sounds, but provides a slightly better approximation to the actual transfer
function of the vocal tract, and, for most utterances, requires control of fewer param-
eters. Principally, because of the last reason, we chose the cascade configuration.
Most of the speech synthesizers that have been designed thus far, have used either
electrical circuits or digital simulation to realize the required transfer functions. Both
methods have advantages and disadvantages. Electrical circuits are fast, and can syn-
thesize speech in real time. But the problem of instructing electrical circuits in how
you want them to operate is a singularly difficult task. On the other hand, digital simu-
lation affords a very flexible means of controlling the synthesis, but cannot be done in
real time, thereby necessitating a large amount of core memory in which to assemble
the waveform or some sort of off-line converter.
In our opinion, the most efficient method of using a computer for synthesizing
speech, in most circumstances, is on-line. That is, the experimenter tells the com-
puter what he wants, and the computer immediately produces a result, on the basis of
which the experimenter tries something else, and so on. Any other method would be
two or three orders of magnitude slower. A computer capable of simulating a speech
synthesizer, however, would be prohibitively expensive to operate on-line.
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Wehave taken the next obviousstep of combining the good features of both schemes.
That is, a collection of electrical circuits is used to generate the required transfer func-
tions, and a small digital computer provides the link between the experimenter and the
synthesizer. The combination allows synthesis in real time and extremely flexible con-
trol over the synthesizer. Also, the modest cost of a small computer makes on-line
operation feasible.
2. Hardware Considerations
We shall now consider some aspects of the hardware design of SPASS. Essentially,
the transfer functions of the formant resonators and other circuits are realized by
solving the associated differential equations with analog computer components. For
example, the transfer function of each resonator is produced with two operational ampli-
fiers connected as integrators in a feedback loop. The resonant frequency and bandwidth
are set independently by digitally controlled attenuators 2 whose attenuation varies in
1/4 db steps over a 64-db range. The attenuation value is set by 8 binary levels from
the output of a flip-flop register whose contents are up-dated by control signals from the
computer.
The excitation for voiced utterances is supplied by a single-shot multivibrator that
generates a single narrow pulse on command from the computer. The pulses are filtered
to produce a spectrum that rolls off at 12 db per octave above approximately 200 cps.
By having the computer generate each pulse, their relative positions will remain the
same on successive repetitions of the utterance. Thus it is possible to exactly reproduce
an utterance at any time.
SHAPING I--'I AMPLITUDE F2 F4 FI F3
FILTER I I ATTENUATOR
POLE -ZERO
PAIR CIRCUIT
Fig. XXIV- 1.
_-NOISE
', CHANNEL .........
i
Block diagram of SPASS during
voiced sounds.
Figure XXIV-1 shows the configuration of the synthesizer for the production of voiced
sounds. The signal originates from the glottal pulse source, is shaped by a filter, is
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attenuated, and goes into the formant resonators. The signal path is then split, one path
going directly to the output, the other first passing through the pole-zero circuit, which
is used to introduce zeros into the transfer function for producing nasals. The configura-
tion of the synthesizer is determined by a set of transistor switches some of which are
shown here. These switches are set by digital signals according to information sent
from the computer. For the production of fricatives, the input to the pole-zero circuit
is switched to the noise channel output.
SIGNALS
FROM
COMPUTER
----_CHANNEL._
_JADDRESS I
__------}DATA
TRANSFER _ _
PULSE
GLOT TA L
PULSE
SOURCE
ADDRESS IDECODER
TRANSFER
GATES
BUFFER
REGISTERS
DIGITAL LEVELS
TO ATTENUATORS
SWITCHES ETC.
Fig. XXIV-2. Logic block diagram of SPASS.
Figure XXIV-2 is a block diagram of the logic that is necessary to decode and buffer
the output of the computer. The operation is completely straightforward. Five digital
levels from the computer are decoded into one of 32 possible channel addresses. Eight
data levels are then jammed by the transfer pulse into the buffer register selected by the
decoded address.
Other logic not shown here signals the computer when an overload occurs, and pro-
vides an accurate clock to govern the timing of an utterance.
3. Control Program
Perhaps the most important aspects of the design of SPASS are found in its control
program. The synthesizer, alone, is completely useless and a poor control program
would not offer much improvement.
The computer for this application must possess a cathode-ray tube display with a
light pen, or an equivalent high-speed graphical display device, and some sort of fast-
access bulk storage. Furthermore, it should be convenient to attach external i-o devices
to the computer. For SPASS we are using a modified PDP-1 computer, built by Digital
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Equipment Corporation, which has 4096 18-bit words of core memory, a precision CRT
display, and a high-speed magnetic drum that can hold ZZ core loads of information.
Other i-o devices include a photoelectric paper tape reader, paper tape punch, and a
typewriter.
Two important requirements were felt to be necessary in the design of the program.
First, the experimenter should not need to know how to program or operate a computer.
Second, the experimenter is mainly interested in getting something done. Therefore,
he should not have to engage in verbal gymnastics with the program to accomplish a
simple task.
In SPASS, once the program is loaded, it is in complete control, and all of the
program's features are summoned by typing commands to it. The only information about
the computer which the experimenter needs is to know what sense switches and a type-
writer are, how to put a tape in the tape reader, and a few other mechanical things.
The communication between the user and SPASS consists of typing single-letter com-
mands on the typewriter. Similarly, SPASS replies are extremely brief, just sufficient
to let the user know that the program is still alive.
We shall now discuss some of the more important features of the program. The first
feature is a versatile graphical display routine. Included in the display is a completely
labelled coordinate grid, upon which various input functions are plotted. Figure XXIV-3
is a plot of the 4 formant center frequencies of the utterance, "Are you a good boy, or
a bad boy ?"
Normally, whenever the program has nothing else to do, it displays data that are
currently being worked on. Thus it is always immediately available for inspection.
There are commands which cause expansion or compression of either scale, and move
the display in any of four directions. An example of an expanded picture is shown in
Fig. XXIV-4a. Here we see a display of F1 in the region of/b/ in the first /boy/ of the
utterance just mentioned. The data for this utterance was copied from a sound spectro-
gram of the utterance spoken by the author by drawing curves for 4 formants, pitch, and
amplitude with the light pen. In listening to the synthesized utterance, we detected a
small error (among others) in this part of the sentence. It sounded something like
/buhwoy/. This expanded view shows a plateau in F1 just after the plosive, instead of a
continuous rise to the /aw/. It is a trivial task to correct it by redrawing this part of
the formant with the light pen. The correction process is illustrated in Fig. XXIV-4b.
When the correction is complete, we can go ahead and listen to what this sounds like.
To give you an idea of the speed with which the light pen can be used, the data for this
utterance (which lasts for a little more than Z seconds) was drawn in approximately
35 minutes. Ten more minutes time was necessary to make corrections such as the one
illustrated in Fig. XXIV-4.
In addition to light-pen input, there are routines for fitting polynomials of any order
I
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to points entered through the typewriter, and the program is able to read input from
paper tape.
The great flexibility of SPASS lies in its mapping specification. Essentially what the
mapping specification does is to transform the data which have been entered, and which
presumably describe, in some way, the utterance to be synthesized, into suitable data
for transmission to the SPASS hardware. Since this transformation is very general, it
is possible to Specify an utterance in terms of variables other than the conventional
formant frequencies, pitch, and amplitude. It is also possible to use the mapping speci-
fication to systematically vary utterances, interpolate between two utterances, and in
general accomplish a result that heretofore would have required a great deal of manual
labor.
An example will illustrate how the mapping specification is used. Between two words
such as "beal" and "bill" or "bill" and "bell" we can construct a continuum of words by
interpolation. We wish to test the ability of human subjects to discriminate between two
words at various points along this continuum. We must therefore assemble a suitable
test. In this case we propose to present the subjects with a series of stimulus triplets
in an A B X form in which the first two words are different and the third is the same as
one of the first two. Using a suitable mapping specification, the experimenter can select
the interpolated word that he wishes to appear as A, B, or X by entering appropriate
numbers as input variables. The program then performs the interpolation, automatically
starts the tape recorder, produces the utterance, properly spaces the tape, and stops the
recorder. Meanwhile, the experimenter can type the 12, or so, characters that are
necessary to specify the next triplet, and the entire series of approximately 90 triplets
can be assembled as fast as the computer can perform the arithmetic.
R. S. Tomlinson
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C. CHILDREN'S LEARNING AND RECALL OF GRAMMATICAL AND
NONGRAMMATICAL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
An experiment was undertaken to explore the effect of an aspect of grammaticalness
versus nongramm_ticaIness on the learning and recall of verbal material and the role of
maturation in this effect. The examined aspect was the composition of initial consonant
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clusters. Table XXIV-I shows the sets of grammatical (initial consonant clusters per-
missible in English) and nongrammatical (not permissible) nonsense syllables used in
the experiment.
Table XXIV-1. Stimuli sets.
Grammatical Nongrammatical
1a kwoul glId drin stais trut Za kvoul gzId dlin srais tsut
1b kwoud glId drid staid trud 2b kvoud gzId dlid sraid tsud
I c kwId glld drId stId trId 2 c kvId gzId dlId srId tsId
Thirty nursery school, kindergarten, first and second grade children (lZ0 in all)
were the subjects in the study. The age groupings were 4 years, 5 months to 8 years,
3 months. Each of the children were given three tasks: 1) to learn to associate a non-
sense syllable name with a colored circle, all circles having the same color and the
name of one member of a set; Z) to recall immediately all members of a set after they
were spoken by the experimenter; and 3) to recall each member of a set, one by one,
after it was spoken by the experimenter. Each child in the study was given either a
grammatical or a nongrammatical set first, and then, one week later, its counterpart
so that each child was tested on both types of material. The order of first presentation
(grammatical or nongrammatical) was alternated. A typical sequence of 6 children
would be presented with the following sets la, Za, lb, Zb, lc, Zc, and the seventh child
would begin the series again. In addition to these tasks each child was given a set of
words beginning with the same consonant clusters found in the set of grammatical non-
sense syllables, and asked to recall all members of this set after they were spoken by
the experimenter. The set consisted of "glass, stick, drive, queen, truth."
Eighty presentations of stimuli was the maximum number of presentations in the
learning task. Ten correct responses in sequence was the criterion for considering the
set learned. In the recall task the set was presented maximally 10 times. All recalled
responses were tape-recorded and then transcribed. An immediate (as it was produced)
transcription of single responses was made for nursery school and kindergarten children.
Mean response time was grossly calculated for each task.
For the learning task there were no significant differences because of grammatical-
ness of material in the per cent of children who learned the task or in the per cent of
correct responses at any of the age levels. The direction of ease of learning changed,
however, in the grade levels, and may have interesting implications for the "proper" age
to introduce a second language. At the kindergarten level both per cent of children who
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learned the task and per cent of correct responses was higher for nongrammatical non-
sense syllables. At the nursery school level, the dichotomization was exactly 50% to
50%, and at later grade levels grammatical material was more easily learned. At any
grade level, mean response time for nongrammatical was greater than for grammatical
materials; the average difference being 0.8 second. These results are shown in
Table XXIV- 2.
Table XXIV-2. Learning task.
Nursery
School Kindergarten 1st Grade 2nd Grade
N= 60 N = 60 N = 60 N= 60
Learned (%)
Grammatical 50 44 52 54
Nongrammatic al 50 56 48 46
Correct (%}*
Grammatical 50 53 58 71
Nongrammatical 4 9 58 55 64
Mean Time (seconds)*
Grammatical
Nongrammatical
8.1 9.7 10.3 6.8
8.5 10.6 10.7 8.1
*Per cent of children learning set, per cent of correct responses, and mean time
calculated.
In the recall task a very different pattern emerged. Total recall of a set occurred
infrequently, and grade level was an insignificant factor. In all instances of recall it
was always a grammatical set that was recalled. There were significant differences in
per cent of correct responses at each grade level, with grammatical material being cor-
rectly recalled much more frequently. Again, as in the learning task, mean response
time was greater for nongrammatical material, the average difference being 0.4 second.
These results are presented in Table XXII-3.
Differences in learning and recall between sets were analyzed. The rank order of
sets in per cent of correct responses
and in the recall task lc, la, lb, 2a,
differences over the age range in per
rect responses. Interestingly, there
at the kindergarten level.
in the learning task was la, 2a, lb, 2b, 2c, lc,
2c, Zb. Recall of words showed no significant
cent of children learning the set or per cent of cor-
is a peak in percentage of children learning the set
In summary, the learning task showed no significant differences for grammatical and
nongrammatical material, while the recall task showed highly significant differences.
The task of reproducing (perhaps articulating} nongrammatical material was much more
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Table XXIV-3. Recall task.
Nursery
School Kindergarten 1st Grade ZndGrade
N = 60 N = 60 N = 60 N = 60
Recalled (%)
Grammatical 7 3 17 10
Nongrammatical 0 0 0 0
Correct (%}
Grammatical 47 54 52 61
Nongrammatical 15 Z 3 Z 0 3 5
Mean Time (seconds)
Grammatical
Nongrammatical
6.2 4.5 4.8 4.9
6.5 5.5 4.9 5.1
difficult for the children. The percentage of correct responses to grammatical stimuli
in the learning task was significantly greater for second graders than for nursery school
children, but this was not true for nongrammatical stimuli. The percentage of correct
responses to nongrammatical stimuli in the recall task was significantly greater for
second graders than for nursery school children, but this was not true for grammatical
stimuli. In addition to the overall findings, other factors emerged: 1) the time needed
to process nongrammatical material was greater than the time needed for grammatical
material, regardless of the task; 2) the pattern of both learning nonsense syllables and
recalling words changed over the grade levels with peaks at the kindergarten level for
learning nongrammatical sets and recalling words.
A much more qualitative analysis of the data will be carried out to determine age
differences, rather than gross educational-level differences, learning and recall curves
over trials for different types of material, and pattern of substitutions in recall. The
last task will be carried out to examine which features of the consonant clusters are
substituted and which are not, and finally to determine, if possible, the hierarchy of
feature maintainance in recall of unique morpheme length utterances.
Paula Menyuk
D. DESCRIPTION OF TONGUE SHAPE AND POSITION DURING VOWEL
ARTICULATION
The purpose of this work was to develop a simple means for describing the shape and
position of the tongue at its target position for vowels. The data were cineradiographic
films of a speaker articulating certain utterances. For this study, tracings were made
from the films to record the shape of the dorsal surface of the tongue in the midsagittal
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plane, and the position of this shape with reference to the mandible and maxilla. This
information was assumed to constitute an adequate representation of the tongue.
The description developed was based primarily on seven vowels as spoken by one
American speaker of English. Each sample occupied the final position in a bisyllabic
utterance of the form/he'tV/. The frame at the temporal midpoint of the vowel was
assumed to represent the closest approximation to the target position that was available.
For convenience, the tongue was divided into three parts: tip, body, and base. The tip
was the anterior 2 cm of the tongue, the base the posterior 3.5 cm, and the body the
remaining length.
Perkell has previously noted that the tongue body has an approximately constant
shape, called here the "vowel shape," for all vowels. 1 This observation was the basis
for the model developed here. To completely describe the tongue it is necessary only
to describe the position of this constant shape and the shape and position of the tip and
base. The tip may be determined from the location of the mandible. The base is
described by its variations from a fixed shape known as the central-base shape. These
variations are at least qualitatively predictable from the location of the body.
The vowel body shape and base central
position are determined by the following pro-
cedure. The tracings for the different vowel
samples are overlaid so that the tongues coin-
cide in the best possible manner. When the
films used here were made, a small lead pel-
let was fixed to the surface of the tongue
approximately one-third of its length back from
the front extremity. To align the tongue
Fig. XXIV-5. Vowel shape and base shapes, the pellet locations were overlayed
central position, and the tracing rotated for the best possible
match. When this had been done for all vowels,
an average shape was constructed. It is shown in Fig. XXIV-5 for the speaker examined
here.
To locate the tongue body, it is then necessary to specify three coordinates. Two
coordinates locate the position of the pellet in the midsagittal plane, and the third gives
the angle of rotation about the pellet from a fixed direction that is required to properly
orient the shape with respect to the maxilla. These coordinates for the 7 vowels studied
are given in Fig. XXIV-6. The reference is to /a/.
The position of the tongue tip does not need to be specified accurately, but rather a
range of positions is possible for each vowel. It is known that the tongue tip is low for
all vowels. The anterior extremity is either in contact with or pointing toward a point
within a "contact area" on the posterior side of the lower incisors and the floor of the
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VOWEL I u v i a
BODY ROTATION ANGLE
( COUNTER CLOCKWISE ) 6.5 ° 9.4 ° 3.6 ° 4.2 ° 9.1 ° 0.0 ° 5.8 °
MANDIBLE ROTATION
ANGLE ( CLOCKWISE ) 6"9° 6'4o 5'9o 5"4o 2"4o 0'0° -4'5o
Fig. XXIV-6. Vowel coordinates for 7 vowels produced by one speaker.
The reference vowel is /a/. The graph gives x and y
coordinates of the pellet on the tongue; in tabular form
below are listed the angles of rotation of body, tongue,
and mandible.
mouth. The allowable range for the tip is then defined at the posterior end by the ante-
rior end of the body, and at the anterior end by the contact area. The location of the
contact area with respect to the tongue and the maxilla varies, however, with the posi-
tion of the mandible. We found that the position of the tip of the lower medial incisor
formed, to a very good approximation, a circle when the maxilla position was fixed. To
specify the location of the mandible and therefore the tip range, then, it was merely
Fig. XXIV-7. Base and tip perturbations
for the vowel /I/.
necessary to specify the rotation angle
o_ this tooth from some arbitrary refer-
ence direction - in this case the direction
for /a/. These values are shown in
Fig. XXIV- 6.
To complete the description of the
tongue, we must show how the base varies
away from its central position. Two
effects are present. As the tongue rotates
counterclockwise, the bottom of the base
bulges away from the central position
toward the rear. As the height of the
tongue increases, certain muscles con-
tract to force the hump upward. This
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creates an "S"-shaped deviation from the base central position. While this description
is only qualitative, it is presumed that with more data it could be improved upon.
To assess the validity of some of the approximations used in this model, an acous-
tical study was made. The techniques have been previously reported. 2 They provided a
means for calculating the approximate formant frequencies resulting from the vocal-tract
configuration specified by the corresponding tracing. First, variations in the tip were
investigated. Three vowels were taken, and the tip position was varied over the allow-
able range. An example, /I/, is shown in Fig. XXIV-7. The formant frequencies were
then calculated and compared with the unperturbed position. A similar study was made
by using straight-line approximations for the base, also illustrated in Fig. XXIV-7. The
resultant formant frequencies are shown in Table XXIV-4. In interpreting these figures,
we assumed that the second formant is of primary importance in the acoustic determina-
tion of a vowel. It is apparent that the approximation for the tip has little effect on the
second-formant frequency, but the base should be rather accurately specified if a given
second-formant frequency is to be achieved.
Table XXIV-4. Formant frequency data for tongue tip and base
perturbations shown in Fig. XXIV-7. Frequen-
cies are in cps.
a b c d A B C
/I/ F 1 473 485 496 507 489 470 446
F 2 1807 1820 1821 1814 1810 1868 1919
F 3 2590 2593 2556 2487 2562 2596 2623
/i/ F 1 297 324 335 344 305 293 273
F 2 2039 2069 2081 2090 2008 2071 2166
F 3 3049 3140 3175 3197 3066 3079 3090
/a/ F I 639 647 657 667 687 669 649
F Z 1299 1301 1303 1301 1198 1295 1329
F 3 2818 2805 2773 2728 2574 2693 2758
A study has been carried out to assess the use of this description during the transi-
tion period of a diphthong. This study gave some indication of the validity of the model
in a dynamic description of the vocal tract. A second speaker was also studied, although
in less detail than the first, with results similar to those for the first speaker.
The work reported here was done in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Science. It is reported more fully in a thesis submitted to the
Department of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., August 1965.
J. A. Williams
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research of the linguistics groups aims to develop a general theory of language
which encompasses all that can be known about language. This theory attempts to reveal
the lawful inter-relations existing among the structural properties of different languages
and among the different levels of a given language. As regards subject matter, there-
fore, all aspects of language are of interest to our group. Work now in progress deals
with the phonology, morphology, and syntax of a score of different languages and the
abstract features of these linguistic levels, with language learning, language disturb-
ances and speech perception, with linguistic change (syntactic as well as phonological},
with semantics, the philosophy of language and the history of ideas concerning the nature
of language, with the poetic use of language and the structure of literary works, with the
mathematical and logical foundations of linguistic theory, as well as with the abstract
study of symbolic systems similar to natural languages.
Since many of the problems of language lie in the area in which several disciplines
overlap, an adequate and exhaustive treatment of language demands close cooperation
of linguistics with other sciences. The inquiry into the structural principles of human
language suggests a comparison of these principles with those of other sign systems,
which, in turn, leads naturally to the elaboration of a general theory of signs, semiotics.
Here linguistics touches upon problems that have been studied by philosophy. Other
problems of interest to logicians -- and also to mathematicians -- are touched upon in the
studies devoted to the formal features of a general theory of language. The study of
language in its poetic function brings linguistics into contact with the theory and history
of literature. The social function of language cannot be properly illuminated without
*This work is supported principally by the U.S. Air Force (Electronic Systems
Division) under Contract AF 19(628)-2487; and in part by the Joint Services Elec-
tronics Programs (U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract
DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E), the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-2495), the National
Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-05), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grant NsG-496).
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the help of anthropologists and sociologists. The problems that are common to lin-
guistics and the theory of communication, the psychology of language, the acoustics and
physiology of speech, and the study of language disturbances are too well known to need
further comment here. The exploration of these interdisciplinary problems, a major
objective of this group, will be of benefit not only to linguistics; it is certain to pro-
vide workers in the other fields with stimulating insight and new methods of attack, as
well as to suggest to them new problems for investigation and fruitful reformulations of
questions that have been asked for a long time.
M. Halle
A. ON THE STOIC THEORY OF TENSES
It is well known that the Stoics took great interest in linguistic and especially
semantic questions, as fitting into the scheme of their logic. They may be considered,
in many ways, to be the precursors of the modern science of language. Thus, we find
clearly formulated in Stoic thought Saussure's distinction between signifiant and signifi4,
the latter, as a signified thing, being differentiated from the thing in itself, l in contra-
distinction, to the signifiant (TO _/.t(][/YOY : _ _¢OY_) and the thing in itself ( _-$
TU'),'Xal./OY= TO _KTO£ _'rrOKE(,_EYOY), which are corporeal and material by nature,
\ I -_ I
the signifi4 (TO 0.7_].ZCI(.YO_EYOY) is incorporeal, nonmaterial (cl0.w_Clroy). The
signifi4 is also designated by the term _kEKT_Y (Lat. dicibile). Now, hEKroY is
/
'that in or by which the hE'_'E6Y is realized'. 2 The Stoics define the hE _'ELY"to say
or tell" as 'the emission of a sound-continuum indicating the thing conceived'. 3 This
definition corresponds to the modern conception of the semiological function. One might
thus be justified in attributing to the hE K rOY two values: on the one hand, that of the
signifi4; on the other, that corresponding to the notion of the 'sign '4 used by Saussure.
Rather than draw a parallel, as Steinthal does, between the _ E K r _ Y of the Stoics and the
'innere Sprachform' of Humboldt, 5 one is inclined to see in the hE K2-_y a notion very
similar to the Saussurian 'form'.
It is also well known that the Stoics contributed to the elucidation of inflexional cate-
gories. Particularly in regard to the verb, they have provided us with a theory and a
classification of forms of tenses in Greek. 6 The principles of opposition on which their
classification is based bear a striking resemblance to the notions of correlation, cor-
relative pair, and correlation mark, used by R. Jakobson and N. Troubetzkoy. The
present (_YE(rrw_ 7rapar_r_ _ ' 'Ko_) and imperfect (TTQpWXT_EYO_ _raparar_Ko_ )
k
are opposed, respectively, as imperfective tenses ( QI"_ _ _L_ ),to the perfect (E YE 0- T_0_
cruyrEh_K_) and pluperfect (Tr(_poJXT_/_ENO _ 0-u_rEh&K6_), as perfective
(r_kE_o_). These four tenses, as a whole, are opposed, as definite tenses
I m I
(_p&O-/-LEYOg), to the two indefinite tenses ((_opto-To&), aorist and future. The aorist
in particular is opposed, as indefinite perfective (O-UylrEhgKO_ aopg0.ro_ ), to the
two definite perfectives, perfect and pluperfect. The present and imperfect alike bear
I
the correlation mark (0.U)z_6_EgCI) of duration (_rapara0-_); the perfect and
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pluperfect that of completion {O'UYTE_E _a ); and the aorist and future that of indeter-
I
minateness ( a op b o" r _a).
The Stoic system of tenses applied to the Greek verb is very close to that put for-
ward by J. Kurylowicz7:
imperfe ctive pe rfe ctive
present
past past
future future
• 8
The main feature of this system, according to Professor Kurylowlcz, is the fact that,
in the perfective aspect, there is no present tense. Thus, the tense that is left out is
the present because it expresses, not perfectivity, but the anteriority, 9 conceived by
Professor Kurylowicz to be the reference of the result of an action to a certain time.
In the Stoic system, the perfect and the aorist 10 together share the function of per-
fectivity, but the former is distinguished from the latter by its definite character, since
it expresses the "just now" (to apr_ ) in opposition to the pluperfect, which expresses
the "long ago" (tO _a'). By the adjunction of apr,, the aorist _Tro_,_o'fl becomes
J
the equivalent of the perfect ?rE "n'ot._Ka. The Stoic system, in which definite forms of
the completed are indeed incorporated, may be represented as follows:
imperfective definite perfective indefinite perfective
present perfect
imperfect pluperfect aorist
future
The Stoic system is also valid for the distribution of tenses in the Modern Greek
verb:
imperfective definite perfective indefinite perfective
pre sent perfect
imperfect pluperfect aorist
future future
The distinction introduced by E. Benveniste, in his article on the relations of tenses
in the French verb, between two levels of enunciation, that of historical narrative and
that of discourse, is a line that cuts across the Stoic distribution of tenses in Modern
Greek, placing the aorist, imperfect, and pluperfect on the side of historical enunciation,
and all tenses, including the aorist, on that of discourse, to which the present, future,
and perfect 11 properly belong.
P. Colaclide s
lo
References
Cf. J. Lohman, "Le concept du nora," Actes et m4moires du V e Con_r4s Inter-
national de Sciences Onomastiques (Sal_--_-ca: 19-_ V_. I, pp. 7-8. It is Sextus
Empiricus iadv. Math. VIII, 12) who has preserved for us the Stoic conception of
this point.
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2. According to the definition of the value of -to- by E. Benveniste, Noms d'agent et
noms d'action en indo-europ_en (Paris, 1948), p. 167.
3. Sext. Emp. adv. Math. VIII, 80; TO "F_y To'u b'ooUF_you "rrp&_'FcL't'os
4. Sext. Emp. adv. Math. VIII, 258: TO a_(%ou ... Eu X(KT_ T_V _Tr6O-reo-cy
E)_E t.
5. H. Steinthal, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft bei den Griechen und Rbmern I
(Berlin, 1890), pp. Z96-Z97.
6. Cf. H. Steinthal, op. cir., pp. 307-317, and J. Wackernagel, Vorlesungeniiber
Syntax I (Basel, 1926), p. 15. Besides Priscianus, it is the scholiast Stephanos
(Bekkeri Anecdota Graeca II, 1816, pp. 891-892) who has given us a sketch of the
Stoic theory of tenses.
7. J. Kurylowicz, Th____eInflectional Categories of Indo-European (Heidelberg, 1964),
p. 92.
8. Ibid., p. 93.
9. In his study "Les relations de temps dans le verbe frangais," Bulletin de la Soci_t_
de Linguistique de Paris, t. 54 (1), pp. 69-82, Professor Benveniste distinguishes
b-etween the func_on_nteriority and that of the completed, both being assumed
by the forms of the perfect in French. In referring to the perfect in Greek, in his
article, "Categories de pens_e et categories de langue," Les Etudes Philosophiques
(1958), p. 425, he writes: 'The perfect is not allotted a place in the system of
tenses in Greek and remains apart, indicating, according to circumstances, a mode
of temporality or a way of being of the subject'.
cl
10. In Sextus Empiricus, adv. Math. X, 101-102, we findthe aorist_aTo as aper-
°'fective form opposed to the durative form _Tr TEi'a L. According to Sextus _ TO
infact means TEp_aT[,_ELY T_Y _/a'UO't,Y. It is also worthy of note that, in
Gt
order to express the aspect of movement in the aorist 7"]d/aTo, Sextus uses the per-
fect form K_K_,Y_O'_a_.. Cf. J. Lohmann, "Gemeinitalisch und Uritalisch,"
Lexis III (9), p. 195.
11. The status of the perfect in Modern Greek was first brought out by H. Seller in his
book, L'aspect et le tem__p_s dans le verbe n_o-grec (Paris, 1952), in which he char-
acterized it as ate-ns-e relat-_ so-ie-_-t]_ actualized situation, i. e. , the actuality
of the speaker.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The primary research interest of this group is in the real-time acquisition and proc-
essing of visual information for display to the visual and nonvisual senses, and in the
psychology of human utilization of such information, for both communication and control.
The motivation is an interest in human capabilities for information processing and in
human information requirements. Applications include sensory-aids systems for the
blind and the blind-deaf, picture-transmission systems, and special information-display
systems for enhancement of human performance under conditions of stress.
Major projects now in progress include studies on reading machines, mobility-aids,
picture processing, and pattern recognition.
1. Reading-Machine Studies
Results during the past two years from a number of research investigations, each
concerned with some facet of the reading-machine problem, now point the way toward
the development of an integrated real-time reading-machine system that will serve as
an invaluable facility for further research on character recognition, special-purpose
picture processing, tactile pattern perception, and auditory displays, including artifi-
cial speech. The system will also constitute a prototype for possible practical reading
machines for the blind.
The system will include an opaque scanner for the sensing of printed matter, real-
time data-processing facilities for real-time scan control, for operating upon the data,
for controlling tactile and auditory displays, and for monitoring and analyzing the per-
formance of human subjects. In its most sophisticated mode of operation, the system
will recognize printed characters and generate artificial speech. A less sophisticated
output mode will utilize Braille for tactile sensing and spelled speech for auditory recep-
tion. In its simplest mode of operation, the system will simply reproduce, as tactile
*This work is supported through the Joint Services Electronics Program by the
U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E), and
in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-Z495), the National Institutes of
Health (Grant MH-04737-05), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(Grant NsG-496).
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patterns, the black-white shapessensedby the scanner, without automatic character
recognition. Betweenthe simplest andmost sophisticated modes, there lies a spectrum
of intermediate modes. In particular, information may beextracted and displayed at
any intermediate step of a character-recognition procedure, leaving the final stepsto
the humanuser.
Perhapsthe most interesting and important aspectof this research will be the studies
of human learning ability and performance when subjects are provided with a flexible
real-time information acquisition and display system andtaught howto use it effectively.
Character Recognition. A character-recognition procedure for the identification of
letters and numbers in newsprint has been developed. 1,2 The approach is based upon
automatic tracing of the outer black-white edge of each letter. After nonlinear smoothing,
of the "gear backlash" type, the horizontal and vertical position-coordinate waveforms
are processed to detect the sequence of horizontal and vertical changes of direction,
together with low-resolution information on the spatial locations where such changes
occur. The result is a 30-bit code word from which the letter is identified by look-up
in a stored list, in which there may be several different code words associated with the
same letter. The system design was not aimed at ultrahigh data rates and microscopic
error rate, but rather at human reading rates, a humanly comfortable error rate, and
economical simplicity of logic and storage. With only 3000 bits of look-up table storage,
produced by "training" on one page of news-magazine text, the system "read" the next
page with an e_ror rate of only a few per cent, so that the output was intelligible. Most
of the errors were either previously unencountered characters or one of a small set of
idiosyncratic letter-pair confusions that are easily resolved by the human reader. Reduc-
tion of the error rate to 1 per cent, or less, is fully expected on the basis of obvious
improvements.
Opaque Scanners. The character-recognition work thus far has been carried out by
photographing the printed page and then transmission-scanning a photographic transpar-
ency. An opaque (reflected-light) scanner, suitable for direct real-time acquisition of
data, is under development. A digital-deflection, cathode-ray tube, flying-spot scanner
will be utilized.
Tactile Displays. Two tactile displays are under development, both of which are
two-dimensional arrays of Braille-like tactile "dot" elements, in which each dot is either
present or absent, according to external control. The first display, made up of solenoid-
controlled poke probes, has a size of 7 × 7 and a frame rate (tactile-pattern replacement
rate) of several per second. The second display is of the "moving-belt" variety with size
64 × 128, and a frame rate of three or more per minute. These displays will be used as
tactile outputs in the reading-machine system and also for general studies of tactile pat-
tern perception, both dynamic and static.
Phonetic Translation of English Text. The problem of automatic translation from
letter spelling to phonetic spelling in English text has been studied. 3 A procedure has
been developed, based upon a "dictionary" of approximately 30,000 root words and a
set of combination and generation laws, such that the correct pronunciation {phonetic
spelling} of 250,000 English words can be automated. The results of this study provide
new and useful information on the detailed properties of the English language and also
specify the design of a practical system, utilizing read-only optical storage, for pho-
netic translation.
Artificial-Speech Generation. The general research problem of artificial speech
generation is under continuing investigation in Professor K. N. Stevens' Speech Com-
munications Group and particular application to the reading-machine system is being
considered in cooperation with his group. Recent work in this country and abroad 4-7
indicates that a real-time phoneme-sequence-controlled speech generator can be made
to perform satisfactorily, provided speech-formant control signal transitions are prop-
erly governed by the phoneme sequence, in accordance with certain programmable rules.
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Errors in phonetic spelling, arising from erroneous character recognition and
resulting in phoneticnonwords, canbe accommodatedby spelled-speechdisplay of the
erroneous English word. Spelledspeechis also a reasonablepossibility for phbnetically
intractable proper names.
Spelled-SpeechStorage, Display, andCompression. Spelled speechoffers a slower
but simpler auditory display than artificial speech. Under consideration are magnetic
andoptical storage andread-out of the spoken-letter sounds, andunder investigation is
the compression of spelled speechby sampling in sections, temporal truncation, and
temporal-overlap superposition.
Effects of Spelling Errors upon Reading Performance. In the early stage of investi-
gation is theproblem of reading performance in the presence of spelling errors, for vis-
ual reading, grade-one Braille tactile reading, and spelled-speech auditory reading. Our
present plan is to utilize imbedded-question text for a running measure of comprehen-
sion, and to allow this performance measure to control the presentation rate, the error
signal being the deviation of performance from some reference level. The experimental
system will also serve as a teaching machine for the training of subjects in tactile and
auditory codes.
Picture Simplification. The nonlinear processing of pictures, for elimination of all
features other than principal edges, is being investigated. The aim is to simplify pic-
tures to the extent that tactile display and perception of the principal edge patterns
becomes practical. Edge extraction, which involves processes related to spatial differ-
entiation of the picture intensity function, is a nontrivial operation, especially for noisy
pictures. Edge extrapolation and smoothing, which are desirable operations from the
standpoint of noise elimination, place the problem in the realm where general pattern-
recognition considerations become important.
Real-time Data-Processing Facilities. Work is proceeding on the development of
real-time remote input-output subsystems that will allow two small general-purpose
digital computers to be utilized simultaneously and cooperatively in the reading-machine
system, one computer being mainly occupied with phonetic translation and artificial-
speech control-signal generation, and the other with scan control, character recognition,
and the operation of nonspeech displays.
Although general-purpose computers will be employed in the experimental system
for desirable flexibility, all of the data processing is of such a character that realization
by means of much more economical hardware is a future possibility. Such a system may
lead to practical reading machines for the blind and the blind-deaf.
2. Mobility-Aid Studies
The problem of human mobility in an obstructed environment, under conditions of
limited information availability, falls into the realm of automatic control system dynam-
ics. With respect to the interest of this group in human communication and control, the
reading-machine studies may be classified as communications, and the mobility-
aid studies as control. There are, of course, close relationships between these
areas.
A simulation system is being developed for the study of human information require-
ments for human mobility in an obstructed environment under conditions of limited avail-
ability of visual information. A recent result is the successful real-time operation of a
monitoring system for continuous tracking of two coordinates of a point (a small ultra-
sonic sound source) in three-dimensional space. The monitoring system is necessary
for simulation of the operation of radarlike guidance devices because the position of the
dummy device must be known in order to predict the interaction of that device with
obstructions in the environment. A novel characteristic of the monitoring system is that
it utilizes acoustical receiving antennas designed for a linear relationship between
transmitter-to-receiver transmit times and rectangular coordinates of the moving
transmitter.
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The simulation system will makemajor useof the samereal-time data-processing
facilities that are being developedfor the reading-machine studies.
A principal use of the system will be the simulation of mobility-aid systems, enabling
a sightless subjectto experience, in real time andreal space, the operation of hypothet-
ical mobility aids. The monitoring anddata-processing capabilities of sucha facility
wouldprovide flexibility and control in basic experimentation on human information
requirements, and wouldenable optimizing the performance of specific systems before
major investment of effort in realization of the complete system.
A mobility aid is a device or system to help a sightless person detect obstacles,
locate "step-downs" and "step-ups," identify landmarks, or otherwise facilitate his
travel in either familiar or unfamiliar environments. Like every sensory aid system,
a mobility aid can be visualized as consisting of a sensor or pickup, a processor, and
a display or stimulator. The sensor may be either active (ultrasonic transmitter and
receiver, infrared projector and photosensitivepickup) or passive (a lens backedby
masks andphotosensors, a television camera, a light meter}.
Several mobility aids have been devised (e.g., by Kay and Pye in England, and
Witcher, Benham, Russel, Melkin, Bliss, and Kallman in this country) but none has
come into commonuse by the blind population.8-12 The difficulty is that the development
of a specific system usually requires several years of work, only after which the true
usefulnessof the schemecan be evaluated. Moreover, any nontrivial changes in the
system design then introduce further delay before a new evaluation of usefulnesscan be
undertaken.
Wepropose to developa facility that will enable simulation of the performance of a
wide class of sensory-aid systems. Operation of the simulator is to be as follows: The
sightless subject walks about in anobstructed environment, carrying a dummy mobility
aid. The dummysensor can be movedfreely but its position andorientation are con-
tinuously monitored by a tracking system.
The dummy-sensor orientation andposition data are sampledat frequent time inter-
vals andthe current dataare stored in a digital computer. Information aboutthe posi-
tions andshapesof obstacles in the environment is also stored in a rapid-access memory
as fixed data. The subject is outfitted with a stimulator or display (tactile or auditory)
which is controlled by the computer. Finally, the computer is provided with a mathe-
matical model, in the form of a program, describing the performance characteristics
of a hypothetical sensor-processor combination.
The ability to monitor the position andorientation of a hand-held dummy sensor will,
of course, permit conductingmany other investigations of interest, including detailed
studies of unaidedmobility, as well as studies of more sophisticated processing between
existing sensors anddisplays.
3. Picture-Processing Studies
Picture-processing research is concernedwith the processing andencodingof picture
information for efficient or economical transmission, subject to the requirements of sat-
isfactory subjective quality in the reconstructed received picture.
Objective Measures of Subjective Picture Quality. Our long-range goal is to develop
a mathematical measure of picture quality that approximates the quality judgment made
by human observers. The general problem is difficult, but special cases help provide
entries to the general case. Special studies of interest include subjective effect of noise
in pictures that have been transmitted through noisy digital channels, subjective effect
of additive white noise as dependent upon the probability density function of the noise,
quality of lowpass pictures as a function of the shape of the lowpass filter, optimum
amplitude quantization, and relation of noise perception to the two-dimensional sine-wave
response of the eye.
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Processing of Motion Pictures. Interframe constraints in motion pictures offer the
possibility of bandwidth compression superior to that obtainable from frame-by-frame
processing. The technical problems of simulating various motion-picture processing
schemes are being considered. The associated psychological studies would be concerned
with apparent motion, fusion, flicker, and dynamic resolution requirements of the human
observer.
Optical-Image Processing. Our principal interest is in using optics as a tool for the
processing of pictures. Certain operations, such as two-dimensional spatial filtering,
can be readily accomplished, in principle, with coherent-light optics. In order to use
the tool effectively, however, its capabilities and limitations must be known. Problems
under consideration include: the effect of film-grain noise on the performance of a
coherent optical system; the relation of film thickness and exposure; techniques for the
making of spatial filters; and the effect on the reconstructed picture of various opera-
tions (such as sampling, quantization, noise addition) upon the hologram.
4. Pattern-Recognition Studies
"Pattern Recognition" is a common theme underlying the projects described above,
whether the task is accomplished by human cognition, by computer data processing or,
most commonly, by a combination of the two.
Complementary to the task-oriented projects, the following research studies in the
general area of pattern recognition are being carried out.
Psychophysics of Depth Perception. This project is designed to provide information
on a subject's ability to make accurate distance and orientation judgments with respect
to real and illusory three-dimensional objects. The variation of such judgments will be
studied without feedback, as well as with a continuous auditory or visual error signal.
Effects of Spatial Transformation of Text upon Reading and Writing Performance.
It has been shown that systematic transformations or printed text (such as inversions
or rotations of letters and of words) produce regular changes in the learning rate, as
well as in the asymptotic reading rate. These studies are being extended to a wider
class of transformations and also to reading and writing performance with cursive script
used as the text.
Studies of Apparent Motion. It appears that one of the differences between the per-
ception of apparent motion and real motion is an alteration in the psychological space
metric. Experiments are being conducted to verify this observation.
In addition to these psychological studies specific pattern-recognition problems are
being investigated to determine the extent to which the recognition tasks can be auto-
mated.
Automatic Extraction of Information from Printed Sheet Music. With the aid
of the scanner and ancillary equipment developed for the projects described ear-
lier, it is possible to program a computer to determine note value, duration,
phrasing, and certain other music indicators from ordinary printed sheet music.
This study is being continued to see what additional parameters can be extracted
by automatic recognition.
Recognition of Cloud Types in Satellite Photographs. This will be a new
project.
Recognition of Plant Species from Leaf-Vein Patterns. We begin this study under
the assumption that an algorithm can be developed which will generate a venation pattern
in which certain stochastic features perturb an essentially deterministic process. The
parameters of the algorithm could then be regarded as the features serving to classify
the leaf types according to species.
S. J. Mason
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A. COGNITIVE PROCESSES
1. PHONOLOGICAL CODE-SWITCHING TIME IN BILINGUALISM
Bilingualism as a phenomenon is particularly interesting to students of human infor-
mation processing because it provides an opportunity to ask a number of questions about
information storage, access, and retrieval. It is sometimes the case, for example, that
particular kinds of knowledge or skill are expressible only in one of a bilingual's two lan-
guages; while in other cases the information that he has can be expressed in either of
1
them. That is, certain skills and some knowledge are coded in linguistically tied forms,
and other kinds of information may be in some linguistically free or metalinguistic form.
Thus it appears that the nervous system codes different kinds of information and skill in
different ways, some of which limit the individual's access to the information.
Consistent with these differences is the naturalistic observation that when a bilingual
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speaks, his use of one of his two languagesreveals certain system properties. While
intrusions from the secondlanguagewill occur during the useof the first, the intrusions
rarely are random; instead, they tend to exhibit a grammatical or thematic regularity.
The intrusions are reported to occur at major syntactic boundaries, or to introduce con-
cepts that are more readily expressed in onelanguagethan the other.2 Thus, individual
words from each of a bilingual's two dictionaries are not substituted for each other in
haphazardfashion, but are madeto conform in the way they are usedto the major organ-
izing or system properties of the languagesof whichthey are members.
It wouldbe interesting to learn somethingdetailed aboutthe way the bilingual typi-
cally switches betweenhis languages, for this would shedsome light on the way infor-
mation is actually processed for output. Onecannot learn very much from naturalistic
observation, however, partly for the reasons having to do with the systemlike properties
of the use of language; and partly becausein free speechthe bilingual actually is proc-
essing his information alongsyntactic, semantic, andphonological lines in very close
temporal sequence. No meansare now knownfor measuring the time taken to go from
conceptualizationto production that wouldenableus to study separately the various con-
tributions of syntax, semantics, andphonology. Onecan, however, drive a wedgeinto
theseprocesses that enablesus to get someapproximations aboutphonology.This report
describes an experiment in which we succeededin measuring a phonological code-
switching time by havingbilinguals read aloud. The text that they read sampled hap-
hazardly from their two dictionaries; in order for it to be read with some fidelity to the
accentof the language, the subjects had to switch back andforth betweenanEnglish and
a French-generating phonological system.
An example of the kind of text that they read is the following selection which pre-
serves French word order.
Soncheval, suivi by two hounds, en marchant d'un pas6gal, maderesound the earth.
Drops of ice se collaient _ soncloak. A wind strong soufflait. Unc_t6 of the horizon
s'6claircit; et, in the whitenessde cr6puscule, he saw des lapins sautillant auedgeof
their burrows. Les deuxbassetssuddenlyse pr6cipit_rent on them; and_a et 1_,quickly
of them broke the backs. Soonhe entra dansun bois. At the end d'une branch a coq de
bruy_re, engourdi by the cold, slept, la t_te sous its wing. With a stroke d'6p_e, il lui
fauchathe two feet and without le remasser went on his way. Three hours later, il se
trouva sur la pointe d'une mountain.
Twelve subjects were tested, six Americans who knew French and six Europeans
whosenative languagewas French. All were studentsat either the MassachusettsInsti-
tute of Technology or Harvard University. Their task was to read aloudas rapidly as
they could. The passagesthat they read were all approximately 110words long; some
passageswere French or English; somewere alternating, alternate sentencesappearing
in each of the two languages; andsomewere mixed, half preserving French word order
(as in the example} andthe other half English word order. Thus two pagesof alternating
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or mixed text haveapproximately the same number of words in French andEnglish as
one pageof unilingual French andone of unilingual English. The texts and subjects were
run according to a Latin square so that anygiven passage(in the senseof the information
it contained)was read in a different form by different subjects.
The results of the reading tests are shownin Table XXVI-I. Material in the native
languageis read most rapidly andmixed text most slowly. Passagesof alternating sen-
tences are read at a speedmidway betweenthe speedsfor unilingual French and English.
Table XXVI-1. Time required to read aloud passagesin various linguistic forms.
Americans
Europeans
Average, Americans
Average, Europeans
Unilingual
English French
(seconds)
3O
41.4
38.5
35.7
Alternating
English a French a
(seconds)
47.4 38.4
3O 36. 6
Mixed
English b French b
(seconds)
39
36
39.6
36
51.6
45
50.4
45
aLanguage of the first sentence.
bFavored word order.
Since the same number of words in each language appears in two pages of text of each
form, averages for unilingual, alternating, and mixed forms reflect time taken to read
identical amounts of material. The averages are also shown in Table XXVI-1. Clearly,
the need to switch a phonological system slows the reader down considerably when he is
reading mixed text. If we take the difference in time for mixed and unilingual passages
and divide it by the number of transitions in mixed text between French and English
words, separately for each subject (that is, (tm-tu)/X), we can estimate a phonological
code-switching time. For subjects reading aloud as rapidly as they can, these times
average out to approximately 0.33 second per switch, with ranges of 0. 24-0. 66 sec
among the Americans, and 0. 12-0.48 sec among the Europeans. While there are
29. 5 transitions in mixed text, there are only 4. 5 in alternating text, so that we
cannot compute a code-switching time for alternating text confidently with this
small number.
We can also compute the cost of a switch, the amount of unilingual material that could
have been read if no switches were made. This is given by the average reading rate in
words per minute for unilingual French and English multiplied by the switching time,
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5(re+rf)/Z, and is equal to 1 + words.
P. A. Kolers, P. Perrolle
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2. GRAPHEME-TO-PHONEME TRANSLATION OF ENGLISH
An efficient scheme has been developed for the automatic translation of English text
from letters to phonemes. This process of translation is an indispensable part of a
reading machine that produces synthetic-speech output.
An investigation of the possibility of generalization of phonic rules for the translation
process was made. It was found that the interaction of word final mute 'e' and vocalic
suffixes requires the use of both complex rules and large exception lists. With the phonic
approach one is unable to handle mute 'e' in medial positions in compound words. The
handling of stress would require additional rules that depend on the determination of
parts-of-speech through the process of suffix identification.
The lexicon look-up approach was next looked into. By a judicious choice of elements
for the lexicon and the use of a set of very simple algorithms it is possible to decompose
a word in an orderly fashion into the stored elements from which the phonemic transla-
tion can be found. A lexicon containing approximately 32,000 elements is sufficient for
the decomposition of all entries in the Seventh Edition of Webster's "New Collegiate Dic-
tionary." Additional markings in the lexicon provide the basis for the resolution of syn-
tactical ambiguities which cannot be handled by the phonic approach.
F. F. Lee
B. PATTERN RECOGNITION
1. AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF SHEET MUSIC
The recognition of sheet music is being studied as an example of pattern recognition
in partially structured pictures. "Partially structured" refers to a picture composed
of well-defined forms or "characters" and of forms that are only partially defined. The
need to handle both types of forms and to deal with the relations between a number of
forms simultaneously makes this problem more pictorial in nature than character rec-
ognition alone. The scheme that is being utilized includes nonlinear background elimi-
nation, contour tracing, and feature extraction. The following progress has been made.
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A simple flying-spot scanner for binary (2-level) pictures has been developed in our
laboratory. The desired scan is programmed on the cathode-ray tube of the TX-0 com-
puter. The scanning point of light is focused on a transparency and the transmitted light
is detected by a photomultiplier tube, and applied to a threshold circuit. The output of
the circuit triggers the light gun flip-flop of the TX-0 if the photomultiplier output is on
the proper side of the threshold. A core image of the transparency is obtained by
checking the flip-flop and packing away ones and zeros.
By utilizing this scanner, pictures of music were scanned into the TX-0 and written
on magnetic tape in a format compatible with FORTRAN. Nonlinear vertical and hori-
zontal defocusing (background elimination) were effected on these pictures by using the
IBM 7094 computer. Tapes were then generated containing pictures obtained by various
logical combinations of picture arrays, such as complementation and logical "anding."
The results of using these processes were various types of modified pictures, such as
those with horizontal and vertical lines erased, those with nothing present except hori-
zontal lines, and so forth.
Contour tracings were derived from the modified pictures on the TX-0, and the coor-
dinates of these tracings were placed on magnetic tape in the FORTRAN-Compatible
format.
A large FORTRAN program was written to accept the contour tracings and perform
recognition of general classes of patterns found in sheet music. The scheme involves
both intratrace and intertrace operations. The intertrace operations are carried out
without requiring that the coordinates of all tracings involved be stored in the computer
simultaneously. Thus only storage enough for the longest expected tracing need be
reserved.
At present, the program successfully processes and recognizes one general class
of patterns, namely the timing-bar complexes attached to notes containing the time infor-
mation for the notes. Progress continues along these lines with work now being directed
toward recognition of general note clusters. A program has also been developed to
extract the spacing between the lines of the musical stave, with the aim of using this
number to set parameters in the general recognition program.
D. H. Pruslin
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The major concern of the Communications Biophysics Group is the search for a bet-
ter understanding of sensory communication, in particular, of hearing. As in the past,
future research will tend to combine electrophysiological and behavioral experiments
with machine data processing and analytical methods from communication theory. We
continue to maintain a close friendship with the Eaton-Peabody Laboratory, at the
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Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, in Boston. The cooperative arrangements include
the sharing of facilities and joint appointments for staff members. Our principal recent
accomplishments and plans for the future can be summarized as follows.
1. Related Behavioral and Electrophysiological Studies
Electrophysiological studies of conditioning in the rat have been concerned with
changes in sensory evoked potentials correlated with conditioned changes in behavior.
Experimental work has been restricted for the most part to the primary projection path-
ways of the auditory system. Increases in the amplitudes of click-evoked potentials
recorded from the auditory cortex and medial geniculate body have been demonstrated
when the click stimulus is established as a conditioned one under several aversive con-
ditioning procedures. Changes in auditory evoked potentials have not been found when
the click is established as a discriminative stimulus under operant conditioning proce-
dures employing positive reinforcement. It has also been shown that the changes in
auditory potentials found with aversive conditioning procedures are not dependent upon
the establishment of the click as the conditioned stimulus. Rather, they reflect a more
general change that is not modally specific. Confounding effects related largely to
movement variables have been experimentally eliminated. The increases in amplitudes
of auditory evoked potentials have been attributed, therefore, to a radical change in state
which the conditioned fear represents in aversive conditioning paradigms. Electrophys-
iological studies of conditioning will continue.
2. Physiological Studies
a. Sensory Systems
(i) The relationship between physiological properties and anatomical location of
single units in the cochlear nucleus has been studied in more detail than previously. In
the coming year our electrophysiological studies of the cochlear nucleus will continue
with emphasis on the response characteristics of single units in the oral pole (anterior
portion) of the ventral cochlear nucleus.
This research will be carried out in cooperation with the Eaton-Peabody Lab-
oratory.
(it) Recent experimental work on the efferent innervation of the cochlea has indi-
cated that stimulation of the crossed olivo-cochlear bundle has a much greater effect
on auditory nerve response to high-frequency than to low-frequency stimuli. This
work will be extended to include the effect of the efferents on single VIIIth-nerve
fibers.
(iii) Extensive study of the statistical characteristics of the electrical responses
evoked by clicks, flashes, and somatic stimuli in sleeping and awake human subjects
will continue.
(iv) Studies of inhibition phenomena in single primary auditory nerve fibers will
continue.
(v) In order to study cochlear electrophysiology in more detail, techniques have been
developed for introducing micropipettes into the cochlea, recording DC and microphonic
potentials, and determining the position of the electrode. We hope that the continuation
of this work will lead to better understanding of the mechanisms of transduction from
mechanical signals into patterns of neural activity.
(vi) Some completed studies in this area include: measurements of the sound pres-
sure transformation by the head and auditory meatus of the cat, and experimental work
on the middle ear of anesthetized cats, which has led to a description of the effects
of opening the bulla, and some indication of the role of the joints between middle-
ear bones.
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b. Other Systems
(i} Instruments andbiological techniqueshave beendevelopedto allow the insertion
of microelectrodes into explants of brain tissue in vitro under direct microscopic vision.
Computer programs have been worked out for the processing of the spontaneous poten-
tials that arise in such explants. The coming year will be devoted to the application of
these techniques and instruments.
(ii} Research will continue on correlation studies of normal and pathological tremors
in relation to the EEG, intrinsic and induced EEG rhythms in metabolic disorder in rela-
tion to higher mental functions, and study of evoked responses in relation to temporal
conditioning to paired stimuli.
(iii) Studies are in progress on the electrical activity of respiratory neurons of the
medulla (especially in the region of the solitary tract} corresponding to artificially
induced changes in respiration.
(iv) Apparatus has been constructed for intracellular recording from the nervous
system of Aplysia californica, and a preliminary survey of the sensory characteristics
of the periesophageal ganglia has been accomplished. In the coming year, work will
proceed on a more detailed analysis of pathways involved in touch, with special attention
to an interesting group of tactile cells in the cerebral ganglion.
(v) Response patterns of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum of the cat to sensory stim-
uli are being studied in relation to a possible stochastic model.
3. Other Achievements and Proposed Studies
a. New data processing techniques, based in part on the concept of a "recovered
firing probability," have been developed and applied to electrophysiological data on the
spike activity of single auditory nerve fibers in response to various acoustic stimuli.
The results of such processing have yielded several important constraints on possible
random-process models which will be further explored in the coming year.
b. Studies have been completed on the effects of noise bandwidth on binaural
unmasking, and on the analogous phenomenon of bilateral unmasking on the skin. Also,
efforts have been made to extend the equalization and cancellation model to phenomena
other than unmasking. Next year, the work on unmasking will continue and projects are
contemplated in areas related to speech, perception, and auditory memory.
c. Various models for the convergence of auditory-nerve input upon cells of the
cochlear nucleus are being studied analytically; the present phase of this work should
be completed during the coming year.
d. The PDP-4 computer has been equipped with a special interface that allows
extensive control of stimuli and on-line data processing at any of several experimental
stations in the laboratory. This facility has already proved its value and should be
running at peak capacity during the coming year.
W. M. Siebert, W. A. Rosenblith
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A. METHOD FOR STUDYING RESPONSE AND INHIBITION AREAS OF SOME
SINGLE UNITS IN THE AUDITORY SYSTEM
Response and inhibition areas of single neural units have been of continual interest
1
to investigators of the auditory system (for example, Galambos and Davis, Rose,
Galambos, and Hughes,Z and Greenwood and Maruyama 3). The response area of a single
unit represents the region or range of signal-level and signal-frequency parameter
settings within which a sinusoidal stimulus will elicit spike discharges. Conversely, an
inhibition area represents that range of parameter settings within which the sinusoidal
stimulus will reduce the number of spike discharges (in general, differences in inhibition
areas depend on whether the discharges are spontaneous or in response to other stimuli).
One of two methods for determining these areas has been used by most investigators.
In the first, the frequency range of response or inhibition for any given signal level is
measured -- with visual (oscilloscope) and auditory (loudspeaker) cues - by detecting the
presence or absence of spike discharges synchronized to the stimulus. In the second,
the frequency range of response or inhibition for any given signal level is measured by
counting the number of spike discharges in a fixed time interval and either applying an
arbitrary definition, for example, the frequency range within which the spike discharge
rate is, say, Z0 per cent greater (or less, for inhibition) than the spontaneous spike-
discharge rate, or plotting average discharge rates for many points, and constructing
rate contours from which the appropriate areas can be determined.
The first method is essentially a signal (response) in noise (spontaneous activity)
detection problem. The subjective evaluations of whether or not there is a response are
easily made by the experimenter for units that have little or no spontaneous activity, but
are usually more difficult to make for units with moderate or high rates of spontaneous
activity. The second method, while yielding more uniform results from unit to unit than
the first, is usually more time-consuming because several counts must be made in order
to determine a single data point for the response area. Neither of these methods yields
much information concerning the response activity within the boundaries of the response
area.
Figure XXVII-I illustrates the details of a method of stimulation and data processing
for obtaining response and inhibition (of spontaneous activity) areas, as well as iso-
discharge rate contours, discharge rate versus signal-level functions, and tone-on-tone
inhibition regions. The stimulus (A) is a fixed-amplitude sinusoid with a frequency
varying logarithmically with time and cycling through a fixed range (one octave, two
octaves or one decade, etc.). The sync signal (B) is used to initiate the computation of
a histogram (D) (identical to the poststimulus time histograms 4 that are often computed
for responses to periodic stimuli) from the action potentials (C) of a single unit. The
abscissa of the histogram is calibrated in frequency, and, of course, can represent the
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Fig. XX'VII-I. Details of stimulus, data processing, and numerical calculations
for simple method of measuring response and inhibition areas.
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frequency sweep from fl to f2 or from f2 to fl or both (as shown), as determined by the
polarity of the sync signal used and the time resolution of the computation. Obvious num-
bers of interest, such as shown in D, E, and F, are easily computed.
Each histogram obtained in this way approximately represents a constant signal-
level contour of the response region of a unit. Figure XXVII-2 is an isometric plot of a
response region reconstructed from the rising frequency portion of histograms obtained
for 6 different signal levels from a single unit located in the cochlear nucleus of a cat.
l O0_sec
ISO-RATE CONTOUR
50/5ec
ISO-RATE CONTOUR
UNIT P66-2
CF = 3.77 kc
5
30O
g
O
Z
200
u.
100
Fig. XXVII- 2. Isometric plot of constant signal-level contours obtained
from portions of 6 different histograms. Sweep rate,
1 cycle per 2 seconds. Each contour is based on results
from 60 sweeps.
This particular unit had no spontaneous activity. From histograms or plots such as
these, iso-discharge rate contours, discharge rate functions at fixed frequencies, and
the usual response areas can be obtained. The data necessary to construct the plot in
Fig. XXVII-2 were obtained in approximately 15 minutes.
As anticipated, the results obtained by an increasing frequency (fl to f2 ) are often
different from those obtained by a decreasing frequency (f2 to fl) and result in asym-
metric histograms of the complete cycle. The degree of asymmetry has been found to
vary from unit to unit, and is presumably a result of adaptation and fatigue effects.
These differences, however, can be reduced for many units by using slow sweep speeds
(tens of seconds per sweep). Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that this asymmetry
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ulation to study of single auditory-
nerve fibers as presented by Kiang
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effect does limit the use of this method, especially for measurements of iso-discharge
rate contours.
Useful application of the method has been made by others in our laboratory. 5 Fig-
ure XXVII-3 illustrates the results obtained from a single auditory nerve fiber when the
animal was stimulated by the sweep frequency alone (left column), and the sweep fre-
quency and a continuous tone together (right column). The absence of inhibition of the
spontaneous activity and the presence and extent of inhibition of the responses to the
continuous tone for this unit are evident in the left- and right-hand columns, respec-
tively.
The device used to generate the fixed-amplitude, logarithmically varying sinusoid
is a modified Brfiel and Kjaer 3306 Automatic Frequency Response Recorder. Briefly,
the major requirements of the system are:
I. A range of available sweep rates,
2. Fast, minimum backlash, driver reversal,
3. Linear motion (logarithmic change in frequency) of the oscillator control through-
out the sweep range of frequencies, and
4. Stability of the frequency limits, fl and fz"
A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. XXVII-4. Desired sweep rates are
obtained by driving a synchronous motor with a variable frequency source. Linear
MODIFIED BR(JEL AND KJAER
3306 AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
RESPONSE RECORDER
OSCILLATOR AMPLIFIER MOTOR --
TR,PLEXL_LADCLUTCH
MOD, T508 |CHAIN
|DRIVE LIMITSWITCH
Fig. XXVII-4. Block diagram of the Triplex clutch-controlled
sweep frequency oscillator.
OUTPUT
motion throughout the sweep range, fast reversal, and minimum backlash are obtained
by simultaneously driving two inputs to a Triplex 6 magnetic clutch at the same, constant
speed, but in opposite directions. The sweep direction of the oscillator is reversed in
approximately 5 msec by coupling the Triplex clutch output to the alternate gear-train
input. Backlash is minimized because the drive motor and the entire gear train always
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turn in the same direction. The clutch control (Fig. XXVII-5) is a transistorized clutch
coil energizer that energizes alternate clutch coils each time the limit switch is closed
by a cam device mounted on the oscillator dial. The design of the cam device permits
the operator to select a sweep range of 1 or 2 octaves or decades.
R. R. Pfeiffer, A. H. Crist
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B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA FROM
AUDITORY NERVE FIBERS IN CAT
[This report is a brief summary of a Ph.D. thesis of the same title, submitted to
the Department of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., August 1965. Further details
and results may be found in the thesis itself.J
In the last few years, a considerable amount of electrophysiological data collected
from single afferent auditory nerve fibers has become available. Many aspects of these
data appear to be rather simply related to the details of the anatomy, physiology, and
mechanical properties of the peripheral auditory system as they are, at present, under-
stood. This situation has encouraged efforts to develop some sort of abstract model to
describe the transformation from acoustic stimulus to firing patterns of the auditory-
nerve fibers. At least two attempts at such a model have recently been made, and this
study represents the beginning of still another attempt. The distinguishing characteristic
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Fig. XXVII- 6. Unit 356-25. Interval his-
togram and hazard func-
tion (bin width O. 5 msec,
124 bars} calculated from
a long (=14 minutes} re-
cording of spontaneous
activity.
of this study is that the data have been
processed in new ways in order to test
more directly and refine the assumptions
relating to models. The long-term objec-
tive in trying to develop this model is
twofold. A manageable description of
the peripheral auditory system would
be valuable, if not essential, in consi-
dering what kinds of processing of audi-
tory information could be performed by
the brain. And, a model such as this
could also provide new insight into the
detailed processes within the peripheral
auditory system which result in these
firing patterns.
The initial portion of this study
was based on electrophysiological
recordings collected by Kiang and his
co-workers.3'4 As the study pro-
gressed, the acquisition of further data
became necessary, and these were
obtained in the same laboratory and
with the same techniques as those used
by Kiang and his co-workers. As in
previous studies based on Kiang's
data, 6'7 the principal statistics employed
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have beenpoststimulus time (PST)and interval histograms. 2 For the present study,
however, various conditional probability analyses have also been performed. Two
examplesof theseanalysesare given below.
The histograms presented in Fig. XXVII-6 are basedon a long recording of the spon-
taneousactivity of an auditory-nerve fiber. A conventional interval histogram is pre-
sented in the upper part of the figure. In this histogram, xk, the height of the
kth bar, represents the number of interspike intervals with duration between k/2 and
(k+l)/2 msec. Previous investigations have indicated that the times betweenspontaneous
spikes (or "events" or "firings") in auditory-nerve fibers may be regarded as essentially
independentidentically distributed random variables, 3 "1.e., the event times may be con-
sidered as generatedby a "renewal process."l' 5 In the analysis of suchprocesses, a
function called the "age specific failure rate" or "hazard functionn is of some impor-
xk
tance. By usingthe formula _(k) = --_------, an estimate of the hazard function may be
xn
n=k
calculated from the interval histogram of Fig. XXVII-6; the result of this calculation
appears in the lower part of the figure. Except for statistical fluctuations caused by the
finite sample size, this histogram suggests that the hazard function is approximately
constant for times greater than 20-25 msec. Since this histogram is effectively an esti-
mate of the conditional probability of an event during the next 1/2 msec as a function of
the time since the last event, it may be concluded that (for spontaneous events at least)
the unit "recovers" from the effects of the previous firing in approximately 20-25 msec.
The data of Fig. XXVII-6 may be regarded as typical of auditory-nerve fibers.
Although spontaneous rates vary among fibers from less than i/sec to more than
100/sec, it appears that all interval histograms have a mode at less than 10 msec and
decay exponentially thereafter. 3 It is easy to show that an exponential decay of the
interval histogram implies a constant value of the hazard function. This suggests that
all auditory-nerve fibers "recover" from spontaneous events within approximately
20 msec.
That auditory-nerve fibers also "recover" in the presence of acoustic stimuli may
be demonstrated by appropriate calculations. Specifically, it is necessary to estimate
the conditional probability of an event in a particular interval of time, as a function of
the time since the last event. These calculations have been performed, and they indi-
cate that the probability of an event does not vary with the time-since-the-last-event,
provided it has been at least 20 msec since the last event. Probabilities that are condi-
tional on this minimum time since the last event are referred to as "recovered proba-
bilities." In an operational sense, the calculation of recovered probabilities presumably
removes the complications in the data resulting from the refractory properties of the
fiber. For this reason, these calculations are particularly valuable in comparing some
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Fig. XXVII- 7. Unit 375-25. PST histograms (bin width 0. 1 msec, 100 bars)
and various conditional probabilities. Stimuli: 10/sec, -50 db
and -60 db rarefaction clicks, 4.5 minutes. All probability
estimates are conditional on no spike for 30 msec before the
interval. A [B] is the event: a spike during interval A [B].
p(B) is calculated from p(B) = p(A) p(B/A) + [l-p(A)] p(B//k').
aspects of possible models with the electrophysiological data.
The calculations presented in Fig. XXVII-7 are based on data obtained from one fiber
with click runs at two different intensities. The PST histograms are given for each run.
The height of the k th bar in the PST histogram represents the number of spikes that
occurred between k/10 and (k+l)/10 msec after a click presentation, in Z700 repetitions
of the click presentation. The time structure that is evident in these histograms corre-
sponds, at least qualitatively, to what is known of the mechanical motion of the cochlear
partition, but this is not important in this brief discussion.
Several conditional probabilities corresponding to intervals A and B were estimated
from these same data. All probabilities given in this figure are conditional on no event
for 30 msec before A. Thus p(A) is a recovered probability, as is p(B_A'), the condi-
tional probability of an event in B, given none in A (and none for 30 msec before A).
p(B/A) is the conditional probability of an event in B, given that there was an event
in A (and none for 30 msec before A). p(B) is calculated from p(B)= p(A)p(B/A)+
p(B/A') [1-p(A)], and is the conditional probability of an event in B, given that there is
no event for 30 msec before A (with no conditions on whether or not there was an event
in A).
As well as presenting some typical results of the conditional probability calculations
performed in this study, Fig. XXVII-7 illustrates some inadequacies of the conventional
PST histograms The fact that peak A is larger than peak B in the -50 db run could be
misleading if the PST histogram were interpreted as a direct measure of the strength of
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an effective stimulus. In terms of recovered probabilities, peak B is larger than A,
but if there has been an event during A, the unit is "refractory" during interval B and
a smaller probability (p(B/A)) applies. Since, at the -50 db intensity, the unit is likely
to fire during interval A and hence be "refractory" during interval B, the size of peak B
in the histogram is smaller than would be expected from the recovered probability alone.
As the recovered probabilities are presumably free of any refractory complications, it
seems reasonable to regard them as a measure of an effective stimulus. In these terms,
the PST histogram reflects a somewhat complicated combination of both the character-
istics of the effective stimulus and the refractory characteristics of the neural unit.
The data presented above are intended to illustrate the concept of a recovered firing
probability and the value of this concept in analyzing data from auditory-nerve fibers.
These and other related calculations have been applied to a great deal of data obtained
with short acoustic clicks as stimuli, and to a lesser amount of data obtained with other
stimuli. The use of these calculations to study the nonrefractory aspects of the data has
provided a somewhat simpler picture of the relation between these firing patterns and
the mechanical motion of cochlear structures, but it has also exposed some unexpected
phenomena. These results and the implied constraints on possible models are discussed
in the author's thesis.
P. R. Gray
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C. STATISTICAL MECHANICSAND FIELD THEORY
It has beenexhibited in many excellentworks I that, at present, the density matrix
provides the most general description of a quantizedsystem. This formalism embodies
simultaneously the quantum-mechanical and statistical-mechanical aspects of the
description and reduces to the usual quantumtheory whenthe knowledgeabout the sys-
tem is complete.
The general method of finding the density operator, p, of incompletely specified
systems 2 is essentially an information theory formalism that takes advantage of the
fact that the entropy S = -tr p In p is an additive invariant measure of ignorance about
the state of the system. To find p one maximizes the entropy, subject to whatever
features of the system are known. Let the average values _a = <_a> = tr P_a corresponding
to observables _ be known by observation. Then subject to these and the ever-
a
present constraint of normalization tr p = l (which implies tr P_o = f_o' where _o is a
c-number), one obtains the desired operator by the method of Lagrangian multipliers:
a
p = e (1)
The multiplier k ° is determined from the condition of normalization, and Z = exp(ko+ I) =
tr (exp(-Y.kafla)) is the partition function of the distribution. To give a concrete example,
consider the equilibrium problem of a cavity radiation. Since radiation is equiva-
lent to a collection of oscillators, we have the Harnilitonian operator, H k =
#
_kakak . Furthermore, at thermal equilibrium the only known feature of the system is
the (average)energy, _k = tr PkHk . The density operator is then pk = <l-;_kr)exp(-_k_ak ).
The energy may be evaluated in any representation because of the invariant character of
the trace. Evaluating in a representation with a_a k diagonal and summing over all k,
we have
d3ktr PkHk = (2v)z e [_- 1
k
(z)
Here, as usual, V-I(2=) 3 Z-----_S d3k is used. We recognize Eq. Z as the Planck
k
expression for the total energy of the cavity.
Although the density matrix formalism is of utmost power and simplicity, it suffers
from certain deficiencies which, in this report, we shall try to exhibit and correct.
We shall see that this method, when properly modified and extended, offers even greater
power and generality for dealing with the problems of quantized systems and their sta-
tistical treatments. For reasons that will become clear in the discussion, we propose
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two related modifications of the density matrix formalism.
(i) First, we split p into a product p = • _ and express statistical averages as _2a =
tr_ _2a_. This allows us to write _ = exp(-(ko+l)/2-23_a_2a) , where _a=_a+ifa are com-
a
plex numbers. The real parts are _a = ka/2' but the imaginary parts will also be con-
sidered. For example, in the case of the Hamiltonian operator, H, the real and
imaginary parts are _ = _/2 and time _ = t, respectively. The motivation behind this
way of writing the density matrix is to extend the parameters to complex planes. For
example, by writing T = _ + it, one deals with inverse temperature and time as a single
complex parameter. 3 Another point is that an extension to relativistic and field theory
situations is strongly suggested by this form. Thus from relativistic symmetry we may
associate with the momentum operators P the variables v = _ + i_. With this general-
ization it is possible to treat statistically the virtual quanta surrounding charged par-
ticles and find a finite value for the self-energy.
(it) The second modification of the density matrix method is concerned with the pos-
sibility of improving the formalism and extending its applicability by considering the
entropy principle and the action principle as a single dynamical postulate. Indeed,
action and entropy have many similarities. They are related to real and imaginary
parts of our complex numbers, and both lead to extremum problems. Also, both are
additive and invariant quantities of the system. The usual treatments of the two prin-
ciples, however, differ procedurally: the action principle provides infinitesimal char-
acterization, whereas the entropy formalism yields finite Lagrangian multipliers. Since
we are dealing with operators, the finite parameters are, in general, not desirable
because finite transformations are not always commutative and infinitesimal ones
always are. What we need is a general postulate allowing us to construct finite
parameters through a succession of an infinite number of infinitesimal transformations.
1 *
Consider the operator_2= -in_ = F+ iW. Here, F= -Re in_ = -_-in_ • is half of
the entropy operator, and W is the action operator. Both r and W are invariant
additive quantities. We propose a direct generalization of the quantum action principle
in which the extended complex quantity _2 is used instead of W. A suitable formulation
of this idea may be obtained by using the complex four-dimensional variables T =
_M + ix , instead of ordinary space-time coordinates. Also, we must use the more general
statistical (mixed) states, l a) = 2_ _al I[_ , in place of pure states Ii) . Subject to the
q
known values _2 =tr_*_2 _ and the normalization conditions,tr_ _ = 1 we postulate
' {z a '
s(zlI): -(z Ii). (3)
For r = o, the mixed states become pure states and Eq. 3 reduces to the usual action
principle. Then, as is well known, the Sehr6dinger equation can be obtained by fixing
<2 I and applying the variation to I1 >, 51> = -SW I >. For variations arising from time
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• a I_ = HI >. Starting from an initial state It=0>. this gives thewe have 6tW = H5t, and l-_-
e-iWt It =I
= 0_" Here the normalization condition is auto-solution It>= e-ilUdt,t_ 0
matically satisfied. For r = 0 we thus have the usual theory. In the corresponding
statistical case we have _ 1)= -{S%+HS(_+it)} I)" Thus we shall have a formal solution
I _o' T) = exp(-f d_o- f H dT) I_o =0, T=0), wher-e T = _ + it. Since in this simple case
H and f H dT commute, we may write _ = exp(--_o--HT), reproducing essentially the earlier
result with _o and v finite. Of course, such simplification is not always possible. In
general, the solution must be constructed as a perturbation series through a proper iter-
ation process. From our action principle the general result of this iteration process
may be represented formally by the exponential expression
-f d_o-I _ _ad_a
= e , (4)
= a_/8_a I are observables. To secure uniqueness of the observables, we
where _a I 0
_ |
must also impose an analyticity condition 8_/a_ I = 0. In our opinion this general-
_ |
_a" 0
ized formulation embodied in Eqs. 3 and 4 is superior to the usual density matrix method,
since it extends to the complex domain, is applicable to relativistic and field theory
problems, unifies action and entropy into a single principle, and provides a general
integration procedure instead of the Lagrangian multipliers which are of limited appli-
c ability.
We may now indicate the extended usefulness of our new formalism by applying it to
the self-energy problem. For simplicity, we consider a soluble neutral scalar theory.
The self-energy divergence arises because the contributions from virtual quanta become
arbitrarily large in the limit of high momenta. The usual quantum field theory has no
way of reducitlg the efficiency of these high-momentum virtual (spacelike) quanta. In
our theory we have an analogy to cavity radiation in which the infrared divergence is
removed by reducing the efficiency of real (timelike} quanta by the statistical weight
leading to the finite result of Eq. 2. From relativistic symmetry we consider, then,
the momentumoperator _k =_ak and_e associated parameter___r =_r ÷ i_ By
__ / -2k. _r_/2 /
l
maximizing the entropy for fixed Pk' we have _k: _l-e ) exp_-(_r+ir } • k_.
On the other hand, the contribution to self-energy of a single virtual particle is known to
= 2_ 2 ,-1be4 _'k -go(ZC°k r; . We thus have the operator Hk= _kNk , where Nk= aka k is the num-
ber operator for the virtual quanta. The total energy of the virtual cloud, therefore, is
given by
2
_o = _ tr(vkHk_ = -1 d3k tr (_kgoNkV _ . (5)
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Since
(_kNk_ (e 2k" _ ii -l -2k" _rtr = r_ _ ek-- _
this integral is absolutely convergent for large momenta.5 For k -- 0, we must require
Eq. 5 to behave as the Yukawa case, which "renormalizes" the coupling constant as
go " g22k " _r {implying that the charge g corresponds to low-energy observations such
as Thomson scattering). This analogous to the cavity situation where in the limit co -* 0
we obtain the law of equipartitions of energy.
If this interpretation of the seLf-energy problem is correct, we have no difficulty in
computing the interaction energy, d'12' between two sources separated by a distance
r= Ix I •
2
4 _ _ _ ( * _) _ d3k 2k. _re +2 + tr O-kH k _ 2_ ° _ g __ iklxl e-iklxl
k" n=l n'=l (27r)3 k2+m 2 2k. _r
e - 1
{6)
For large Ix], we have the well-known Yukawa interaction, whereas, for small Ix] = r,
that is, for large k, the statistical weight acts as a cutoff. Note, however, that our
method is completely idfferent from the usual (extended-body) cutoff procedures which
violate the relativity and locality postulates of the theory. Here, there is no such
mutilation of the basic framework. What we are doing is simply to extend the long-
respected quantum statistical mechanics relativistically without changing the fundamental
tenets of the whole theory. If valid, the new approach seems to imply a greater unity and
symmetry between statistical mechanics and quantum theory. For example, it seems
necessary to consider the fluctuation relations Ap • _ >_ 1/2 that are due to the sta-
tistical part, together with and on the same footing with the Heisenberg uncertainty rela-
tions _<P • _x >_ 1/2. A method for expanding the formal solution (4) and applications
to scattering, production, and polarization problems will not be reported here.
H. Yilmaz
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
1. Basic Theory
Research on the functional organization of the reticular core of the central nervous
system continues, in collaboration with Dr. William L. Kilmer of Michigan State Uni-
versity.
Our problem is to construct a theory for the reticular system which is compatible
with known neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, and which will lead to testable hypotheses
concerning its operation. 1, Z
Our first and second approaches to this problem 3 were outlined in Quarterly Prog-
ress Report No. 76 (page 313).
We can report, at present, that we are embarked on a kind of iterative net statistical
decision theory 4 that is comprehensive, versatile, and penetrating enough to stand a
5
reasonable chance of success.
The computer modeling is being done at the Instrumentation Laboratory, M.I.T. ,
by members of Louis L. Sutro's group.
W. S. McCulloch
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Z. Project Plans
a. Sensory Processes
Smell. Five years have been spent on the olfactory system (with Dr. R. C. Gesteland,
now at Northwestern University) and the results of this study are soon to appear.l' Z It
has been shown that the coding of smell is holistic, that every fiber in the olfactory nerve
has a broad range of sensitivity rather than a particular sensitivity to a smell and is a
two-process system. These results have posed one of the most serious problems in the
concept of a smell system. We now feel quite certain that the transduction is due to an
allosteric action in a surface protein, but that the allostery is much broader than is usu-
ally conceived, and may be difficult to describe in terms of present theories of chemical
action. It is a question that will underlie a great deal of research for several years.
Vision. It is possible to show that the firing pattern of a dimming detector (off-fiber)
in the optic nerve of a frog reflects primary transductive processes in the rods and
cones sufficiently well to be used to measure those processes. It appears, by this mode
of analysis, that there are at least three kinds of transduction involved in the frog, and
one has been tentatively identified as measuring the amount of isorhodopsin. It will be
about a year before this method is utterly disabused or confidence may be placed in it.
If it is valid, a new and significant tool in visual physiology has been found. The opera-
tions once reported by this group on the frog's eye can now be specified in much greater
detail. These are not as assumed, either in terms of origin or exact description. This
work, too, will take some time to complete.
b. Membrane Processes
During the past year and a half a number of predictions have been borne out quite
accurately by experiment. It was supposed that La (3+) and Pr (3+) would act as super-
Ca (2+) with respect to nerve membrane. This is, in fact, the case. It was also predicted
that Cs (+) ought not to substitute either for K (+) or Na (+), and ought not to pass nerve
membrane. This is also the case. Finally, nerve membrane was expected to be asym-
metrical in structure, and this has been demonstrated (by Dr. S. Frenk of this labora-
tory) using La(MnO4) 3 as a stain in electron microscopy. The present work is with
artificial membranes, phospholipid paucimolecular layers, which exhibit a surprisingly
low impedance and very large streaming potentials and streaming currents. The aim is
to make such membranes with nonlinear properties of interesting sorts.
c. Instrumentation
A new device has been developed that is very helpful in looking at neural signals. It
is a CLOOGE (acronym for Continuous Log Of On-Going Events). It presents sequential
pulse intervals on linear, lo-garithmic o_ reciproca-[ scale extending over four decades,
and includes certain additional processing that makes the output extremely easy to fol-
low.
New low-cost high-gain amplifiers and special headstages for general use have also
been designed. In fact, several low-cost, but accurate, data-processing devices are
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being planned. These will permit on-line data reduction in analog; thus, the fairly expen-
sive and still inefficient methods for use with digital computers will be bypast.
J. Y. Lettvin
I.
2.
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3. Present and Proposed Research
During the past year we have pushed forward on the investigation of the properties
of dorsal horn cells and have begun to exploit a number of the consequences of this
research. 1-7 There are three horizontal laminae in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord.
These laminae can be identified both by anatomical and physiological properties. They
are laminae 4,. 5, and 6 of Rexed. In lamina 4, the most dorsal, there are cells that
receive only cutaneous afferents. We have shown, now, that most of them receive from
the full spectrum of peripheral fibres. There is a gate control that influences the pas-
sage of arriving impulses from the periphery as they pass onto these cells. The gate
is closed by activity in large-diameter peripheral fibres and by descending impulses
from brain stem. The gate is opened by activity in small-diameter peripheral fibres.
We have also given evidence that impulses can be generated in the dendrites of these
cells. This suggests a much greater potentiality for analysis by nerve cells than pre-
vious models in which it was believed that only a single trigger point of origin of nerve
impulses existed.
In lamina 5, we find cells with a special anatomy which receive cutaneous informa-
tion collected by the cells of lamina 4. They are under the control of impulses descending
both from the brain stem and from the peripheral tract. These cells show a new prop-
erty that we have named "novelty detection." They fail to respond to the later stimuli in
a train of repeated stimuli. We have been able to locate the place where this blocking
of repeated input volleys occurs.
In lamina 6, the most ventral lamina in the dorsal horn, cells receive both from skin
and from muscle. This convergence of inputs of different modalities is under control.
In the decerebrate animal, the cells are dominated by the input from muscle and joints.
In the spinal animal, where descending impulses from the brain stem have been elimi-
nated, these cells are dominated by their cutaneous input. This process of switching
is a new property of nerve cells which has not previously been described.
In the past year we have made very rapid advances in the discovery of a control
mechanism that influences the effect on the central nervous system of entering nerve
impulses. We had discovered some time ago that it was possible to decrease the effec-
tiveness of entering nerve impulses by decreasing their size before they reached the
first central cells. It was shown that a slow potential could be detected which measured
the intensity of this "presynaptic inhibition." Next, we were able to assign the genera-
tion of this presynaptic inhibition to the activity of some very small cells whose function
had not previously been known. These are the cells in substantia gelatinosa.
The next stage was the discovery that the set of the presynaptic control mechanism
was in continuous action and was influenced by the position of the limbs, pressure on the
skin, and by descending impulses from the head. If this system was in steady action,
we wondered if the very fine slowly conducting peripheral fibres were playing a part in
this tonic long-acting mechanism. We developed a technique for isolating the impulses
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in small fibres from those in large. We found that the small and large fibres were acting
in opposition, the large fibres tending to close the gate, and the small to open it. The
position of the control mechanism therefore depends, among other things, on the relative
activity in large and small fibres. Thus far, this is the only function discovered for
small fibres. This control mechanism, which can be moved either to exaggerate or
diminish the effect of arriving sensory nerve impulses, has many implications for under-
standing sensory discrimination, and in particular the mechanism for generating pain.
Anesthetics, for example, close the gate. Furthermore, a number of pathological states
of the skin sensory system may be correlated with different settings of this control sys-
tem. New concepts are appearing of the analysis of sensory events in context with simul-
taneous and preceding events.
In other work in this laboratory, we have proceeded with the analysis of skin sensa-
tion by examining third-order neurons along the pathway. We have also developed some
testable theories about the method used by the nervous system in signalling the location
of a stimulus. This work has involved work on normal amphibia and those with various
transplanted eyes, legs, and skin.
A new theory of pain mechanisms has been developed. 8 The activity of second-,
third-, and fourth-order nerve cells in the cutaneous and proprioceptive pathways is
being studied in animals in many different states of control.
Several aspects of the research reported above will be developed.
(a) Studies of pain control in man. We have already begun to test a prediction from
our pain theory which suggests that continuous activity in large fibres should raise the
threshold for induced pain. We shall use normal men and cases of trigeminal neuralgia,
causalgia, and other types of intractable pain. Initial results are extremely promising.
(b) Spinal-cord organization in rat. We have shown that it is extremely profitable
to study the activity of dorsal cells in cat cord with the animal in several different states.
We intend to repeat these studies in rat with the intention of examining single cells during
unrestricted movement.
(c) Descending control of spinal cord dorsal horn cells. We shall study in detail the
effect of descending pyramidal volleys on the effects of arriving afferent volleys and on
the firing of ceils in laminae 4, 5, and 6.
(d) Effect of repeated stimulation. It is known that there are novelty detection cells
in dorsal horn, and that motoneurons fail to respond to the later members of a long train
of slowly repeated stimuli. We shall define the properties of this adaptation of a ventral-
root reflex and probe within the cord to determine which cells adapt out in the chain from
input to output.
(e) Behavior of cells in ventral horn. We have described the lamination of dorsal
horn and will advance to a study of lamina 7, which contains cells of a very high degree
of complexity.
(f) Origin of the way in which muscles in a reflex response direct the response to
the location of the stimulus. We shall study by a series of new methods the linkage
between skin stimulation and motor neuron response in the frog skin wiping reflex.
(g) Limulus eye. Studies of the coupling between light received in the eye and the
generation of a local response and the coupling between ceils in the ommatidium will
continue.
P. D. Wall
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A. NUMBER OF MODES OF OSCILLATION OF A NET OF N NEURONS
Given a set of N neurons. The state of the net at time t is determined by the state
of all neurons at time t. There are two possible states for each neuron at time t {firing
or nonfiring}. The total number of possible states of the net is 2N.
When the net oscillates it runs through a number of states in a repetitive way. A
mode of oscillation of the net is determined by the states into which the net.gets during
one period, and the order of these states but one. If we select k states out of 2N, there
are (k-l}! ways of ordering (k-l) of these states.
Selecting k states is possible in (ZkN) ways. So the number of modes of oscillation
of the net, in getting into k different states is
Summing this expression for all possible k gives the total number of modes of the
net:
Z N 2 N
k=2 k=l
If we want to be able to generate any of these modes by putting a constant binary input
on a number of input lines, then this number ought to be at least the least whole number
that is larger than or equal to
2 N
log 2 _ (k-l}, (2kN).
k=l
C. P. G. Schnabel
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this group, which is operated jointly by the Research Laboratory of
Electronics, the Electronic Systems Laboratory, and the Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, M.I.T., is fourfold:
1. To provide a flexible and readily accessible computation facility oriented toward
the Laboratory's research goals.
Z. To provide an educational facility where students may learn the principles of
automatic computation, and undergraduate and graduate thesis projects may be carried
out.
3. To develop computation techniques, especially methods that make program design
and construction more convenient, and allow easier communication with the machine.
4. To investigate new principles for organizing multiprogrammed computer systems.
J. B. Dennis
STATUS OF RESEARCH
1. Computing Equipment
The Computer Research Group operates two general-purpose machines. The
TX-0 computer was built by Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., as an experimental machine,
and was turned over to the Department of Electrical Engineering in 1958. The Digital
Equipment Corporation donated one of their PDP-1 machines in 1961. The PDP-1 has
become the central processor of a time-shared multiuser system 1 implemented by the
group. Our activities have included modifications to the two computer systems to
improve their performance, as well as the programming of translators, editors,
debugging programs, and executive routines suited to the on-line nature of the use
of the two systems.
Z. Development of an Improved Multiuser System
Experience obtained from operation of the PDP-1 time-sharing system, together
with experience at Project MAC, has taught us much about desirable properties of time-
shared computer systems, or, in more general terms, multiprogrammed computer
This work is supported principally by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
(U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200{E);
and in part by the National Science Foundation {Grant GP-2495) and the National Aero-
nautic s and Space Administration {Grant Ns G- 496).
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systems. Features of a multiprogrammed computer system (MCS) are generally evident
in the services that an object program may obtain from the executive program by giving
commands that we call meta-instructions. From work done at Project MAC, Dennis and
Van Horn 2 have published a set of meta-instructions and defined their meaning in terms
of a program structure felt to be particularly suitable for an MCS. The principal ideas
in this paper concern parallel processing, relations among computations, and the organ-
ization and manipulation of directories of files, etc., retained by the system on behalf
of its users. Plans have been made to implement many of these ideas in the next incar-
nation of our multiuser system. The new system involves hardware additions and modi-
fications, as well as the preparation of a new executive system. Some of the more
important aspects of the system design are outlined here.
a. File memory. A file memory system is being added to the PDP-1 installation
in the form of miniature tape units (DecTape), so that a user may retrieve programs
and data by command from his console. Consistent with the informal way in which the
system is operated, a user will ordinarily bring a tape containing his programs with
him and mount it on a free unit at the beginning of a session of use, and take the
(updated) tape with him when he leaves.
b. Parallel programming. We have found the notion of process to be more funda-
mental to the design of an MCS than the concept of program. A process is the sequential
execution of the steps of a procedure. One process may by means of a fork meta-
instruction create a second process which is thought of as running concurrently with the
first. The use of a join meta-instruction allows a process to test whether two or more
asynchronous activities have been completed. Execution of a quit meta-instruction ter-
minates a process. The fork, join, and quit meta-instructions are basic primitive
operations of parallel programming. A particularly efficient implementation of these
primitives through a combination of hardware and software techniques is a central
feature of the new design. In the new system the use of these primitives to control con-
current input/output activity replaces the interrupt feature that serves this function on
essentially all present machines.
c. Computations. We use the term computation to mean a collection of processes
that collectively accomplish a computing task. Each computation runs on behalf of a
user of the system and has an associated sphere of protection that determines what files,
services or directories the processes of the computation are allowed to access or use.
In our revised system the sphere of protection is established by a 64-entry list, called
a capability list, 2 through which the processes of the computation execute input/output
operations, or gain access to directories, files, and other services provided by the
executive system. We permit one computation to run a second computation under its
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surveillance. This is a valuable asset in program debugging: It allows a programming
system running as an object computation to monitor a second object computation under
test without the danger of being disabled if a process should run wild or address
incorrectly.
d. Directory Structure. The system design includes a hierarchical directory struc-
ture. Each item in a directory associates an alphanumeric name with a pointer to a fil_.__e,
an input/output function, an entry point giving access to some system service, or a
directory giving further associations of names with pointers. Processes may reference
items in a subtree of the directory lattice by specifying a downward path from a directory
that is accessible through the capability list of the computation. The root directory of a
user of the system is always accessible through the capability list of a computation oper-
2
ating on his behalf. By means of meta-instructions similar to those defined elsewhere,
processes are able to share files in a rather flexible way.
J. B. Dennis, N. Kerllenevich, L. J. Rotenberg
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our group aims to achieve an improved understanding of lumped electrical networks.
During the coming year, we shall be concerned primarily with the following problems.
1. Development of synthesis procedures that lead to transformerless realizations
of rational network functions.
Z. Extension of known RLCT synthesis procedures to include new types of circuit
elements.
3. Determination of properties of transformerless networks.
4. Establishment of performance limitations for networks that contain nonlinear
and/or time-variant circuit elements.
H. B. Lee
A. NONRECIPROCITY FIGURE OF MERIT FOR PASSIVE RESISTIVE DEVICES
Garg and Carlin 1 recently proposed a nonreciprocity figure of merit M for three-
terminal Hall plates.
The purpose of this report is to offer a nonreciprocity figure of merit that applies
to passive resistive devices with any number of terminals. The new figure of merit does
not reduce to M in the three-terminal case, but has a number of properties in common
with it.
The suggested figure of merit M' is the maximum angle at which complex power can
be dissipated in the device, divided by 7r/2. This figure of merit has the following attri-
butes.
1. M' is a property of the device (rather than being a property of a description of
the device}.
2. M' lies in the range 0 --< M' _< 1, equalling zero only when the device is recipro-
cal, and equalling one only when the device can be excited in a purely nonreciprocal
manner.
3. M' reflects a fundamental restriction on networks that can be constructed by
interconnecting the device, resistors and capacitors (see Appendix}.
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 036-039-AMC-03200(E).
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4. M' is invariant to embedding in networks of transformers.
The determination of M' is quite straightforward. Indeed, if G denotes a nodal
admittance matrix for the device, then
M' = _-tan -1 k
,r max '
where kma x equals the largest root of the equation
[j(G-Gt)-k(G+Gt) [ = O.
For a three-terminal device
M' = 2---tan-1
7r
g12 + g21f"gl Ig22 - 2
Appendix
Restriction 3 is contained in the following theorem.
THEOREM: The natural frequencies of any network constructed from resistors,
capacitors, and multiterminal passive resistive devices having a common figure of
merit M', are confined to the shaded region of the s-plane shown in Fig. XXX-1.
Fig. XXX-1. s-plane.
PROOF: The proof consists of writing down the expression for the complex power
absorbed by such a network, interpreting the powers absorbed by the various elements
as vectors, and observing that the vectors cannot possibly add to zero (as they must for
a natural oscillation), unless s is confined to the shaded region shown in Fig. XXX-1.
H. B. Lee, R. W. Daniels
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• XXXI. COMPUTATIONRESEARCH
Research Staff
Martha M. Pennell
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R. M. Nacamuli
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This group provides a programming service for Laboratory Members who use com-
puters in their research. The majority of our work is scientific programming, that is,
the use of numerical methods (numerical analysis) for solving differential equations,
integrals, root locus problems, and so forth. Some of the problems that we have
encountered have not lent themselves to standard numerical techniques and it has been
necessary to develop new methods. We are now doing research on new ways for'finding
complex roots of transcendental equations. This will probably be the chief emphasis of
our work during the coming year.
We do some non-numerical programming, however. The availability of the time-
sharing system has opened an entire new field for computer applications. We have
written several programs for the researcher himself to use, and probably we shall be
requested to write similar ones.
Martha M. Pennell
A. NEWTON'S METHOD FOR FINDING COMPLEX ROOTS OF A
TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATION*
Householder 1 classifies Newton's well-known method for finding zeros as a second-
order functional iteration method that applies to transcendental as well as algebraic
equations, and to complex as well as real roots. We find, however, few published
2
examples of its use for finding complex roots. I. M. Longman felt that the method did
not appear to have had the application it deserved. To support his thesis he cited the
following example:
1/z 1/z
for which he obtained the solution x = . 3688946067 + . 3810680642i in six iterations of
Newton's method, starting with an initial guess x ° = 1 + i. From our computations for
the Plasma Electronics Group, two more examples can now be cited to support
Longman's thesis. The first arose in the research of Paul Chorney, 3 the second in the
research of Carlton E. Speck. 4 Because the latter computations are more recent and
the more complicated of the two, they are given here.
2 BIz and p, find a V (real and complex) such thatGiven real values for Vpc, , c
V 2 B 2 n2jZn(p)oo 2 2 pc _ oo
1V 2 _ Jn-1 (p) - Jn+l (p) +_ _ 0. (1)
1 - -_- pc 2 (Vc_n)2 -n=-o0 (Vc-n) P n=-ao
*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-614).
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Jn(p) is the nth-order Bessel function of the first kind with argument p.
In his Master's thesis, Speck established that roots exist close to integer values of
V c, that is, V c = n. In order to estimate the root close to the integer m, one can
rewrite Eq. 1 as follows:
1 V 2 -1 (p) - Jm+l (p)
1 - _ pc V c - m
J2m_z(p) J2m(p} J2m(p) 2
_ _ Jm+2(p)
+V -m+ 1 V -m- 1
c e
jz _ jz )7 . z sz _mZj
n-1 {p) n+ 1{p Vpc j" | 2rn{p)j+ L v LE + L/(Vc-m)2n=-oo c p
n¢m, m+ 1, m- 1
+ (m-1)2j2m-l(P) + (m+l)2j2+l{P' + _ _- =0.n2j2n(p) 1
(Vc-m+ 1}2 (Vc-m-1) 2 n#m,n=m+l-_°, m-1 (Vc n}2 J
(2)
Making the approximations
j2 2 _o 2 j2
_ Jn-l(P)- n+l(P'n_l(p) - Jn+l(p) _ =V -n m-n
c
n=-oo n=-oo
nCm, rn+1, m-1 nero, m+ I,m-1
oo
o0 n2j2(p) _ n2j2(p )
(V c-n) 2 ~ (m-n) 2
n=-oo n=-co
nero, m+l, m-1 nero, m+l, m-1
- S 2
S 1
and clearing of fractions, one can rewrite Eq. 2 as the following polynomial (x= V c -m}:
v2 / 1_2 pc _ 1 S V 2 5- Jm_2(p) x
+ BiaS2 2 1 pc/ x6 " 5V2 [J2 .(p}-j2p PCL m-i m+l (p)-J2+2(p} + 2
I_ V2 B2 2 22-.5V 2 (2J z (p) 2 2 pc .L (m JmlP)pc\ m -Jm+z(P)-Jm-2(P)-2SI) +
P
+ (m_1)2 j2 )2 j2 )I 4m_l(p) + (m+l m+l (p) -2S 2 x
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+
I_+ 2 (m-1)2j2m-1 (p)+(m+l)2J2m+l (p x3P
[- V 2 B 2
÷ ÷4
L p - / p
-I
(_ZmZjZ {p} + (m_l)z jz .{p} + (m+l}Z jz _.(p} + S_l x z
\ m m-i m_-i ,_/j
2 2
2 (Jm_l(p) _ Jm+l(p) )
-5Vpc
V 2 B 2
pc ±
x + 2 m2J2m(P) = O. (3)
P
The roots of this polynomial were found and the V c nearest m was used as the initial
guess to Newton's method, which usually converged in less than 10 iterations to four-
figure accuracy. Nonconvergence occurred when the guess was in the vicinity of a double
root or in the vicinity of a zero of the derivative of (1) with respect to V_. Once a root
, 2 c2
had been found by Newton s method, the values of the parameters Vpc, B_, and p could
be varied by a small amount and the root used as an initial guess, thereby by-passing the
polynomial approximation. In this manner, Speck was able to obtain plots of V c against
any one of the parameters.
For this problem, Newton's method proved to be a powerful technique for finding
complex roofs. Because, on the average, only 5 or 5 iterations were necessary, com-
puter time (which was mainly used to evaluate (1) and its derivative) was kept to a mini-
mum. In this respect, Newton's method has an advantage over that described by
Lieberman, 5 which requires more computer time because of the function evaluations at
each grid point. One distinct advantage, however, of the latter method is its independ-
ence of zeros of the derivative.
The numerical calculations were performed on the Project MAC time-sharing system
without which a guess-run procedure as described above would have been much more dif-
ficult and time-consuming.
Martha M. Pennell
lo
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by using a Runge-Kutta method.
may be written as
B. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE KIZNER'S METHOD FOR SOLVING
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS*
In a recent paper on solving nonlinear equations, Kizner I outlines a method that
raises the order of convergence without calculating derivatives of higher order or
requiring more accuracy than Newton's 2 method. This paper, however, does not give
a numerical example. To illustrate the method, we solved the following example and
compared its solution with those obtained from Newton's method and the iteration
method 3: Find a z such that 3z - cosz - l = 0.
The Kizner technique may be thought of as the integration of a differential equation
Let z I be the first estimate to a root of f(z} = 0. A root
_ dz5= -_- df + z.(z)
(1)
If we assume the existence of the quantities in Eq.
d5 dz
df df
1, then (1) can be written in the form
(z)
with the initial condition z 1. Equation Z can now be approximately solved by the Runge-
Kutta 4 technique, with h =-f(zl}. The _-thus obtained can be used as a new estimate
and the method repeated until the desired accuracy is obtained. For our example, z 1 = 0
was chosen. The results were
Kizner Newton Iteration
x 2
x 3
x4
x 7
f(.607102) = 10-7
.607107 .666667 .666667
.607102 .607493 .595Z96
.60710Z .60710Z .609328
.607102
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-614).
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Similar results were obtained when x 1 = 1. 570795. A more stringent test would be
to use the method on the problem given in Section XXXI-A.
Martha M. Pennell
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Academic and Research Staff
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Graduate Students
M. Eisenberg
F. Liu
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our basic objective is to design and develop better auditory and visual interfaces
between men and machines, as well as to mechanize the processes of "pattern recog-
nition" that are now handled exclusively by human senses and perceptual processes.
Progress in this field during the past decade has been slow, and it is our contention
that this may well have been due to emphasis on the application of standard processing
techniques without utilization of knowledge about the behavior of living systems. Per-
ception and recognition result from the measurements and processing of living systems
whose general objective is to survive in a hostile environment. In such an environment,
the eye as a camera or the ear as a recorder, in making an accurate set of measure-
ments of amplitude, frequency, and time, may well be both second-order and misleading
concepts.
In our view, an initial step in understanding what the living system is measuring and
processing is to put bounds upon the demonstrable capabilities of the senses of living
systems. Pertinent information is available in such diverse and scattered fields as art,
music, history, physiology, pathology, and psychology, and the approach is to collect
and appraise it. We have already applied this approach in a limited area of visual pro-
cessing, and it has yielded valuable and applicable insight. These results have been
utilized in the development of a limited-capability handwriting recognition system that
can handle a very large font without significant size or orientation constraints. The
remaining constraints of language style and segmentation are now being removed.
The general approach is also being applied to problems of medical diagnosis and
data interpretation such as are encountered in electrocardiographic, phonocardio-
graphic, and x-ray interpretation.
H. M. Teager
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Research Laboratory of Electronics has had close association with the research
and application of electronic flash-lighting equipment work that is being carried out in
the Stroboscopic Light Laboratory of the Department of Electrical Engineering. There
are mutual advantages because of common goals in many areas of interest.
First, the aim of both is the education of students. Every opportunity for experi-
mental work should be given to students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
so that they can become acquainted with the real experimental world and learn the satis-
faction of accomplishment. The laboratories and facilities of the Research Laboratory
of Electronics are excellent, especially the shops and general service laboratories. As
an example, each term, several classes of ray students are shown the glass-blowing
facilities. Actual devices such as discharge lamps are made during these visits, and
the students are given the lamps to exhaust and operate in actual circuits.
Second, the research goal of the Stroboscopic Light Laboratory is the development
of instruments and methods by using electronic flash light sources involving the electri-
cal excitation of gas. This field -- gaseous conduction of electricity -- has engaged the
attention of many of the research workers at the Research Laboratory of Electronics.
There is much more to be accomplished in the transient pulsing of electricity through
gases, so we hope for many years of cooperation.
In our laboratory we wish to know more and more about the fundamental processes
that exist in flash lamps so that brighter, shorter-flash or special lamps can be per-
fected. As knowledge of the physical mechanism evolves, perhaps new goals, at pre-
sent unperceived, can be reached.
We are called upon from many departments of M. I. T. to help in making measure-
ments for a great variety of problems, mainly involving things that happen fast. Much
of our effort is expended along this line of application. Once in a while, a difficult
technical problem is easily and quickly solved; more than likely, it is not. A host of
problems is waiting for new solutions. This, too, makes it interesting.
For more than ten years we have worked on many applications of electronic flash-
lighting equipment to underwater research, with partial financial help from the National
Geographic Society and interested individuals. This work has been greatly stimulated
by the addition of a pressure-testing facility in Room Z0D-009. We have assisted with
the photographic devices for both existing bathyscaphes, and helped with the design of
new photographic equipment for the French bathyscaphe (ARCHIMEDE) that was built
for ultimate depths of 37,000 feet.
At present, two photographic problems in the sea engage our attention. One involves
the photography of small jellylike creatures that are almost invisible because their
refractive index resembles that of water. A camera equipped with a back light with a
special strobe will be made to test the use of the back-lighting principle. This equip-
ment will be used at depths down to 1 mile in seas where abundant plankton life is found.
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
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A second problem, also involving electronic flash photography, is an attempt to
apply the elapsed-time principle of motion-picture photography to the study of shallow
areas of the sea bottom. For this purpose, stationary cameras will be placed on the
bottom of the sea for extended periods of time to study tidal action and biological
changes with the seasons.
H. E. Edgerton
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